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Welcome to Film Bazaar Online
by NFDC

As NFDC Film Bazaar enters its 14th year, we are delighted to present an engaging line-up of projects 
from established filmmakers as well as new talent making their first feature-length film. Over the last 
decade, Film Bazaar has become the most sought-after platform for South Asian filmmakers to find 
funding, collaborators and support. We are proud to acknowledge that films presented at previous 
editions of the Bazaar, whether at script, project or rough-cut stage, have gone on to receive national 
and international acclaim. The Bazaar has also emerged as a focal point for festival directors, 
programmers and sales agents to find fresh voices from South Asia.

Despite all the uncertainties in the last one year, we are happy to present  an eclectic mix of 21 
projects in 17 languages from India, Bangladesh, Canada, China, France, Nepal, Netherlands and Sri 
Lanka. This year’s edition of the NFDC Film Bazaar Co-Production Market is set to expand its ever-
growing reach into the exciting world of content. One of the greatest strengths of the NFDC Film 
Bazaar Co-Production Market has always been its selection of a wide variety of subjects that span 
across genres and languages, and this year it will be no different. 

The video format for the Open Pitch –  which kicks off the Co-Production Market – was introduced 
in 2016 and has since become very popular with the filmmakers. They have found it to be the most 
effective way of communicating their vision to potential collaborators who in turn have been able 
to see a glimpse of the proposed films and optimize their time at the market. In the online edition, 
the pitch videos were pre-recorded. Each pitch gives an insight to the creative aspects and the 
personality of the project and the talent behind it.  

We marked the beginning of a valued partnership between Produire Au Sud and NFDC Film Bazaar 
through a specially curated 5 day preparatory workshop for Co-Production Market selected 
participants. Film Bazaar has collaborated with the French Embassy in India who will be presenting the 
French Institute Award for one selected project from the 21 selected Co-Production Market projects. 

We will miss the in person interactions but we look forward to yet another successful edition of Film 
Bazaar and seeing you online

Co-Production Team
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
Baksho Bondi draws from our childhood memories to bring an intimate understanding of what it is to suffer 
as well as to give care to someone suffering with a mental illness within in a family. The heaviness of the 
theme will be treated with empathy and lightened by humour, as we follow Maya’s breathless routine from 
job to job. Attention will be given to evoke small-town Bengal, with teenagers TikToking to local rap and 
bustling marketplaces adding to the flavour and rhythm of the scenes. While the acting and surroundings 
will be naturalistic, the visualization will linger on moments of work, travel and loneliness, to delve into 
a psychological interior. At times we will find ourselves in a space where Maya’s dreams blend into her 
reality. While the story hinges on the tragic absurdity of Subodh, the focus is ultimately the emotional 
impact his actions cause to the lives of his wife and son.

Naren Chandavarkar founded Fiddle 
Leaf Film in 2019, as a production 
house dedicated to supporting new 
and independent voices in Indian 
cinema. He worked as the executive 
producer on Balekempa (FIPRESCI 
award, International Film Festival of 
Rotterdam, 2018). As a composer 
and sound designer Naren has been 

at the forefront of art-house and 
independent film movement in India, 
having worked with directors such as 
Chaitanya Tamhane (known for: The 
Disciple), Anand Gandhi (known for: 
Ship of Theseus), Amit Masurkar (known 
for: Newton) and Abhishek Chaubey 
(known for: Udta Punjab). Baksho Bondi 
will be his debut as a primary producer.

Having graduated from the University 
of Calcutta with a Masters in English 
Literature, Tanushree began her career 
in theatre. In 2003 she directed Edward 
Albee’s Zoo Story – which continues to 
be performed till date, becoming one 
of the longest running English plays 
from Bengal. Pursuing her interest 
in storytelling and performance, 

Tanushree studied Film Editing at FTII, 
Pune. After graduating top of her 
class in 2011, Tanushree has edited for 
filmmakers such as Kamal Swaroop, 
Prateek Vats and Kislay. She has also 
directed an experimental short, For You 
and Me and a documentary on the art 
of the Warli community.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Saumyananda grew up in rural 
Karnataka and was selected for the 
Berlin Talent Campus in 2005, while he 
was still in high school. Later he studied 
Philosophy in St. Stephens College, 
Delhi, and Film Cinematography at 
FTII, Pune. Over the last decade, 
Saumyananda has directed two 
documentaries and worked as 
a cinematographer on fifteen 
features, collaborating with Kamal 
Swaroop (known for: Om Dar-B-Dar),  

Arun Karthick (known for: Nasir), 
Anamika Haksar (known for: Taking 
the Horse to Eat Jalebis), Anne 
Aghion (known for: My Neighbour, 
My Killer), Thomas F. Lennon (known 
for: Knife Skills) and Prateek Vats 
(known for: Eeb Allay Ooo) among 
others. Saumyananda’s work has 
been recognized by critics and juries 
alike, and in 2018 he was nominated 
for an Asia Pacific Screen Award for 
Achievement in Cinematography.

Director’s Biography

Naren Chandavarkar

Tanushree Das

+91 9833824038
fiddleleaffilm@gmail.com

+91 8806299899
tanushree.skreenfilms@

gmail.com

Producer

Director

Saumyananda Sahi

+91 8806199899
saumyananda.skreenfilms@

gmail.com

Director
Budget
USD $2,75,000

Financing in place
USD $1,14,000

Production Company 
Fiddle Leaf Film

Present at Film Bazaar
Tanushree Das
Saumyananda Sahi
Naren Chandavarkar

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

Maya lives with her husband Subodh, and teenage son Debu 
in Sonamukhi, a small dusty town at the edge of West Bengal. 
Incapacitated by a head injury many years ago, Subodh was 
let off from the army with a meagre pension. Proclaiming 
himself the Chief Minister, he now wanders about town giving 
unwanted advice and boasting his military laurels. Often 
having to scold his father back home, Debu is torn between 
embarrassment and affection. Everyday Maya sets off on her 
bicycle to work as a housemaid, a cleaner in a chicken farm 
and in a laundry. 

Having rebelled against her family to marry an outsider, Maya 
wants no sympathy now that she has befallen hard times. 
Ignoring snide comments of neighbours, Maya dresses Subodh 
in crisp ironed clothes and saves for her son’s education. 
One morning Maya wakes to find her husband gone. While 
desperately searching for her husband, Maya is horrified to 
hear that a body has been found by the river, and the police 
are looking for Subodh as the primary suspect. When Subodh 
secretly returns two days later, delirious with hunger and fear, 
Maya must confront the choices she has made, and the few 
choices she has left.

How Long Is Tommorrow?

India | Bengali | Drama

Baksho Bondi

Image Courtesy Fiddle Leaf Film
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
It is worrying that most Indian girls and women find themselves to have been victims of physical abuse 
at least once in their life. But it is also intriguing how they march on with their lives with settled internal 
traumas.  The central idea behind my storyline is to highlight that life does not halt for victims. I want to 
be able to motivate each and every girl child to break the bars and reach heights without being sidelined 
on the basis of gender.  Unaware of the effect of archaic cultural beliefs, a regressive caste system 
and stereotypical social norms, 9-year-old Bommai (a name synonymous with that of a Hindu God) gets 
molested by an upper caste group of village men. Bommai succumbs to the trauma of the abuse while 
her father Velu hustles with the system not only to get justice for his daughter but to help her come out of 
the incident stronger and bolder. I wish to depict  an empowering bond between a father and a daughter 
amid the backdrop of a society that honours the sinful as heroes and the righteous as troublesome.

Pa. Ranjith

Shanawaz Nizamudeen

Ranjith is an Indian director and 
filmmaker who made his directorial 
debut with the 2012 romantic comedy 
Attakathi, before earning unanimously 
positive reviews for his second film, 
the political drama Madras (2014). 
In 2016, he wrote and directed the 
gangster-drama Kabali and in 2018, 

Having completed his Masters from 
TISS, Rupesh has been engaged in 
various platforms and organisataions 
over the past 15 years. Most of his work 
has been with social organisations and 
coordinating production work with 
various agencies. Keeping up with 
these engagements, he decided to be 
a part of Neelam Productions as he 
associates with the ideals and values 
of the production house.

Shanawaz hails from Cuddalore and 
was drawn to cinema at a very young 
age. Moving to films after graduating 
as an Engineer, he has assisted 
director R.Kannan on Settai (2013) and 
Oru Oorula Rendu Raja (2014).

Kaala both starring Rajinikanth. As a 
producer, his filmography includes 
Pariyerum Perumal (2018) which won 
awards in the Best Film category at 
Filmfare South as well as South India 
International Film Awards and the film 
Irandam Ulagaporin Kadaisi Gundu 
(2019) which was also received well.

In the last three years, he has worked 
towards setting up a Co-Production 
slate of 5 films along with Little Red 
Car films and Golden Ratio. These 
projects are currently underway. He 
has engaged with Director Pa. Ranjith 
and has cooridinated sales for Irandam 
Ulaga Porin Kadaisi Gundu (2019). 
He is currently working in setting up 
Bommainayagi, the next Production 
from Neelam Productions.

+91 9600320021

Producer

Director

He went on to assist Jacques Audiard 
for the French feature film Dheepan 
which won the Palme d’Or at Cannes 
Film Festival, 2015. Shanawaz is an 
avid reader and has keen interest in 
Tamil literature.

Rupesh Kumar

+91 7358255154
mailneelamproductions@

gmail.com

Producer

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

mailneelamproductions@
gmail.com

Budget
USD $5,50,000

Financing in place
USD $2,60,000

Production Company 
Neelam Productions

Present at Film Bazaar
Shanawaz Nizamudeen
Rupesh Kumar

Looking for
Co-Producers
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

Velu works in a tea stall which is located in the area that houses 
numerous government offices in Cuddalore. His everyday 
routine involves travelling to work from his village and spending 
time with his regualr companions who are around the tea stall - 
a poster seller, the bhai from the biriyani shop, Jeeva the local 
activist and the old woman who lives near his shop. This is one 
major part of Velu’s world. 

The other is his beloved daughter; Bommainayagi, who also 
has loving grandparents and a mother. Things turn ugly when 
Bommainayagi is violated by three men from a nearby village, 
during the temple festival. This completely ruins the peace in 
Velu’s life. Out of pain and determination, Velu brings both his 
worlds together and finds support in such trying circumstances. 
Together, they succeed in securing justice and are able to lead 
a life without regret or shame.

Queen Doll

India | Tamil | Drama

Bommainayagi

Image Courtesy Neelam Productions
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
I am interested in exploring the possibility of a romance, forbidden at many levels in the current socio 
political milieu. The rain or rather the water in the film is the leveller, that brings people from diverse 
backgrounds to the same plane, where they learn to question their differences while addressing their 
collective clandestine fear. While growing up as a gay man in India during the pre-internet times, I have 
personally experienced these confusions and uncertainties. But what motivates me the most to tell this 
story is the silence that prevails around the subject; a silence that is almost akin to a disease. While the 
characters navigate through their individual complexities seeking refuge, their act of wanting to see each 
other becomes a political one.

Jan van der Zanden

Prantik Basu

Jan van der Zanden is an Amsterdam 
based film producer and co-founder, 
along with Ineke Kanters, of the Dutch 
film company -- The Film Kitchen. They 
have co-produced several features, 
including Bullhead (2011), Belgium 
entry for the Academy Awards for Best 
Foreign Language Film; Back To Stay 
(2011), winner of Golden Leopard for 

Prantik Basu is a film director and 
screenwriter from India. His short 
film Sakhisona won a Tiger Award at 
the IFFR in 2017. The film played at 
several festivals including Edinburgh, 
BFI London, Mumbai International 
Film Festival (Best Short Film) and 
Castrovillari International Film Festival 
(Grand Jury Prize). His latest film Rang 
Mahal (Palace of Colours) premiered 

Best Film and Best Actress in Locarno 
Film Festival; The Third Side Of The 
River (2014) with Martin Scorsese 
as executive producer; White Sun 
(2016), premiered at the Venice Film 
Festival and was the Nepalese entry 
for Best Foreign Language Film for the 
Academy Awards 2017.

+31 202335625
jan@thefilmkitchen.nl

+91 9836655507
prantik.n.basu@gmail.com

Producer

Director

at the Berlinale 2019, was selected 
for IDFA, DMZ Docs, Bilbao and won 
the Move Cine Arte Prize in 2020. An 
alumnus of FTII, Prantik participated 
in Berlinale Talents and received the 
Hubert Bals Fund for his first feature 
Dengue, that he developed at the PJLF 
Three Rivers Residency and is presently 
in pre-production.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $3,95,000

Financing in place
USD $95,000

Production Company 
The Film Kitchen

Present at Film Bazaar
Prantik Basu
Jan van der Zanden

Looking for
Co-Producers
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

Sunny, a medical student, lives with his parents in the suburbs 
of Calcutta. One day, he meets Nepal, a young migrant worker 
from Bangladesh and the two develop an unlikely friendship. 
When a sudden summer rain leaves the city flooded, Sunny 
finds refuge in Nepal’s room where they discover the secrets 
about each other’s past. Nepal recounts his turbulent affair 
with Tariq, his co-worker from Assam who once left on a boat 
full of refugees and never returned. 

Meanwhile, the stagnant rain water becomes a breeding 
ground for mosquitoes that carry a tropical virus. Down with 
fever, Sunny begins to hallucinate. While his mother worries that 
he might have been affected by the Dengue virus, Sunny fears 
something else and secretly desires to see Nepal. A few weeks 
later, the two boys meet again. What appears as a date turns 
out to be something more clinical. They arrive at a pathological 
lab to get themselves tested for HIV. As the reports are due in 
a couple of hours, they visit a nearby museum. While they look 
at fossils, artefacts on display and discover common interests, 
their blood cells are seen being inspected closely, alive and 
playfully moving under the microscope.

India, Netherlands | Bengali, Hindi, English | Drama, Romance

Dengue

Image Courtesy Tridipta Mukherjee
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
Eshing’ (Water) is an adaptation from a short story by the same title written by the prominent Manipuri 
poet Shri Yumlembam Ibomcha. This is a unique story told in a unique way about the contemporary times 
we are living in. My birthplace, Imphal city, the capital of Manipur is in a transitional phase. After decades 
of bloodshed and insurgency things are slowly becoming better. But the city is also plagued by the new 
normal that glorifies power, corruption, bribery, lies and indiscipline, while making human values, respect 
for elders and young ones, a thing of a past. The film will be told through the lens of a middle aged 
ordinary construction worker, who is pertubed by the new normal as he walks around each and every 
corner of the city to satiate a basic need - his thirst for water.

Haobam Paban Kumar

Haobam Paban is an alumnus of SRFTI 
Kolkata and is known for his hard-hitting 
documentaries. His debut feature film 
Loktak Lairembee (Lady of the Lake) 
was produced by his company Oli 
Pictures and world premiered at the 
Busan International Film Festival, 2016 
(New Currents Section). The film had its 
European premiere at the Forum - 67th 
Berlin International Film Festival, 2017. 
It won the Golden Gateway Award for 

+91 9436029962
+91 9862199394

haobampaban@gmail.com

the Best Film at the 18th Mumbai Film 
Festival, 2016. Established in 2005, 
Oli Pictures has produced and co-
produced around 30 documentaries 
and short films. Many of the films have 
won national and international awards. 
Some of the noted films are AFSPA 
1958 (2006), The First Leap (2008), Mr. 
India Nupishabi (2009), Floating Life 
(2014) and recently completed Pabang 
Syam (2020).

Biography

Director & Producer

Budget
USD $2,10,000

Financing in place
USD $65,000

Production Company 
Oli Pictures

Present at Film Bazaar
Haobam Paban Kumar

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

Mangi in his early forties walks down the scorching heat of 
Imphal city, tired and thirsty, looking for water. The sun is hurling 
down flames on the road. There is no space to step on, even for 
a moment. Countless vehicles jostling on the road whisk away 
like comets. He is walking fast yet he seems motionless. Amidst 
the deafening noise of the machines some are guffawing and 
yelling like beasts. In this scorching heat nobody seems thirsty 
or quenched for thirst. 

He walks into a hotel and asks for a glass of water. The hotel 
boy offers him tea which he rejects saying artificial beverages 
can’t quench his thirst and he wants only water. He continues 
his search for water covering the length and breadth of the 
city in vain. Finally he meets an old man who tells him that 
he can’t find water at all in this city. However, water may be 
available away from the city. Mangi, tired and thirsty, walks 
towards the end of the city where the clouds are gathering 
and getting darker.

Water

India | Manipuri | Adventure, Drama, Fantasy, Thriller

Eshing

Image Courtesy Haobam Paban Kumar
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Synopsis

I first heard of the Ghol fish when a Gujarati Muslim fisherman caught five tonnes of it and made a fortune. 
Meeting him and other Ghol catchers, I saw the catch had given them wealth but exacerbated their 
anxieties about the declining marine life which pushes them deeper into the sea. And in this desperate 
search for fish, they are always at risk of straying into Pakistani waters, and imprisonment, from which 
they now might not even be accepted back into their homes, given the growing sentiment of Hindutva 
nationalism. All of this, as India sleepwalks towards an environmental and ethnic holocaust, and while 
the scars of the 2002 Gujarat pogrom haven’t faded. In Ghol, the protagonist’s inner struggle to cross 
the border between the garbage-laden river and his rightful place in the ocean, is a metaphor for the 
apprehensions of Indian-Muslims who have suddenly become aliens in today’s Hindu-first nation. But far 
from being pedantic, Ghol’s story is best told in a deadpan satirical tone, using dark comedy to make a 
scathing commentary on our decaying world. The overall effect is one in which an older, gentler time is at 
odds with a new, ruthless, mechanized, globalised environment.

Dina Dattani

Rishi Chandna

As a lawyer in Media & Entertainment, 
Dina Dattani started her career in 
cinema with Warner Bros (India) and 
then helped set up Fox Studios (India) 
as head of Legal & Business Affairs, 
overseeing films such as Slumdog 
Millionaire, Life of Pi and Avatar. 
She has been an ardent supporter 
of independent filmmakers and was 
Consultant on Anurag Kashyap’s Dev D 
(2009), That Girl in Yellow Boots (2010) 
and BAFTA winning documentary - 

Rishi Chandna is a filmmaker based in 
Mumbai. As Director, he has created 
content from digital commercials to 
audio-video installations, which have 
been shown at MoMA, Venice Biennale, 
and MAK Vienna. His debut short, 
Tungrus (2018), traveled to 150+ festivals 
(Hot Docs, BFI London Film Festival, 
IDFA), won 28 awards, and became 
an Oscar-qualifying documentary 

Terror in Mumbai (2009). She was 
also Executive Producer of the award 
winning Mukti Bhavan (Winner, Biennale 
Award, Venice Film Festival, 2016) and 
Associate Producer on Netflix’s first 
Indian original, Brahman Naman (2016). 
Currently Dina is co-producing a book 
adaptation for a web-series with the 
Gaumont Film Company (USA), as well 
as an anthology of eight horror feature 
films with Blumhouse Productions 
(USA).

+44 7975934658
dinadattani@gmail.com

+91 9619058339
rishichandna2020@gmail.com

Producer

Director

after winning at Slamdance. Tungrus 
released online on NYT Op-Docs and 
The Criterion Channel. His next short, 
Party Poster (2020), is a hybrid satire 
about a community of laundrymen 
wanting to celebrate a religious 
festival in the face of a pandemic. 
He is now developing his first fiction 
feature film, Ghol, about a struggling 
Gujarati Muslim fisherman.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Director’s Statement

Budget
USD $4,25,000

Financing in place
USD $1,20,000

Present at Film Bazaar
Rishi Chandna
Dina Dattani

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

Hussain Mirza (50s) was once a passionate trawler fisherman in 
the ocean, till the day he strayed across the unmarked marine 
border into Pakistani waters. He was imprisoned for years 
while his wife and daughter were killed in the 2002 Gujarat 
pogrom. Now widowed and impoverished, he canoe-fishes in 
the polluted estuary near his village in Gujarat, where his nets 
always come up with more garbage than fish.

 Hussain’s fate turns when he catches a shoal of the rare Ghol 
fish, precious in global industries for its organs. But instead 
of being jubilant, he is secretly anxious with the windfall — 
because as much as he longs to again own a trawler and fish 
in the deep seas, he is plagued by fears of getting lost in the 
ocean once more in desperate search of fish. Thus Hussain sets 
out to squander his fortune to ensure he does not have money 
left for a trawler — giving liberally to the village, fulfilling his 
repressed desires, even declaring a grand banquet. But the 
more he splurges, the lesser his chances become of escaping 
the garbage-laden river and rebuilding a life of dignity, 
especially against the looming communal prejudices of his 
world.

The Catch

India | Gujarati, Hindi, English | Comedy, Drama

Ghol

Image Courtesy Rishi Chandna
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
With the changing world order, I see myself in the characters of The Elysian Field thirty years from now. 
The very idea of having someone to care for you once you cross a certain age is fast-changing.This story 
tells the elderly, whether they choose loneliness or solitude, it is for them to decide. No one, not their kid, 
nor the society gets to tell them what they should do. Once we forget to enjoy our own company, we 
embark on the journey of depression, which if not talked about, will be the biggest killer disease. With this 
story, we’d like to tell the elderly, that solitude is essentially not a bad thing. There are older people living 
in the midst of their family, with children and grandchildren, but yet sometimes they are lonely. Also, we 
have made old age too one-dimensional. This could be the time when people embark on the journey of 
exploration. They’ve done everything for their families, contributed to society and when they retire from 
office or home duties, they should have the agency to make choices that make them happy. Old age 
could be the age of sunshine.

Jianshang Xu

Pradip Kurbah

Jianshang Xu: Graduated from 
Beijing Film Academy and Busan 
Asian Film School, Xu Jianshang 
(AFA 2014, Talents Tokyo 2019) 
created her own working studio JS 
Studio. MA•AMA an India-China co-
production is her first international 
stint that won the Best Film in National 
Award and Best Cinematography in 
Shanghai International Film Festival 

A self-taught filmmaker with 22+ years 
of experience in the field of direction 
& production, Pradip’s personal 
desire is to showcase the immense 
talent pool available in the State of 
Meghalaya and Northeast in general. 
His most recent achievement was 

New Talents Award 2019. The second 
film under the banner is Rapture (Hubert 
Bals Fund, Visions Sud Est) which has 
been selected in La Fabrique Cinema, 
Film Bazaar, Boost NL, CineMart and 
Marché du Cinema. The Elysian Field 
was officially selected in Asian Project 
Market, 2020 and will be her third 
feature. jianshangxu@gmail.com

+91 8575091011
pradipkurbah@gmail.com

Producer

Director & Producer

being conferred with the Kim Jiseok 
Award for his film Iewduh (Market) at 
the prestigious Busan International 
Film Festival, 2019. His previous films,  
Ri – Homeland Of Uncertainty and 
Onaatah (Daughter of the Earth) 
received Best Khasi Film at the 61st and 
63rd National Film Award (India).

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $3,35,461

Financing in place
USD $90,222

Production Company 
Pomu Fiilms
JS Studio

Present at Film Bazaar
Pradip Kurbah
Jianshang Xu

Looking for
Co-Producers
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

The Elysian Field tells us a story of six elderly people. All of 
them have stayed back there not by compulsion but choice. 
The village has no access to proper roads and has intermittent 
electricity and little or no cell phone network. They cope with 
loss and loneliness, put their past behind, and move forward. 
There’s the village bachelor whose only family is a goat. He 
dedicates his time to spirituality. There’s the retired widower 
and military man who’s been mostly away from the village for 
decades. 

His purpose is to create sustainable electricity for the village. 
There’s the grieving husband and doting son who’s the youngest 
in the village. The centre of his world is his mother, who’s also 
been a teacher to all the other characters. There’s the feisty 
woman, who knows she wants a lot more than what she is 
getting. While her husband has drowned himself in alcohol, that 
has ultimately driven a wedge in their relationship. When her 
husband suddenly dies, she without guilt begins to celebrate 
whatever life is left. And two gentlemen fall in love with her. 
Hilarious misunderstandings happen and friendships are put to 
test.

The Elysian Field

India, China | Khasi | Comedy, Drama, Romance

Ha Lyngkha Bneng

Image Courtesy Kurbah Films
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Synopsis

A Hidden Tale Behind The Mist’ revolves around the memories of my childhood, my family and the people 
living around me. It is my personal narrative where I tried to depict my childhood memories and my 
mother’s struggle. It follows the harsh journey of a brave woman Sarki who struggles to win the heart of 
her cold husband who believes that he is in this crippled situation because of her curse. It is a spiritual 
journey of a Sarki over the meditative landscape, where she discovers a different value of life and with 
her we discover this world through her perspective. We depend on farming, shepherding, along with 
running Yak sheds in the Himalayas. Life is more complicated in the mountains, but one cannot forego 
their traditions because of its hardships alone. Due to the cause of rapid modernization, the younger 
generation of today feels proud imbibing western culture. Because of these issues, our existence is fading 
away with time. As a filmmaker, I want to present the struggle of this community, beauty, dogmas and the 
value of our life. It makes me worry and gives me a sense of responsibility to preserve this cultural asset 
in my work for future generations.

Prem Prasad Adhikary

Pasang Dawa Sherpa

Prem Prasad Adhikary is a film producer 
heading Simal Cinema in Kathmandu, 
Nepal aiming to produce and support 
independent films. Before working as a 
producer, he worked as a production 
manager and line producer in several 
national and international short and 
feature films. His filmography includes 
fims Ahal (2016), Cave (2016) and 

Pasang Dawa Sherpa is a Nepal 
based filmmaker who graduated 
in scriptwriting and film direction. 
His graduation short film Rattling 
Fan travelled to many national and 
international film festivals and was 
honoured by the Audience Choice and 
Best Film Critics award in Ekadeshma 
and Sahar International Short Film 
Festivals. His second short film  

Smoke Through A Spider Web (2018) 
that travelled to various international 
film festivals. His upcoming short films 
The Mirage, Junko and Tse-Thar are 
right now in post production. Currently 
he is working on Pasang Dawa Sherpas 
‘A Hidden Tale Behind The Mist as a 
debut feature length-producer.

+977 9841073536
adhikaryprem@gmail.com

+977 9841714972
kharkaghang@gmail.com

Producer

Director

The Cave (2016) travelled to national 
and international film festivals. His third 
short film Tse-Thar is right now at the 
post production stage. Currently, he is 
developing his debut feature-length 
project A Hidden Tale Behind the Mist 
which was selected in Docskool Clinik 
Kathmandu in 2018 and Produire au 
Sud, Kolkata, 2020.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Director’s Statement

Budget
USD $2,76,000

Financing in place
USD $70,000

Production Company 
Simal Cinema Pvt. Ltd.

Present at Film Bazaar
Pasang Dawa Sherpa
Prem Prasad Adhikary

Looking for
Co-Producers
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

A devoted wife, Sarki (25) lives with her stony-hearted 
husband Sange (38) and son Dorje (7) in a small rural village 
of Nalungkharka surrounded by beautiful mountains. Sarki’s 
daily routine consists of household chores, collecting fodder 
for cattle along with taking care of her paralyzed husband. 
She expects that one day he will understand her sacrifices and 
start loving her. 

All her efforts do not pay off, as his health worsens gradually. 
All of a sudden their dog Karpu dies in a mysterious way. 
Sarki believes that the dog took all her husband’s pain and 
passed away. When Sange gradually recovers, but she gets 
encountered with a different reality.

A Hidden Tale Behind The Mist

Nepal | Nepali | Drama

Kuhiro Pariko Sahar

Image Courtesy Prem Prasad Adhikary
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The image of the migrant worker in the city is simplified through conventional stereotypes of him as a 
victim, vulnerable to the conditions he lives in, as an outsider, beneficiary of the state. Such an image 
limits his identity to wages and survival, and leaves him out of the larger political discourse on migration 
and urbanism. Such representation leaves out his views on the world, his melancholia, his philosophy, his 
idea of progress and development, his desires, which lend to the meanings of labour, social relations, 
development and economics in the contemporary context. The film will push us closer to Manna the 
lead character and make us believe the moon is where he must reach. Not because it’s a mere whim. 
Manna’s preoccupation with the Moon liberates his body from his political identity as a worker. It renders 
his detachment from real life as his victory. This film brings together my own search for belonging and 
culminates in an acute awareness of my own privileges. My core intent acknowledges that I use my 
privilege to create a story that facilitates the thousands of workers in celebrating the diverse spectrum 
of their other identities.

Yohann Cornu

Paromita Dhar

Born in Grenoble (France), Yohann 
Cornu studied at Panthéon Sorbonne 
and INA Formation before joining Wild 
Bunch Distribution. In 2011, he founded 
Damned Films, focusing on the 
theatrical distribution of independent 
films. In 2016, he started productions 
in order to follow the filmmakers in 
their new projects, keeping the same 
focus on the artistic heart of the film. 
His selective filmography includes 
Illegitimate (2016) by Adrian Sitaru 
(Berlinale Forum CICAE award), 
Univitellin (short), by Terence Nance 
(San Francisco and Uppsala Grand 
Prix), Gabriel And The Mountain (2017) 

Paromita graduated studying film and 
video from the University of Technology, 
Sydney in 2007 and also has a Masters 
Diploma in Film from Sydney Film 
School. She is the cinematographer 
of the Award winning documentary 
project about construction workers 
in Bangalore Behind the Tin Sheets. 
Recently she has shot Birha (Busan 
International Film Festival and IDFA 

by Fellipe Barbosa in co-production 
with ARTE France Cinéma and with the 
support of CNC Aide aux cinémas du 
monde, (Cannes’ Critic’s Week France 
4 and Fondation Gan awards), By 
Your Side, by Audrey Estrougo... The 
coming productions are the next films 
by Jakrawal Nilthamrong, Anatomy 
of Time (supported by CNC, Berlinale 
WCF, Rotterdam NFF+HBF, Région 
Nouvelle Aquitaine...), by Marco 
Martins, Great Yarmouth - Provisional 
Figures (supported by CNC, Région 
Nouvelle Aquitaine), and by Gustavo 
Steinberg, Bush Dog (Animation).

+33 0637830212
yohann@damnedfilms.fr

+91 9845213721
rumpidhar@gmail.com

Producer

Director

2018-19), That Cloud Never Left (IFFR 
2019 and Jio MAMI Mumbai Film 
Festival 2019) and the docu-fiction 
Gumnam Din (Missing Days) (Berlinale 
2020). Last Time On Earth was part 
of NFDC ScreenWriters Lab 2019 and 
won the Hubert Bals Script & Project 
Development Fund: Bright Future 
Selection 2019. She is also part of the 
Berlinale Talents 2021. 

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Director’s Statement

Budget
USD $4,10,000

Financing in place
USD $1,05,000

Production Company 
Damned Films

Present at Film Bazaar
Paromita Dhar
Yohann Cornu

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

Last Time on Earth is the story of Manna and his persistent 
dream of magical proportions. He is a construction worker who 
left his village to work in the city. While he toils in the night-time 
metropolis, his dreams – literally day-time dreams seeping into 
scattered sleep – take him repeatedly to the moon. The moon 
is omnipresent; Manna works in its glow and has recurring 
dreams of it. They are dreams that metamorphose into signs, 
and finally into an idea that he plans to execute with his friend 
Kazi’s help. 

Kazi is also a construction worker, somewhat sceptical of his 
friend’s ambition but deciding to give it the benefit of doubt. 
He plays along with Manna’s plan to travel to the moon. The 
play is a serious affair. Manna saves and scrounges to build 
himself a way to get there. Manna must choose, between his 
familiar life on earth and the journey to the moon. It’s a choice 
that he has perhaps already made subconsciously, but it is 
the transition from a construction site to a faraway satellite in 
which the story’s conclusion lies.

India, France | Hindi | Drama

Last Time On Earth

Image Courtesy Paromita Dhar
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
I have an urge to address the contemporary issue of the rural youth and their struggle, and leave many 
rhetorical questions to society. The film’s narrative switches back and forth between the past, where we 
see the missing girl’s story, to the present, where her disappearance is being investigated. In terms of the 
film’s overall canvas, locations play a vital role. The Buddhist temple overlooking the village, the displaced 
police station due to highway development and the luxury villa in the river bank, serves as the main visual 
symbols to give the sense of the village’s past, present and future. Use of visual devices like the mist, 
dark, cold and big trees will depict the stillness and hidden life of the villagers. Overall, the film’s visual 
treatment will directly echo the main characters’ conflict and feelings, as the camera invites the audience 
to empathise with what they are going through.

Prasad Pereira

Shanaka Galagoda

Prasad Pereira has garnered 
experience in the industry for more 
than a decade and a half, working as 
an Assistant Director for acclaimed 
international directors Deepa Mehta 
(Midnights Children and Funny Boy), 
Uberto Pasolini (Machan) and Khyentse 
Norbu (Vara: A Blessing). 

A self-taught filmmaker with over 
10 years of experience, Shanaka 
has directed TV commercials for 
local and International brands, three 
documentaries, two short films, The 
Possession and Frames, and is currently 
developing his debut feature film, What 
Are You Doing Here, Alone? examines 

He also handled casting and 
production management for the 
3-season run on ITV’s hit series The 
Good Karma Hospital. He has also 
headed Audio Visual Productions 
at Leo Burnett, Sri Lanka. In 2015, he 
wrote, co-produced and directed his 
first short, The Cemetery Men.

+94 712209757
prasadpereira@gmail.com

+94 777512702
shanakagalagoda@gmail.com

Producer

Director

the youth alienation and its struggle in 
the traditional society, which dedicates 
to youth in Sri Lanka. Working in film 
productions at a young age, he gained 
his practical knowledge by working 
with senior directors and has become 
one of the leading commercial 
directors in Sri Lanka.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $3,94,000

Financing in place
USD $97,000

Production Company 
Againstlight Films

Present at Film Bazaar
Shanaka Galagoda
Prasad Pereira

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

A police station in semi-rural Sri Lanka, facing an existential 
crisis due to a new highway construction, receives a complaint 
over a missing teenage girl called Ayesha. Ayesha is a 17-year-
old school girl, who constantly clashes with her single mother 
and the conservative society around. Ayesha meets a younger 
playful guy, Kanishka in a local carnival, and soon they become 
close friends. One day they trespass on a luxury uninhabited 
villa by a river with their best friends, where Ayesha and 
Kanishka share an intimate moment secretly. 

Everything changes when Kanishka gets to hear that Ayesha is 
planning a reunion with her ex-boyfriend. Angered, Kanishka 
declares to his friends that he has some nudes and phone-
sex recordings of Ayesha, which creates a rumour around 
the school that leads to the end of Ayesha and Kanishka’s 
relationship. Meanwhile she is mocked by schoolmates over 
the rumour and abused by the netball coach. It’s been a month 
now that Ayesha left for school and went missing. Police 
desperately arrest few men around her, including Kanishka. 
Suddenly, Ayesha’s best friend Dula dies from bleeding due 
to complications from an abortion conducted a month ago, 
deepening the mystery even further.

What Are You Doing Here, Alone?

Sri Lanka | Sinhala | Crime, Drama, Romance

Mokada Methana Thaniyama?

Image Courtesy Shanaka Galagoda
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Synopsis

My vision for the film is a war between stagnancy and chaos, mirroring the tumultuous journey of its central 
startup, Pathao. The film begins with stillness in its visual language: static shots, creeping dollies and 
mechanically smooth movements. As Pathao grows, the language becomes kinetic - following characters 
(often struggling to keep up) with documentary-style urgency, hypnotic long takes and handheld close 
ups. Pathao’s success feels earned yet out of control. Still images, newspaper excerpts and mixed media 
disrupt the narrative continually whenever characters talk about past ventures creating an intersection of 
fiction and non-fiction. Dhaka city is the film’s second protagonist. Like Elius, Dhaka is a work-in-progress, 
eternally under construction. A textured, busy and uncaring city: walls cluttered with political posters and 
gaudy advertising. Offices with ashy scaffolding and leaky ceilings. The colour red plays a strong role in 
our story. Red is urgent, red is a traffic light, red is the blood of a roadside-accident. Saturated reds and 
blues create a moody, unpredictable city. We are constantly reminded that aspirations for a tech-savvy 
sleek Silicon Valley world are far from reality for our characters. Their world is bleak but they are raging 
with fire. They are more than their circumstances.

Bijon Imtiaz

Nuhash Humayun

Nuhash Humayun is a writer and 
director from Bangladesh who made a 
television debut with the psychological 
thriller Hotel Albatross (2017). Nuhash 
made his film debut co-directing the 
anthology film Sincerely Yours, Dhaka 
(2018) which premiered at the Busan 
International Film Festival and enjoyed 
a successful festival run, currently 
acquired by Netflix. Nuhash is also 
a fellow of the Asian Film Academy 

+140 54122326
bijon@goopybagha.com

+880 1765540508
nhumay01@gmail.com

Producer

Director

2019 where he co-directed the 
LGBTQ drama Lipstick. Nuhash also 
advocates for humanitarian causes 
through storytelling while working 
with WaterAid as a Communications 
Advisor. Nuhash’s upcoming narrative 
feature Moving Bangladesh has 
been selected for Film Independent: 
Global Media Makers Workshop and 
Locarno Film Festival’s Open Doors 
Consultancy.

Arifur Rahman

Goopy Bagha Productions Limited 
has produced internationally award-
winning films including Kingdom of Clay 
Subjects (2016), Live from Dhaka (2016), 
and Roqaia (2019). Goopy Bagha 
is focused on making independent 
narrative fiction and documentary 
films; which are uniquely tied to its 
subcontinent cultural contexts and yet +880 1711235465

arif@goopybagha.com

Producer

universally relatable. Goopy Bagha’s 
films have been showcased at many 
international film festivals including 
Busan, Rotterdam, Venice, Seattle, 
Singapore, Shanghai, Melbourne, 
Stockholm, among others. Their recent 
in-development project Paradise was 
part of Berlinale Co-Production Market 
2019.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Director’s Statement

Budget
USD $2,80,000

Financing in place
USD $70,000

Production Company 
Goopy Bagha Productions Ltd

Present at Film Bazaar
Nuhash Humayun
Bijon Imtiaz
Arifur Rahman

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

Moving Bangladesh chronicles the true story of Elius Hussain 
who, with his friends, created a motorbike-based ridesharing 
app that became a multimillion-dollar phenomenon, landing 
him a spot in Forbes 30 under 30. Living in Dhaka, young, 
restless Elius feels he’s spent his life stuck in traffic. Dhaka 
is one of the world’s most densely populated cities, but the 
roads aren’t the only reason he’s stuck. His relationships and 
countless failed businesses leave him in a state of inertia.

Desperate to solve the local problem of traffic, his last hope is 
a ridesharing company called Pathao (send in Bangla). Similar 
to Uber, but using motorbike-taxis that whiz through traffic in 
congested cities. As Pathao grows exponentially, Elius and his 
friends-turned-partners realize failure is easier than overnight 
success. Threats of safety and government oversight block their 
road ahead. His determination to keep Pathao’s momentum 
becomes myopic as he alienates himself from loved ones. 
Once fearing stagnancy, Elius now moves at full speed. He 
thought if he fought his city’s traffic, he could fight his demons. 
Elius can change the world, but can he change himself?

Bangladesh | Bengali | Biography, Drama

Moving Bangladesh

Image Courtesy Nuhash Humayun
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
Where are you from? A question that almost everyone has surely been asked a few times in their lives. The 
backlash against migrants, while new to the West, has been a constant threat to the lives of many Indians 
who’ve migrated internally to the more prosperous parts of the country for want of jobs, education, and 
healthcare. My parents lived that life. But the film won’t be a sob story. The film will follow the mischievous 
protagonists’ridiculous antics. It will have shades of a mad-cap comedy, a surreal fairy tale, and a 
poignant family drama. I want to do this to make the film accessible, especially to children across world. 
Given how fractured and divided our society has become, children remain our only hope. By making a film 
that speaks to them, I hope to dissolve, even if only a little, the boundaries that continues to separate us.

Munish Tewari

Arun Fulara

Munish has always been fascinated 
by story-telling and thus started a 
production company, Jamuura, to 
help bring exciting stories to life. 
From developing stories with writers, 
to raising funds for films, to securing 
theatrical distribution for them, Munish 
has done it all. Since its inception 
Jamuura has helped produce, market, 

Arun Fulara is a filmmaker based out of 
Mumbai, India. Arun produced Sunday, 
his debut short film that traveled to 
over 25 film festivals globally including 
Academy nominating festivals like 
Tampere Film Festival and Out on Film 
Atlanta Film Festival. He won the Riyad 
Wadia Emerging Filmmaker Award at 
Kashish Film Festival (2020), the Best 
Director award at the Yerevan Short 
Film Festival (2020) and the film won 
the Jury Award at the USN Sardinia 
Queer Film Festival (2020).

and/or distribute over 19 films. Notable 
films produced by Jamuura include; 
Syaahi by Varun Tandon that won 
Special Jury Award at National Film 
Awards (2015) and Maacher Jhol by 
Abhishek Verma that won the City of 
Annecy Award (2017) and the National 
Award for Best Animation (2018).

+91 9923657669
munish@jamuura.com

+91 9987570679
aarunfulara@gmail.com

Producer

Director & Producer

He has assisted acclaimed filmmaker 
Devashish Makhija on films like Ajji 
(2017) and Bhonsle (2018), which have 
been screened at festivals in Busan, 
Rotterdam, Tallinn, and Gothenburg. My 
Home Is In The Hills is his debut feature. 
He’s currently editing his sophomore 
short film My Mother’s Girlfriend which 
won the Kashish QDrishti Film Grant 
and another documentary film set in 
the hills of Kumaon.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $1,50,000

Financing in place
USD $40,000

Production Company 
Nomadic Communications

Present at Film Bazaar
Arun Fulara
Munish Tewari

Looking for
Co-Producers
Post Production Partners
Festivals & Film Funds

Monu, a naughty 11 year-old enjoys life in his quaint Himalayan 
village where he and his sister are the only kids left since most 
families have migrated to the city. Monu’s antics worry his 
mother, Janaki who fears that her kids are being left behind. 
She dreams of a bright future for her kids and aspires to live 
in the city with her husband. The only reason the family lives in 
the hills is because of Monu’s grandmother. She doesn’t want 
to leave the village nor can she be left alone. 

One day Monu’s grandmother falls down the stairs and it 
seems like her life will end soon. Monu’s father arrives from 
the city and Janaki persuades him to take the family along as 
soon as grandmother dies. Monu is shocked when he comes 
to know this and starts figuring out ways of keeping granny 
alive. Magic, shamans, obscure herbs, doctors from the city, 
sacrificing his favourite goat - he tries everything! As his 
grandmother’s health ebbs and flows, Monu and his mother 
are on tenterhooks. Grandmother eventually dies, leaving a 
desperate Monu with no choice but to take drastic steps to 
escape moving to the city.

India | Kumaoni | Drama

My Home Is In The Hills

Image Courtesy https://thosethreedots.files.wordpress.com
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
A New Sweetness is all about the traditional food culture and the stories of young lovers from my ancestral 
village in Bengal. One of the first paintings I made as a child was that of a man climbing the wild date 
palm on a winter morning to collect sap. I loved the sweet smell arising from the boiling sap when they 
used to prepare the new jaggery or Notun Gur. I grew up seeing my uncles in the profession of sap-
tapping in the village. Seeing my cousins, I have always wondered how young adults struggle to strike a 
balance between their passion and family responsibilities. A New Sweetness is the journey of Suman, who 
struggles with his newly formed identity of adulthood, his unfulfilled love life and the responsibility of the 
family.

Sriram Raja

Deyali Mukherjee

Sriram Raja, a graduate of Film & 
Television Institute of India (FTII, Pune) 
started his career as a Film Editor. 
Sriram founded his own Production 
house SRDM Motion Pictures in 2014 
and produced his first feature film 
Three Auspicious Hours directed by 

Deyali Mukherjee is an independent 
filmmaker who started her career as 
an Architect. She graduated from 
the Film & Television Institute of India 
(FTII, Pune) specialising in Art Direction 
and Production Design. In 2014, Deyali 
directed her first Short Documentary 
film Evening Song which premiered 

Deyali Mukherjee. Sriram participated 
in Produire Au Sud Kolkata 2020 along 
with Deyali for their next feature film A 
New Sweetness. SRDM Motion Pictures 
has also produced Sriram’s directorial 
feature film Half Songs (2018).

+91 9158515193
rsriramraja@gmail.com

+91 8928945656
deyali.art@gmail.com

Producer

Director

at IDSFFK. Deyali wrote and directed 
her first feature film Three Auspicious 
Hours that had an Indian theatrical 
release in February 2020. Deyali is also 
a watercolour artist who is presently 
working on a project commissioned by 
Arts Council England for the UK Asian 
Film Festival.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $6,50,000

Financing in place
USD $1,65,000

Production Company 
SRDM Motion Pictures

Present at Film Bazaar
Deyali Mukherjee
Sriram Raja

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

Suman is from a family that makes a type of sweet jaggery in 
winter using wild date palm sap for a living. The 19-year-old 
Suman is neither interested in this family profession nor in his 
studies. He lives a carefree life dreaming about marrying a girl 
from his neighbourhood. The sudden death of Suman’s elder 
brother comes as a shock to the family. 

An unexpected turn of events leaves Suman with a family of 
three women; his widowed mother, his brother’s pregnant wife, 
and a girl he ends up marrying. With the passing of the last 
patriarch, a new sense of freedom sets in the family. Just like 
the taste of the first sap from the date palm at the peak of the 
coldest winter, Suman gets the taste of a new sweetness in 
life, after the emotional turmoil.

A New Sweetness

India | Bengali | Drama, Romance

Notun Gur

Image Courtesy Diptendu Dutta
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
Rasa is the real connection between the artist and audience. Class and region often dictate access to 
art, but universal elements like rhythm and emotion can connect at a deeper level. Like classical ballet in 
the West, India too has classical dance forms. However unlike ballet, a dance form like Bharatanatyam 
has hardly been explored in cinema despite the rich contemporary practice of it. I have trained in 
Bharatanatyam for 14 years but I intend to explore it from the perspective of an uninitiated migrant, 
who is responding instinctively rather than the intellectually to the dance. I want to emulate on film the 
backstage, the training and the performance of dance as are documented in Edgar Degas’ ballerina 
paintings. Being a reverse migrant and sensitive to the contemporary cultural narrative in India, I seek to 
show how naturally migrants become part of the cultural evolution of a land.

NP Prakash

Anjali Menon

Little Films India has worked on films 
that have engaged the audience 
with authenticity in documentary and 
fiction. We believe there is a need 
to document the traditional forms 
of performing arts in India as much 
as there is a need to document the 
contemporary migration practices. 
Rasa is a rare narrative where the 

Anjali Menon has a Masters in 
Communication Studies and a Masters 
in Filmmaking from the London 
International Film School. She is the 
recipient of international (FIPRESCI, 
NETPAC, BFI) National, State, Filmfare 
awards and her work has travelled 
internationally. Anjali works as writer 
and director of feature films and 
documentaries. Her works have 
straddled artistic film and popular 

two cross paths. The migrant outsider 
who has become a domestic insider is 
being introduced to an art form along 
with the audience. We believe this is 
an exploration that an international 
audience will be curious about and 
look forward to presenting a layered 
and culturally rich film.

+91 9820102456
contact@littlefilmsindia.com

+91 9819383250
anjalimenonfilms@gmail.com

Producer

Director

cinema and she has earned a reputation 
for being a fresh cultural voice among 
the audience as well as the critics. 
Her filmography includes Black Nor 
White (2000), Sutradhar (2018), Happy 
Journey (2009), Manjadikuru (2012), 
Ustad Hotel (2012), Bangalore Days 
(2014), Koode (2018) and Time For 
Change (in preproduction).

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $4,50,000

Financing in place
USD $1,15,000

Production Company 
Little Films

Present at Film Bazaar
Anjali Menon

Looking for
Co-Producers
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

Manju, 34, a Nepali maid in a South Indian household, wears an 
emotionless face of efficient servitude. But this mask crumbles 
when she comes across Bharatanatyam, an Indian classical 
dance. Lavanya, 14, the school going daughter of Manju’s boss, 
has to train for a classical dance contest. A reluctant Manju 
escorts her but unexpectedly the dance surprises her with its 
grace and emotion. Falling desperately in love with the dance 
form, Manju meticulously supports Lavanya’s dance training 
and performance; caring and paying attention to every minute 
detail.

Manju’s journey begins as an uninitiated spectator but the 
dance resonates deeply within her like a trance. The training 
becomes the focal point of her days and even her family in 
Nepal is told all about Lavanya’s dance routine. When Lavanya 
wins, Manju’s spirit soars. Her commitment isn’t acknowledged 
or recognised but through it all she visibly blooms and starts 
to outgrow the identity she has. After the contest, her boss 
informs Manju that Lavanya has lost interest and wants to 
stop dancing. Heartbroken, Manju realises that she remains 
only a spectator. Her devotion to the dance form might not 
circumvent the manmade boundary between her and this art. 

Essence

India | Malayalam, Hindi, English, Tamil | Drama

Rasa

Image Courtesy Innee Singh
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
As a young woman who grew up in contemporary India between urban cities and the rustic Himalayas; 
Second Chance is inspired by personal experiences and encounters. Through it, I endeavor to explore 
healing, a process as inexplainable as it is wonderous; and unlikely friendships, far too underrated for 
their value. I feel this is so important and current for the frenzied frantic world we inhabit today, where 
it’s all too easy to lose perspective at the time of a personal tragedy, undermining the strength of our 
souls, the tenacity of our spirits, the power of kinships, and the indomitable fact that life will carry on, no 
matter what! Set in the Pir Panjal range of Himachal Pradesh in the deep winter season, the film will be 
shot in Black & White, with high contrast between light and shadow. The soundscape will be visceral to the 
setting and slightly heightened to emphasize it’s solitude. Locations will be filmed with minimal alterations 
and actors will be local. Ultimately, my intent is to leave the audience- scores of ‘Mia’ like young people all 
over the world in an uplifted state of mind; having faith in each of their personal ‘Second Chances’ at life.

Shyam Bora

Subhadra Mahajan

Shyam is a graduate of the 2019 
Busan Asian Film Academy. His 
debut feature as Producer, Aamis 
(Ravening), premiered at the 2019 
Tribeca Film Festival (International 
Narrative Competition Section). Shyam 
recently wrapped the production 
of his second feature, Emuthi Puthi 
which is shot completely on an 
i-Phone (in official collaboration with 

Subhadra Mahajan is a filmmaker 
from Himachal Pradesh, now residing 
in Mumbai. She has had a long 
collaboration with filmmaker Pan Nalin, 
most notably in co-writing Angry Indian 
Goddesses (2015) which premiered at 
Toronto International Film Festival 2015, 
was Runner-Up for the Audience Choice 
Award, and released theatrically in 
over 60 countries. Other films she has 
worked on with Nalin include Faith 

Apple Inc., India), the film is currently 
in post-production. Shyam’s latest 
films, both in development, include 
Second Chance, selected at the 2020 
Produire Au Sud Kolkata workshop, and 
his first international co-production, 
the Persian language film Azhang 
(Facepalm) selected at the 2020 C2C 
Project Market in Yerevan, Armenia. +91 9833275912

shyambora7@gmail.com

+91 9323973890,
subs666@gmail.com,

Producer

Director

Connections (2013); Beyond The Known 
World (2017); and Last Film Show which 
is in post- production. She has also 
worked vastly in advertising films; and 
kick-started directing independently 
with 6 brand-less fashion films which 
found selections at London Fashion 
Film Festival and Sarajevo Fashion Film 
Festival, 2019. Second Chance will be 
her debut feature.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Bhaskar Hazarika

A filmmaker hailing from Assam, India, 
Bhaskar Hazarika founded Metanormal 
Motion Pictures in 2013 with a mandate 
of bringing pertinent stories to screen. 
The company’s first production and 
Bhaskar’s debut feature as writer-
director, Kothanodi (River Of Fables), 
received the 2015 Asian Cinema Fund’s 
Post-Production Grant and premiered 

at Busan International Film Festival. In 
2019, Bhaskar’s sophomore feature, 
Aamis (Ravening), had its World 
Premiere at the Tribeca Film Festival. 
Bhaskar recently wrapped production 
of Metanormal’s latest feature Emuthi 
Puthi as its Creative Producer and is 
developing a slate of new film projects 
with debutant directors.

Producer

Producer’s Biography

Budget
USD $3,12,000

Financing in place
USD $80,000

Production Company 
Metanormal Motion Pictures

Present at Film Bazaar
Shyam Bora (Producer)
Subhadra Mahajan (Writer & Director)

Looking for
Co-Producers
Script Consultation & Mentorship
Festivals & Film Funds

Mia, 24,  stands on a mountaintop in a winter morning 
vehemently bidding away the worst trauma of her life. Visiting 
her family summer retreat in the Himalayas from the city, 
alone; she’s desolate and detached. The caretaker of the 
house departs on an errand leaving his mother-in-law Bimal, 
70, in charge. A weathered mountain woman, Bimal’s days 
are filled with manual labour, and looking after her hurricane 
of a grandson Sunny, 8. Interaction between the three is 
unavoidable. Bimal’s wry sense of humour doesn’t disguise 
the years of wisdom she offers, while Sunny’s endless mischief 
forces Mia back into a childhood she had long forgotten. But 
all is not roses in this idyllic mountain life; Mia stumbles across 
a past tragedy that haunts Bimal and Sunny, and finds herself 
pushing beyond boundaries to help. 

As a stark yet stunning winter sets into the small Himalayan 
village, the three souls find themselves bound together beyond 
age and class divides. Until, the arrival of an unexpected visitor 
catapults Mia back into the heart of the trauma she is trying so 
hard to escape. Mia faces the ultimate test of love, pain and 
forgiveness as she debates giving her life a Second Chance.

India | Hindi, English, Pahadi | Drama

Second Chance

Image Courtesy Subhadra Mahajan
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Synopsis

I came across a woman in the village of Shrivardhan whose teenage son had committed suicide a week 
after his best friend killed himself. The story stayed with me and planted the seeds which eventually 
became Starfruits. The story is set in the 1990s – a historic period for India marked by strong changes. 
While the nation is advancing towards globalisation amid crippling political and economic stability, the 
RDXs of Bombay blasts are getting smuggled in Shrivardhan. Salim and Vishnu’s eventual falling out 
symbolizes the division of religiosity. The restrictions on dance bars in the 1990s, owing to the charges 
against the detrimental harm to public morality, lies at the backdrop. Celebrated artist Bhupen Khakhar’s 
series on sexuality, painted with bold colours, especially Yayati (1987), is a direct influence on Starfruits. 
Starfruits, in a way, is an adaptation of this painting and I could relate with the the ideologies of the 
painter on a personal level. The film also plays on the Hindi film tropes and subverts from the archetypical 
treatment of the characters. To be shot along the Konkan coast in a 4:3 aspect ratio, the film aims to 
evoke the essence of Khakhar’s paintings and recreate the turbulent 90s.

Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni

Gourab Kumar Mullick

Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni, an alumni 
of FTII, Pune, is an independent film 
producer and director. He founded 
Arbhaat Films along with Girish 
Kulkarni, a company focusing on unique 
stories and promoting upcoming 
talents. Since its inception, Arbhaat 
films has produced some landmark 
Marathi films which have been loved 
by both critics and audiences. Films 
by Arbhaat have been screened 
at international festivals including 
Berlin, Rotterdam, Busan, Karlovy Vary, 

A graduate of St. Xaviers College, 
Kolkata in Animation, he has learnt 
filmmaking at Film and Television 
Institute of India.Various projects which 
he has worked on, have been screened 
at reputed film festivals across the 
world and have won him awards. 
His filmography includes Tumling 
Street (2015) which premiered at the 
International Festival of Animation 
Cinema, Comics and Games, 
Italy (won the Best Student Film),  

winning several National Awards. His 
films have also been recipients of the 
‘Swarna Kamal’- the President’s award 
for best film, a multiple times and have 
been awarded at major international 
festivals. Arbhaat has also produced 
films in collaboration with AB Corp, 
Zee Films and Mukta Arts. His films are 
deeply rooted in his culture and yet 
have universal essence with present 
day world vision. He has served as jury 
to festivals such as, Karlovy Vary, Cairo, 
Clermont Ferrand among many others.  

+91 9422322754
aantarik@yahoo.com

+91 7278589549
gourabmullick@gmail.com 

Producer

Director

Pune International Film Festival and 
in Kolkata International Film Festival. 
He also co-directed and edited 
Gulnara (2019) which premiered 
at the International Film Festival of 
South Asia, Toronto. His interests lie 
in the exploration of gender politics, 
body studies, queer theory in cinema. 
He is currently working on the post-
production of his debut feature, Whom 
the Owls Knew.

Samir Sarkar

Samir Sarkar has produced 5 feature 
films and more than 50 TVCs, 
documentaries and music videos 
under the banner Magic Hour Films, an 
award winning production company 
he founded in 2008. Samir has 
worked on over 100 film productions 
in different capacities in a career 
spanning over 25 years. Nasir (2019) 
his latest feature production was 
nominated for the Tiger Awards and 
won the NETPAC Award at IFFR 2020. 
Critically acclaimed feature Jonaki, an 
Indo French co-production travelled 

+91 98701 10789
samir@magichourfilms.net

Producer

to several international film festivals 
winning the Silver Gateway award 
at Jio MAMI Mumbai Film Festival in 
2018 and was acquired by Netflix. 
Samir offered production support 
and consultancy on Ang Lee’s Oscar 
winning Life of Pi (2012). He has played 
the pivotal roles of Executive and 
Line Producer on several international 
projects including ARTE’s Jirai au 
Pays des Neiges (2012), Science of 
Compassion (2016) a docu-feature by 
Shekhar Kapur, and Kalachakra (2017) 
a docu-drama featuring His Holiness 
the Dalai Lama.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Director’s Statement

Budget
USD $3,37,838

Financing in place
USD $97,405

Production Company 
Arbhaat Films
Magic Hour Films

Present at Film Bazaar
Gourab Kumar Mullick
Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni
Samir Sarkar

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

In the early 1990s, through Shreevardhan, a Konkan coastal 
village, Kala-Sabuns are being smuggled into India. Unaware 
of their own sexuality, Salim and Vishnu, two young men fail to 
recognise the love they have for each other. Salim, Phanse’s 
right hand man, takes care of his business and also runs his 
smuggling racket in the village. Vishnu disapproves of Salim’s 
involvement in illegal affairs. Things get worse between them, 
when Vishnu discovers that Kala-Sabuns are RDXs for blasts 
being planned in Bombay. 

Getting a job in Dubai, Vishnu leaves the village, breaking 
Salim’s heart. When Vishnu leaves behind Dhanvi, a Nepali 
bar dancer on a run, whom he meets at Bombay while waiting 
for his papers for Dubai, people mistake her to be his wife. A 
couple of years later, Salim takes over Phanse’s business after 
his arrest. By turn of events Dhanvi gets introduced to Salim. 
Dhanvi, attracted by his beauty, tries to seduce him. With 
Vishnu still in his mind and to prove his masculine sexuality, 
Salim pursues Dhanvi into a romantic affair with help of a 
prostitute, Rekha. In the process Rekha helps him accept his 
sexuality and confess his love to Vishnu.

India | Hindi | Drama

Starfruits

Image Courtesy Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
When we live with someone under the same roof do we end up knowing that person? Does this hold true 
for parents, spouses and children? I have seen people around me who have lived together for decades yet 
know nothing of each other. Was it really like this at the beginning of the relationship or did the magic or 
fondness or love gradually wear off? Where did the downhill begin? This facet of the human relationship 
has always intrigued me. When did we cease to listen? When did we stop caring? When did we let go 
of our compassion? And with what repercussion? I have always wanted to find answers to these. And 
The Bookkeeper’s Wife is my journey into trying to find these answers. Through this incredible premise of 
a wife coming to know a side of a husband she never thought existed, I begin my exploration of human 
relationships. Intrigue will lead us to discoveries and discoveries will help us arrive at realizations. And the 
beauty of life is in the realization that everything isn’t black or white. There is an enormous amount of grey 
between the two ends of the spectrum.

Monalisa Mukherji

Bauddhayan Mukherji

Producer, director, published poet, 
production designer, casting director 
and mother - Monalisa Mukherji is a 
multi-tasking force to reckon with. 
In 2007, she co-founded Little Lamb 
Films with her husband Bauddhayan 
and has produced two of India’s most 
critically acclaimed indies - Teenkahon 
(2014, Bengali) and The Violin Player 
(2016, Hindi). Apart from directing 
the award winning short documentary 

One of India’s leading independent 
filmmakers, Bauddhayan Mukherji is the 
founder-director of Little Lamb Films 
and is considered a path breaker in 
Indian advertising filmmaking. In 2010, 
Bauddhayan directed the Bell Bajao 
campaign which went on to win the 
prestigious Silver Lion at Cannes – the 
Oscars of advertising films. In 2015, the 
Filaria Free India campaign for Sabin 
Vaccine Institute won him another 

Kiske Liye which released worldwide in 
September 2020, Monalisa has also 
co-produced Deep Cut a Germany-
Greece-Poland-India co-production 
film this year. Currently, Monalisa 
is scripting her own debut feature 
and is working as the co-producer 
of Mairchjhapi, the film project that 
was part of the Asian Project Market 
(Busan, 2019) and the L’Atelier (Cannes 
Film Festival, 2020)

+91 9821582444
mona@littlelambfilms.com

+91 9821094911
buddymukherji@gmail.com

Producer

Director

Silver Lion at Cannes Health. In 2013, 
Bauddhayan ventured into feature 
films and over the last few years has 
directed two of India’s most awarded 
and internationally acclaimed films 
under the banner of Little Lamb Films 
– Teenkahon (2014, Bengali) and The 
Violin Player (2016, Hindi). His next, 
Marichjhapi was part of the Asian 
Project Market (Busan) in 2019 and 
L’Atelier (Cannes) 2020.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $2,70,000

Financing in place
USD $67,000

Production Company 
Little Lamb Films Pvt. Ltd.

Present at Film Bazaar
Bauddhayan Mukherji
Monalisa Mukherji

Looking for
Co-Producers
Post Production Partners
Film Funds

Narayan Kamble was a bookkeeper at a CA firm in Mumbai. 
When he suddenly passes away one night due to a massive 
cardiac arrest, his wife Savitri’s life changes overnight. To add 
to her sorrow comes the shocker that her husband apparently 
never went to office on Thursdays. Faced with this incredible 
discovery, Savitri embarks on a mission to get to the root of it. 

She comes to know that this started some 8 years back around 
the time their son Abhay was born. In her pursuit to get to the 
bottom of this mystery that keeps eating her, Savitri figures out 
she has to fall back on that one person who knew him the most. 
She herself. The Bookkeepers Wife is the tale of an ordinary 
woman’s extraordinary journey to know the husband when he 
is no more. It is a journey inwards while she explores different 
facets of a man, she thought she knew.

India | Marathi | Drama

The Bookkeeper’s Wife

Image Courtesy Little Lamb Films
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
This is a story from Nagaland, a young man possessed of animal magnetism turns into a menacing and 
philosophical odyssey of a mother and daughter. The Shape of Tiger explores the toxic relationship of a 
rejected love that turns nightmarish. It draws essence from Naga folk tales and the belief that humans 
have animal spirits. Being from the Sumi Naga community, I have grown up with stories of persons having 
animal spirits. My own grandfather is believed to have had a tiger spirit clawing the walls in his sleep at 
night. A widowed aunt in the village had a python residing in a nook in her backyard which disappeared 
the day she died. Local actors will be used in an ambience and surroundings of the Naga landscape of 
forests, fields, villages, paths, the warmth of the hearth, the dark magical forest, men and women on a 
rustic canvas as the camera explores shades that would realistically complement the tensions amongst 
the protagonists.

Bhaskar Jyoti Das

Kivini Shohe

A medical drop out and a self taught independent filmmaker and writer, Bhaskar 
was a part of Osian’s Talent Campus, 2007. He also works as a script writing 
consultant. His recent filmography as producer/writer/director include a 2019 
Assamese short I Dont Want To Be Born Again For Poem which premiered at the 
Rencontres Internationales, Paris/ Berlin in 2020, and also at the Louvre Museum in 
Paris. He has also produced and directed Antardhan (2014) and the documentary 
film House of Lost Glory (2012).

Kivini Shohe is based in Nagaland, India, and is the President of the Nagaland Film 
Association. She has been making films, telefilms and documentaries for almost 
22 years. A recipient of Nagaland State Governor’s Award in the field of arts 
(2014), her recent prominent productions are Oh My Soul (2014) and Under the 
Longphuru Sky (2019) and a telefilm titled Even The Dead Speaks (2020)

+91 8403021037
bhaskarjyotidasassam@

gmail.com

+91 9436001205
kivinishohe@yahoo.com

Producer

Director & Producer

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $2,03,504

Financing in place
USD $42,972

Production Company 
Little Bit More

Present at Film Bazaar
Kivini Shohe
Bhaskar Jyoti Das

Looking for
Co-Producers
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

Atuonuo lives with her widowed mother Visenuo in Kija, an 
ancient village of the Angamis, Nagaland. Their lives are hard, 
regulated by the seasons and by the ceaseless annual labours 
of hoeing and digging, planting and harvesting. But it is also 
a life of peace, lived in a well knit community of wise elders 
and caring, though sometimes overbearing neighbours and 
relatives.

This peace is shattered when Kevi, a young hunter, lithe and 
possessed of an animal magnetism, better looking for any 
other man in the village, comes to them at harvest time offering 
help and a hunk of venison. Kevi falls in love with Atuonuo and 
proposes marriage. Atuonuo, young in years and unsure of 
her heart, turns him down. But love becomes menacing when 
Kevi, angered by the rejection, viciously turns on Atuonuo, and 
reveals a side of himself that neither mother nor daughter 
could have imagined in their worst nightmares.

India | Angami Naga | Drama, Thriller

The Shape Of Tiger

Image Courtesy Kivini Shohe
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
Satyajit Ray has left behind a legacy to treasure. Both in the form of films and his written work, the 
original Bengali short story Golpo Boliye Tarini Khuro, is based on one of Ray’s memorable creations -- the 
enigmatic character of Tarini Khuro. It is a fascinating fable and mirror of the time, then and even now. It 
works as a timeless fable yet represents the mindset of people who exploit and are exploited. Ray’s subtle 
treatment of the subject makes one smile at what is in fact, a revenge story. An amalgamation of wit, 
drama and even suspense, the film set in Kolkata and Ahmedabad, would be an attempt to bring Ray to a 
generation that has only heard about him, or been occasionally exposed to his collection.

Suchhanda Chatterjee

Ananth Narayan Mahadevan

As the Managing Director of Quest 
Films, Suchhanda extends her keen 
eye for details along with her artistic 
visions for establishing this newly found 
production house. Suchhanda has also 
worked as a Creative Producer on the 
mini-series Forbidden Love which is 
streaming on the indian OTT platform, 
Zee5. Shubha Shetty, Director of Quest 
FIlms, brings a wealth of experience 
as a senior journalist who’s been 

Ananth Narayan Mahadevan, is a 
screenwriter, actor, and director 
of Malayalam, Hindi, Marathi and 
Tamil films in India. Having been an 
integral part of the Indian television 
and Hindi movies since the 1980s, he 
is also involved in professional English 
and Hindi theatre. Ananth received 
the National Award (2010) for the 
Best Screenplay and Dialogues for 
the successful Marathi movie, Mee 
Sindhutai Sapkal (2010). The film 

the entertainment editor for some 
of the leading publications, which 
include DNA, Mid Day, IBN live.com, 
Gulf News & Dainik Bhaskar. She has 
been a film critic for over a decade. 
Quest Film’s first production is the 
feature Bittersweet (2020), an official 
selection at the Busan International 
Film Festival and was nominated for 
the Kim Jiseok Award.

+91 9821012370
ananthmahadevanfilms@

gmail.com

Producer

Director

also fetched him the special jury 
award at the National Film awards 
2010. Mahadevan’s film, Gour Hari 
Dastaan (2015) was part of the Indian 
Panorama at the International Film 
Festival of India (2014) Goa, at the 
International Film Festival of Kerala 
IFFK (2014). Mahadevan’s filmography 
also includes award winning films like 
Doctor Rakhmabai (2016), Rough Book 
(2016), Red Alert (2019), Mai Ghat 
(2019) and Bittersweet (2020).

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Shubha Shetty

+91 9820207488
shubha@questfilms.co.in

Producer

Budget
USD $12,07,754

Financing in place
USD $3,01,939

Production Company 
Quest Films Pvt. Ltd.

Present at Film Bazaar
Ananth Narayan Mahadevan
Shubha Shetty
Suchhanda Chatterjee

Looking for
Co-Producers
Festivals & Film Funds

When Tarini Khuro, a storyteller by habit applies for a job with 
businessman Garodia, he is surprised to learn that the latter 
wants to apply his story-telling genius to cure him of insomnia. 
As Tarini narrates an original story each night, Garodia’s eyes 
are shut but not in sleep. 

Tarini later discovers to his dismay, that Garodia has been 
publishing each of these stories in a popular weekly while 
taking credit for it. Tarini is faced with two options -- to 
continue or to quit. Surprisingly, he chooses to continue, as a 
wicked plan germinates in his mind. The Storyteller is at once a 
modern fable, a biting satire and even a revenge drama unlike 
ever imagined before.

India | Hindi | Comedy, Drama

The Storyteller

Image Courtesy Quest Films 
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
As a voice of the queer rights movement in India, I wanted to make a film to celebrate the Indian Supreme 
Court’s reading down of Indian Penal Code 377, criminalizing homosexuality. I thought 2021 being 10 
years after I Am (2010) would be apt to have a sequel celebrating queer love stories. I decided to name it 
We Are as an assertion of our community’s united struggle for human rights. But this time, each story would 
encompass the spectrum of LGBT - lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender. While most queer narratives 
have sad endings, I wanted my stories to end with hope and positivity. These stories are not dark. They 
are inspired by real-life stories and incidents of various individuals I know. Some in reality did not have 
a happy ending, but consciously I wanted my film to give them the happiness that evades many of us in 
real life. The Supreme Court made gay sex legal, but we still do not have equal civil rights like marriage, 
adoption, persecution against hate crimes, etc. That’s why this film celebrates love. I am also excited to 
work with as many out and proud cast and crew as possible for this film.

Shant Joshi

Onir

Shant Joshi is a queer Indo-Canadian 
producer based in Los Angeles and 
Toronto. His credits include the films 
Porcupine Lake (TIFF, Busan, Rome, 
Outfest), Framing Agnes (Tribeca, 
Inside Out, Winner - Best Experimental 
Short - Outfest) and Pink: Diss (CBC); 
the hit web series Teenagers (IAWTV, 
Indie Screen Awards, CSAs); and the 
Dekkoo original series, Im Fine (Outfest, 
NewFest, Inside Out). Joshi co-founded 
the Future of Film Showcase as a 

Onir has produced and directed over 
10 acclaimed films. In 2004, Onir 
directed and co-produced, My Brother 
Nikhil, the first mainstream Hindi film 
specifically addressing queer themes 
in relation to human rights. The film 
was distributed by Yash Raj Films. Onir 
subsequently directed and produced I 
Am. It was the largest crowd-sourced 
film in India, and won the Best Hindi 
Feature Film at the 59th National 
Awards, as well as Best Lyrics by Amitabh 
Bhattacharya. Onir then produced 

launchpad for emerging Canadian 
filmmakers, and he previously worked 
at the United Talent Agency, Buchwald, 
and Lit Entertainment Group (fka 
Madhouse Entertainment). He is a 
recent alumnus of the Producers’ Lab 
at Norman Jewison’s Canadian Film 
Centre, and is founder and president 
of Fae Pictures, a production company 
with a mandate to engage audiences 
with stories rooted in the perspectives 
of the Other.

+323 4000610
shant@faepictures

+91 9821425049
comonir@anticlockfilms.com

Producer

Director & Producer

Chauranga (Four Colours), which won 
the Incredible India Award for the Best 
Co-Production Project at NFDC Film 
Bazaar, and won the Best Film India 
Gold at MAMI and IFFLA. Onir’s films 
have premiered at Melbourne, New 
York, London, Stuttgart, and he has 
received accolades for his work in 
LGBTQ+ narratives including the Likho 
Trailblazer Award, the Diversity Award 
from Film Victoria, and an appearance 
in the Berlinale doc, Here’s Looking At 
You, Boy (2007).

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $13,50,000

Financing in place
USD $3,50,000

Production Company 
Fae Pictures
Anticlock Films

Present at Film Bazaar
Onir
Shant Joshi

Looking for
Finance/Financial Advice
Distribution Partners
Festivals & Film Funds

The film is a spiritual sequel to Onir’s 2010 award-winning 
indie feature I Am, which was the Winner of the National 
Award for Best Hindi film. We Are is an anthology feature film 
narrating four short stories from four corners of the South Asian 
subcontinent, each with distinct themes around navigating 
queer love in a modern India. The film is a spiritual sequel to 
Onir’s 2010 award-winning indie feature I Am was the Winner 
of the National Award for Best Hindi film, the NETPAC award at 
the International Film Festival of Kerala and had it’s Canadian 
premiere at the Vancouver International Film Festival. The film 
now streams on Netflix. 

Gaurav is set in a contested territory of Kashmir and follows 
a young Hindu soldier who falls in love with a local Muslim, 
Kashmiri man. Madhuri is set in Mumbai and follows a trans 
female performer navigating a relationship with a cis male fan 
who tries to hide their relationship. Nida is set in Bangalore 
and follows two women whose relationship is outed when 
they are kicked out of a nightclub. Neel is set in Kolkata and 
follows the relationship between a newly out older married 
man and an out and proud grad student.

Canada, India | Hindi, Urdu, English, Kashmiri, Kannada, Marathi, Bengali | Drama

We Are

Image Courtesy Anticlock Films
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
During one of our visits to the North East of India, we had come across a story of a village where people 
apparently lived for very long. While travelling back home in the city, the village of old men stayed with 
us. Living too long a life must also have its repercussions and we imagined a story about two people 
who perhaps would refuse to live for so long. The one who had told us the story of the village had also 
shared with us few anecdotes of the devastating effects of climate change and the belief system of the 
natives who have deep faith in ancient wisdom that have long back predicted such deepening effects of 
man’s intrusion into the natural order. This dichotomy between the primordial and the present modernity 
is something that pervades our contemporary reality in India where city dwellers are still outsiders to such 
remote and unrepresented terrain of our own country. This is what we want to explore in our film. Long 
takes, de-saturated colours, seasonal changes and the sustained close-ups of people and their gestures 
will be used to evoke the sense of encountering the primordial through a contemporary point of view.

Prithvijoy Ganguly

Yudhajit Basu

Prithvijoy Ganguly is an engineer 
by education and a passionate 
photographer. His vocation takes 
him to various Indian Collieries and 
Industrial belts which helps him in 
furthering his understanding of the 
lives of the marginalized and the effect 
of industrialization on them. Prithvijoy 
Ganguly and Yudhajit Basu have co-
founded U Turn Pictures and have 
directed short films, Khoji (2016), Quiro 

Yudhajit Basu, a graduate of Film & 
Television Institute of India, Pune in 
the Direction Department and Mass 
Communication and Videography from 
St.Xaviers College, Kolkata, has made 
many short films and documentaries. 
Yudhajit Basu and Prithvijoy Ganguly 
have founded U Turn Pictures and 
have directed short films, Khoji (2016),  

(2018), and co-produced the feature 
film, Whom the Owls Knew (2020). 
These films have been screened at 
various National & International Film 
Festivals including Ismailia International 
Film Festival, Egypt; Toronto South 
Asian Film Festival, Canada; Bucharest 
Film Festival Romania; IDSFFK, Kerala, 
India; ISFF, Melbourne, International 
Changing Perspective SFF, Istanbul, 
Turkey among many others.

+91 9051475691
ops.uturn@gmail.com

+91 9921026215
ops.uturn@gmail.com

Producer

Director

Quiro (2018), and co-produced a 
feature film, Whom The Owls Knew 
(2020). Yudhajit has attended several 
filmmaking workshops conducted 
by noted indian and international 
filmmakers. He has also directed 
several ad films and has directed 
commissioned documentary films for a 
few international NGOs.

Shiv K. Kapur

Shiv K. Kapur, Managing Director 
of Victoria Wines Pvt. Ltd., took the 
initiative to establish the Victoria 
Foundation in the year 2000 with the 
objective of promoting arts, films and 
sports. Earlier a division of their family 
business had produced and distributed 
films under the banner of K.L.Kapoor 
Films, K.L.Kapoor Productions, Suvayoo 
Pictures and K. L.Kapoor Distributors. In 
this era they rose to being the premier 
film family of West Bengal, being 

+91 9830021484
victoriawines@gmail.com

Producer

awarded the Indian President’s Swarna 
Kamal Award twice for the Best 
Regional Film in the Bengali language, 
two Filmfare Awards and several BFJA 
and Bangla Chalachitra Sangam 
awards for technical excellence. 
Prominent classics amongst their slate 
of Bengali films are Apanjan, Megh O 
Roudra, Ekhonee, Sriman Prithviraj, Ek 
Je Chilo Desh, Mantra Mughda, Sesh 
Parbo and Bikale Bhorer Phool.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Producer’s Biography

Budget
USD $2,41,892

Financing in place
USD $64,000

Production Company 
U Turn Pictures
Victoria Foundation

Present at Film Bazaar
Yudhajit Basu
Prithvijoy Ganguly
Shiv K Kapur

Looking for
Co-Producers
Finance/Financial Advice
Festivals & Film Funds

The film is set in Bayi, a remote Himalayan hamlet, which is 
covered in a smoky veil where people have a mysteriously long 
life. The villagers refer to this as the angst of the Holy Spirit.
However Anindya, a city bred anthropologist, who has recently 
arrived in the village to conduct his thesis on the tribal rituals 
and practices, tells that the smoke is an effect of a forest fire. 
He sets up his study in the village and befriends a local cab 
driver Tashi and his sister Nayara who has a prodigious gift of 
drawing the folklore of the tribe on the rocks scattered on the 
outskirts of Bayi.

Meanwhile, Norbu and Rabten, two old men of Bayi are 
determined to put an end to their long drawn out life. While 
Norbu considers committing suicide, Rabten tells him that the 
fruit of the sacred grove, which glows in the dark, holds the 
key to break the mysterious spell of immortality. However, the 
sacred grove apparently has not borne fruit for years. With this 
as the backdrop, the film, seen through the eyes of Anindya, 
revolves around Norbu and Rabten who’d rather die than be a 
burden on their families.

India | Nepali, Bengali, Khasi | Drama

What We Lost In The Fire

Image Courtesy Prithvijoy Ganguly
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Synopsis

Director’s Statement
We tend to paint the police in solid colours of good and bad, this film rips up the narrative and looks at 
the humans behind the uniform. We all speak about police violence and brutality, but what this film looks 
at is the inner workings of a police station in understanding the nature of systemic rot -- a system that 
cannibalizes itself and its own. I want to use a very specific grammar to reach out to people who are 
themselves the characters in my story. It is my deep desire that this film is able to create that discussion 
on themes of violence and the communities who it further marginalizes. The film is planned to be shot in 
real locations. I am very grateful to all incredible cast members, including National Award winning Actor 
Samuthirakani, who have agreed to work on this film.

Aditi Anand

Franklin Jacob

An alumna of Whistling Woods 
International, Aditi Anand started out 
as a Senior Professional in International 
Marketing for a multinational firm. This 
helped her gain wide exposure to 
diverse cultures which ignited her fire 
to explore the world through different 
lenses. Her filmography includes 
features like Firaaq (2008), Tere Bin 
Laden (2010), No One Killed Jessica 
(2011), Chillar Party (2011) and the 

Hailing from Tirchy, Franklin set out 
to work with Director Pa. Ranjith 
in Attakathi (2012) as an Assistant 
Director. From thereon his association 
with Ranjith continued in Madras (2014) 
as well as Kabali (2016) where he was 
the Co-Director. An avid reader of 

National Award-Winning Paan Singh 
Tomar (2010). She has also produced 
short films Outpost (2008) and Country 
Of Bodies: Bombay in Dance (2013). 
Recently, she helmed India production 
for the French feature The Extraordinary 
Journey Of The Fakir (2019) that was 
distributed internationally by Sony 
Pictures. She has also been associated 
with Walkwater Media and UTV Motion 
Pictures, as a Senior Creative and 
Production Supervisor.

+91 9870452266
aditi@littleredcarfilms.com

+91 8056597313
mrbeanchap@gmail.com

Producer

Director

books, magazines and articles, Franklin 
considers that movies are a more visual 
representation of the stories he has 
read and would want to explore this 
form to be able to tell stories which are 
unique. Writer will be his debut feature 
film.

Director’s Biography

Producer’s Biography
Budget
USD $7,55,000

Financing in place
USD $5,40,000

Production Company 
Little Red Car Films

Present at Film Bazaar
Aditi Anand

Looking for
Post Production Partners
Sales/Sales Agents
Festivals & Film Funds

A writer plays an important role in the procedural functioning of 
a police station. Thangaraj is one such successful writer whose 
sleight of pen ensures that FIRs are more likely to become 
charge sheets and charge sheets more likely to become 
successful closed cases. A reference to a murder weapon 
here and an ambiguous description of the stolen goods there, 
Thangaraj is the best friend to an officer who wants to clear 
his case load fast. 

As he reaches the end of his career and prepares to march into 
a contented retirement for the first time, Thangaraj is faced 
with the real brutal power of his position. Like an assassin 
suddenly brought face to face with his victim, Thangaraj will 
be faced with the moral dilemma of doing a good job or doing 
the right thing. The film highlights the trials and tribulations of 
the powerless police personnel who execute their duties even 
when they are in contradiction to a personal moral compass.

India | Tamil | Drama

Writer

Image Courtesy Little Red Car Films
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Government of The Republic of India and the 
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh 
(hereinafter referred to as the “the Parties”)

SEEKING to improve cooperation between the two 
countries in the audiovisual field and aware of the 
contribution which co-production can make to the 
development of the audiovisual industry.

DESIROUS of promoting and facilitating the co-
production of films between the two countries, and the 
development of their cultural and economic exchanges 
and immediate Co-Production of a “Documentary Film 
on Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971”.

CONVINCED that these exchanges shall contribute to 
improving relation and economic exchanges between 
the two countries

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS –

Article 1 
Definitions
In this Agreement, unless the Agreement otherwise 
requires –

1. A co-production is a film including feature film, 
documentary, and animation film irrespective of 
length, for exploitations in cinemas, televisions or 
any other forms of distributions, jointly invested 
in and produced by co-producers made in 
accordance with the terms of recognition 
given by the competent authorities of India and 
Bangladesh under this Agreement. New forms 
of audio-visual production shall be included in 
the present Agreement by exchange of notes 
between the Parties.

2. “Competent Authorities” shall be 

 (i) On behalf of the Government of the Republic of 
India, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting; 
and 

 (ii) On behalf of the Government of the People’s 
Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Information.

3. The term “Co-producer” means a person who is 
a citizen of the Republic of India or the People’s 
Republic of Bangladesh, or a legal entity based 
in the territory of either country who is authorized 
to enter into co-production contracts with a view 
to organising, carrying out and co-financing film 
production;

Article 2
Recognition as a National Film and Entitlement to 
Benefits

1. A co-production film shall be fully entitled to all 
the benefits which are or may be accorded to 
national films by each of the Parties under their 
respective national laws. 

2. These films shall be entitled to claim all state 
support and benefits available to the film and 
video industries and the privileges granted by the 

provisions in force in the respective countries.

Article 3 
Temporary Entry into the Country
1. Each Party shall permit, in accordance with 

their respective legislation(s), temporary import 
and export of any equipment necessary for the 
production of an approved audio-visual co-
production.

2. Each Party shall permit any person employed 
in the making of promotion of an approved 
co-production to enter and remain in the co-
producing countries, as the case may be, during 
the making or promotion of the film, subject 
to the requirement that they comply with the 
respective country’s legislation relating to entry, 
residence and employment.

Article 4 
Participants 
1.  The persons participating in the production of a 

film shall fulfill the following requirements – 

 (a) As regards the Republic of India, they shall be – 

 (i) Nationals/Citizens of the Republic of India or 

 (ii) entities which are established and/or 
incorporated in India 

 (b) As regards the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, 
they shall be-

 (i) Nationals/Citizens of the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh or 

 (ii) entities which are established and/or 
incorporated in Bangladesh. 

2. Participants in the co-production as defined in 
sub paragraphs (a) and (b) of 1 must at all times 
throughout the production retain their national 
status, and may not acquire or lose such status 
at any point during the course of production 
activity. 

3. Should the film so require, the participation of 
professionals who are not citizens of any of the 
co-producing countries may be permitted, but 
only in exceptional circumstances, and subject 
to the approval of the competent authorities of 
both the countries.

Article 5 
Contribution
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Agreement and 
in the interest of bilateral co-productions, even those 
films which are produced in one of the two countries 
and where the minority contribution is limited to 
financial investment, may be granted co-production 
status according to the co-production agreement. In 
such a case, the minority contribution may not be less 
than 20% (twenty per cent) of the final total cost of 
the film. 

Audio-Visual Co-Production Agreement Between The Republic Of India And The People’s 
Republic Of Bangladesh 

BANGLADESH Article 6 
Conditions for obtaining Co-production status
1. Co-productions shall require, prior to the 

commencement of shooting, approval of the 
Competent Authorities of both countries. 

2. Approvals granted under their respective 
national laws, shall be in writing and shall 
specify the conditions under which the approval 
is granted. None of the co-producers shall be 
linked by common management partnership or 
control, save to the extent that such links are 
inherent in the making of the Audiovisual Co-
production itself. 

3. In considering proposals for the making of an 
Audiovisual Co-production, both Competent 
Authorities shall apply the rules and principles set 
out in this Agreement as well as in its Annexure, 
with due regard to their respective policies and 
guidelines. 

4. The Annexure shall also include rules of 
procedures on – 

 (a) the granting of approvals of an application for 
Approved Co-production status; 

 (b) the withdrawal of Approved Co-production 
status; 

 (c) any other matters that the Parties consider 
desirable. 

5.  The Annexure shall include provision as to the 
criteria for measuring mutual benefits. 

6. The Annexure shall come into force as soon 
as the Parties have notified each other of 
the completion of their respective legal and 
constitutional procedures. 

7. In determining an application made to it, 
a Competent Authority shall apply these 
requirements in accordance with guidelines 
published by the Competent Authority under this 
Article. 

8. Each Competent Authority may from time to time 
publish guidelines consisting of such information 
and advice as it considers appropriate with 
respect to – 

 (a) how applications are to be made to the 
Competent Authority; and 

 (b) the operation and interpretation of this 
Agreement 

9. Such guidelines shall, in particular, set out – 

 (a) how the Competent Authority proposes to 
make decisions on applications for the grant of 
Approved Co-production status, and 

 (b) factors it will take into account while exercising 
any discretion conferred on it by this Agreement. 

10. Nothing in this Agreement binds the competent 
authorities in the territories of the Parties to 
permit the public exhibition of a film, which has 
been granted Approved Co-production status. 

Article 7 
Film Negatives and Languages
1. The original soundtrack of each Audiovisual Co-

production shall be made in Hindi, or Bangla, 
or in any other Indian language or dialect, or in 
English or in any combination of those permitted 
languages. Dialogue in other languages may be 
included in the Audiovisual Co-production, as 
the script requires. 

2. The dubbing or subtitling into one of the 
permitted languages of the Republic of India 
or Bangla shall be carried out in the Republic of 
India, or in the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. 
Any departure from this principle must be 
approved by the competent authorities.

Article 8
Minority and majority contribution in the case of 
multilateral co-productions
Subject to the specific conditions and limits laid 
down in laws and regulations in force in the Parties, 
in the case of multilateral co-productions, the minority 
contribution may not be less than 10% (ten per cent) 
and the majority contribution may not exceed 70% 
(seventy per cent) of the total cost of the film.

Article 9 
Balanced contribution
1. A general balance should be maintained 

with regard to both the artistic and technical 
personnel, including the cast, and with regard to 
the financial investment and facilities (studios, 
laboratories, and postproduction). 

2. The Joint Commission, established in terms of 
this Co-production Agreement, shall carry out 
a review to see whether this balance has been 
maintained and, if this is not the case, shall take 
measures, which it considers necessary in order 
to re-establish such a balance.

Article 10 
Joint Commission
1. The Joint Commission shall comprise 

representatives from Governments of both 
Parties and from the film industry of both Parties. 

2. The role of the Joint Commission shall be to 
supervise and review the implementation and 
operation of this Agreement and to make any 
proposals considered necessary to improve the 
implementation of the Agreement. 

3. The Joint Commission shall be convened, whether 
by meeting or otherwise, at the request of either 
of the Parties within three months of such a 
request. 

Article 11 
Entry in International Film Festivals
1. The majority co-producer shall normally enter 

co-produced films in international festivals as a 
co-production.

 2. Films produced on the basis of equal 
contributions shall be entered as a film of the 
country of which the director is a national, 
provided that the director is not from a third 
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country in which case the film shall be submitted 
as a film of the country of which the lead actor 
is a national, subject to the agreement of the 
competent authorities of both Parties. 

Article 12
Credits
A co-production film and the promotional materials 
associated with it shall include either a credit title 
indicating that the film is “an official Indian-Bangladesh 
Co-production” or “an official Bangladesh- Indian Co-
production”.

Article 13
Amendment
This Co-production Agreement may be amended by 
the mutual written consent of the Parties through the 
exchange of notes between the Parties through the 
diplomatic channel.

Article 14 
Settlement of Disputes
Any dispute arising out of the interpretation or 
implementation of this Agreement shall be settled 
consensually through consultation and negotiation 
between the Parties.

Article 15 
Entry into Force, Duration and Termination of the 
Agreement
1. The present Agreement shall come into effect 

from the date of its signature and shall continue 
to be in force for 5 years, unless either Party 
terminates the present Agreement by giving a 
written notice of its intention to terminate it to 
the other Party at least six (6) months in advance 
and may be renewable with the consent of both 
parties. 

2. Termination of the present Agreement shall 
not affect the implementation of the projects, 
which are already in progress under the present 
Agreement and shall be continued in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of the Agreement. 

3. The Annexure of this Agreement shall be an 
integral part of this Agreement.

4. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned being 
duly authorized thereto, by their respective 
Governments, have signed this Agreement. 

Done at New Delhi on this 8th day of April 2017 in two 
originals in the English language. 

For the Republic of India For the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh

Foreign Secretary

Secretary, Ministry of Information

ANNEXURE
Procedures
General Provisions
Applications for any benefits under this Agreement 
in aid of any co-production must be submitted 

simultaneously to the Competent Authorities at least 
sixty (60) days before filming begins. The Competent 
Authorities of the country of which the majority co-
producer or another co-producer indicated by the 
co-producers is a citizen shall convey their decision to 
the Competent Authorities of the other country within 
thirty (30) days of the submission of the complete 
documentation listed below. Again within thirty 
(30) days, the Competent Authorities of the other 
country shall convey their decision to the Competent 
Authorities of the first country and to the co-producer 
appointed by the co-producers.

Applications should be supported by the following 
documents in the official language of both countries –

1. Final version of the script.

2. Evidence of the lawful acquisition of the 
copyright necessary to a given co-production, 

3. A signed copy of a co-production contract 
concluded between co-producers, which should 
contain –

 a) The title of the co-production,

 b) The name of the author of the screenplay or of 
the person who adapted the screenplay, if it is 
based on literary sources, 

 c) The name of the director,

 d) A synopsis,

 e) A budget plan, 

 f) A financial plan, stating the financial input of the 
co-producers,

 g) A clause defining the division of revenues and 
markets,

 h) A clause setting forth a share in the copyright 
in proportion to the input of individual co-
producers, as per intellectual property (IP) right 
laws.

 i) A clause describing what to do if the budget is 
exceeded,

 j) A clause describing the measures to be taken if 
one of the co-producers does not discharge its 
obligations,

 k) A clause setting forth the rules governing 
financial settlements if any co-producer fails to 
provide the financial contribution agreed upon in 
the co-production contract,

 l) A clause confirming that the acceptance of a 
co-production does not imply any production will 
be distributed in the Parties,

 m) A clause obligating the majority co-producer 
to take out an insurance policy providing cover 
at least against “all production risks” and 
“all production risks connected with original 
materials.”

 n) The date on which filming commences.

 o) Release of the Co-production film must be done 
on the same date in the contracting countries.

4. The distribution agreement, if such an agreement 
has already been concluded,

5. A detailed budget, showing the expenditures to 
be incurred by the co-producers in each country.

6. A single account for each co-produced film 
must be maintained to handle all financial issues 
including repatriation of the revenue or proceeds 
generated.

7. Remuneration of the technical persons should be 
equal and non-discriminatory.

IMPORTANT PROVISIONS FOR INDIAN PARTY

In addition, an application addressed to the Indian 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB), should 
be accompanied by four copies of the screenplay and 
film synopsis together with a processing fee of US$ 
225 payable to Pay & Accounts Officer, Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting or for the amount as may 
be revised from time to time. 

If the film is to be shot wholly or partly in the Republic 
of India, the co-producers must provide the Indian 
Embassy in the Republic of Bangladesh and Ministry 
of Information & Broadcasting with the following 
information –

1. Details of any non-Indian members of the film 
crew – names, passport numbers and expiry 
dates, country which issued the passport, 
nationality, permanent and temporary address.

2. An accurate description of the shooting locations 
and the film crew’s travel plans.

3. A description of the cinematographic equipment 
and quantity of film to be brought in to the 
Republic of India temporarily.

Within three weeks of receipt of the required set of 
documents, the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 
will send the appropriate filming permit to all co-
producers and the Competent Authorities in the other 
country. A longer period for issuing the filming permit 
may be required if filming is to take place in some 
restricted areas.

Permission to film in the Republic of India may be 
dependent upon the following conditions –

1. Permission from a person or his legal heir who 
is to be portrayed in the film; a copy of the 
permission should be attached to the screenplay.

2. If it is necessary to obtain assistance from the 
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Culture, etc. 
separate agreements may have to be concluded 
with these Ministries. Requests for such 
assistance may be submitted via the Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting.

3. Each film for whose production the assistance 
of the Armed Forces has been obtained must be 
presented to the Ministry of Defence in order to 
obtain permission for its distribution.

4. In particular cases, a film may have to be 
presented to a representative of the Government 
of the Republic of India or to the Indian Embassy 

in the People’s Republic of Bangladesh before 
it can be shown anywhere in the world. Also 
in particular cases, a liaison officer may be 
assigned to a film crew – at the expense of the 
Government of the Republic of India.

IMPORTANT PROVISIONS FOR BANGLADESH PARTY

In addition, an application addressed to the Ministry 
of Information, Government of the People’s Republic 
of Bangladesh should be accompanied by four copies 
of the screenplay and film synopsis together with a 
processing fee of US$ 225 payable to relevant Officer 
in the Ministry of Information or for the amount as may 
be revised from time to time. 

If the film is to be shot wholly or partly in the People’s 
Republic of Bangladesh, the co-producers must 
provide the Bangladesh High Commission in India and 
Ministry of Information with the following information –

1. Details of any non-Bangladeshi members of 
the film crew – names, passport numbers and 
expiry dates, country which issued the passport, 
nationality, permanent and temporary address.

2. An accurate description of the shooting 
locations and the film crew’s travel plans.

3. A description of the cinematographic equipment 
and quantity of film to be brought in to the 
People’s Republic of Bangladesh temporarily.

Within three weeks of receipt of the required set of 
documents, the Ministry of Information will send the 
appropriate filming permit to all co-producers and the 
Competent Authorities in the other country. A longer 
period for issuing the filming permit may be required if 
filming is to take place in some restricted areas.

Permission to film in the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh may be dependent upon the following 
conditions –

1. Permission from a person or his legal heir who 
is to be portrayed in the film; a copy of the 
permission should be attached to the screenplay.

2. If it is necessary to obtain assistance from the 
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Culture, Ministry 
of Commerce, Ministry of Home Affairs etc. 
separate agreements may have to be concluded 
with these Ministries. Requests for such 
assistance may be submitted via the Ministry of 
Information.

3. Each film for whose production the assistance 
of the Armed Forces has been obtained must be 
presented to the Ministry of Defence in order to 
obtain permission for its distribution.

4. In particular cases, a film may have to be 
presented to a representative of the Government 
of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh or to the 
Bangladesh High Commission in the Republic of 
India before it can be shown anywhere in the 
world. Also in particular cases, a liaison officer 
may be assigned to a film crew – at the expense 
of the Government of the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh.
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CONCLUDING PROVISIONS

The Competent Authorities may ask for any additional 
documents or information which they consider 
essential in order to consider an application for a co-
production.

The final screenplay (with script) should be presented 
to the Competent Authorities prior to the start of 
filming.

Amendments, including a change of co-producer, 
may be made to the original co-production contract. 
However, any amendments must be submitted to the 
Competent Authorities for approval before the co-
production is completed. A change of co-producer is 
permissible only in exceptional circumstances, and for 
reasons considered by the Competent Authorities to 
be satisfactory. The Competent Authorities shall inform 
each other of the decisions they have reached.

 b. On behalf of the Republic of India, the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting.

Article 2
Benefits
1. An Audiovisual Co-production shall be treated 

as a national Audiovisual Work by both 
Contracting Parties and, therefore, shall be fully 
entitled to all the benefits which are or may be 
accorded to national audiovisual works by each 
of the Contracting Parties under their respective 
national laws.

2. Any benefits available in Brazil may only be 
accorded to a Brazilian Co-producer.

3. Any benefits available in India may only be 
accorded to an Indian Co-producer.

4. The sharing of expenses and revenues shall be as 
mutually decided by the Co-producers.

Article 3
Approval of Projects
1. Audiovisual Co-productions shall require, prior 

to the commencement of shooting, approval of 
both the Competent Authorities.

2. Approvals are granted under their respective 
national laws, shall be in writing and shall 
specify the conditions upon which the approval 
is granted. None of the co-producers shall be 
linked by common management, ownership or 
control, save to the extent that such links are 
inherent in the making of the Audiovisual Co-
production itself.

3. In considering proposals for the making of an 
Audiovisual Co-production, both Competent 
Authorities shall apply the rules and principles 
set out in this Agreement as well as in its Annex, 
with due regard for their respective policies and 
guidelines.

Article 4
Contributions
1. For each Audiovisual Co-production –

 a. The performing, technical, craft and creative 
participation of the Co-producers; 

 b. The production expenditure of the Co-producer 
in the Republic of India or in the Federative 
Republic of Brazil shall be in reasonable 
proportion to their respective financial 
contributions and as mutually decided by both 
the Co-producers.

2. Both the financial contribution, and the 
managerial, performing, technical, craft and 
creative participation of each Co-producer shall 
account for at least 20% (twenty per cent) of the 
total budget of the Audiovisual Co-production.

3. Notwithstanding the contribution and 
participation rules set out in paragraphs 1 and 

Agreement Between The Government of The Republic of India And The Government of The 
Federative Republic of Brazil on Audio Visual Co-Productions

The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of the Federative Republic of Brazil 
(hereinafter referred to as “the Contracting Parties”)

Seeking to enhance co-operation between their two 
countries in the audio-visual area;

Desirous of expanding and facilitating the co-
production of audio-visual works, which may be 
conducive to the development of the film and audio-
visual industries of both countries and to the expansion 
of cultural and economic exchanges between them;

Convinced that these exchanges will contribute to the 
enhancement of relations between the two countries;

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
Definitions
For the purposes of this Agreement

1. “Audiovisual Co-production” means an 
audiovisual work jointly invested in and produced 
by one or more Brazilian co-producers and one 
or more Indian co-producers under a project 
approved by both Competent Authorities.

2. “Audiovisual Work” means any record of a 
sequence of related images, irrespective of 
length, which is intended to be made visible 
as a moving image through the use of devices, 
regardless of the medium of initial or subsequent 
fixation, and for which there is an expectation 
for public exhibition. It includes films and 
video recordings, animation and documentary 
productions for exploitation in theatres, 
on television, DVD or by any other form of 
distribution. New forms of audiovisual production 
shall be included in the present agreement by 
exchange of Notes between the Contracting 
Parties.

3. “Co-producer” shall be – 

 a. As regards the Republic of India – 

 i. Nationals|citizens of the Republic of India;

 ii. Permanent residents of India; and

 iii. Entities which are established and|or 
incorporated in India.

 b. As regards the Federative Republic of Brazil –

 i. Nationals|citizens of the Federative Republic 
of Brazil;

 ii. Permanent residents of Brazil; and

 iii. Entities which are established and|or 
incorporated in Brazil.

4. “Competent Authority” means –

 a. On behalf of the Federative Republic of Brazil, 
the Ministry of Culture; and

BRAZIL
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2 of this Article, in exceptional cases both 
Competent Authorities may approve Audiovisual 
Co-productions where –

 a. The contribution by one Co-producer is limited to 
the provision of finance only, in which case the 
proposed finance-only contribution shall be 20% 
(twenty per cent) or more of the total budget of 
the Audiovisual Co-production; or

 b. Despite falling outside the contribution rules, the 
Competent Authorities consider that the project 
would further the objectives of this Agreement 
and should be approved accordingly.

4. Subject to the specific conditions and limits 
laid down in laws and regulations in force in the 
Contracting Parties, in the case of multilateral 
co-productions the minority contribution may not 
be less than 10% (ten per cent), and the majority 
contribution may not exceed 70% (seventy per 
cent) of the total cost of the Audiovisual Work.

Article 5
Third Country Co-Productions
1. Where either the Republic of India or the 

Federative Republic of Brazil maintains with 
a third country an Audiovisual Co-production 
agreement, the Competent Authorities may 
approve a project for an Audiovisual Co-
production under this Agreement that is to be 
made in conjunction with a co-producer from 
that third country.

2. Approvals under this Article shall be limited to 
proposals in which the contribution of the third 
country co-producer is no greater than the lesser 
of the individual contributions of the Brazilian 
and Indian Co-producers.

Article 6
Participants
1. The screenwriters, the director, actors and other 

artistic and technical personnel participating in 
an Audiovisual Co-production shall be –

 a. As regards the Republic of India,

 i. Nationals|citizens of Republic of India; and

 ii. Permanent residents of India.

 b. As regards the Federative Republic of Brazil,

 i. Nationals|citizens of the Federative Republic 
of Brazil; and

 ii. Permanent residents of Brazil.

 c. In cases in which there is a third co-producer,

 i. Nationals|citizens of the third co-producer’s 
country; and

 ii. Permanent residents of the third co-producer’s 
country.

2. Participants in an Audiovisual Co-production as 
defined in this Article must at all times throughout 
the production retain their national status, and 
may not acquire or lose such status at any point 
during the course of production activity.

3. In exceptional cases, both Competent Authorities 
may approve Audiovisual Works

 a. Where script or financing dictate the 
engagement of performers from other countries; 
and

 b. Where artistic or financing reasons dictate the 
engagement of technical personnel from other 
countries.

Article 7
Negatives, First-Release Print and Languages
1. At least one negative and one duplicate 

negative shall be made of all Audiovisual Co-
productions. Each Co-producer shall be entitled 
to make a further duplicate or prints there 
from. Each Co-producer shall also be entitled 
to use the original negative in accordance 
with the conditions agreed upon between the 
Co-producers themselves. The storage of the 
original negative shall be as mutually decided by 
the Co-producers.

2. Audiovisual Co-productions shall be made and 
processed up to the manufacture of the first 
release print in the Republic of India or in the 
Federative Republic of Brazil or, when there is 
a third co-producer, in that third co-producer’s 
country.

3. The original soundtrack of each Audiovisual 
Co-production shall be made in Hindi, or any 
other Indian language or dialect, or in English 
or Portuguese, or in any combination of those 
permitted languages. Dialogue in other 
languages may be included in the Audiovisual 
Co-production, as the script requires.

4. The dubbing or subtitling into one of the 
permitted languages of the Republic of India 
or into Portuguese shall be carried out in the 
Republic of India or in the Federative Republic of 
Brazil. Any departure from this principle must be 
approved by the Competent Authorities.

Article 8
International Festivals
1. The majority Co-producer shall normally enter 

Audiovisual Co-productions in international 
festivals.

2. Audiovisual works produced on the basis of equal 
contributions shall be entered as an Audiovisual 
Work of the country which the director is from.

Article 9
Location Shooting
1. The Competent Authorities may approve location 

shooting in a country other than those of the 
participating co-producers.

2. Notwithstanding Article 6, where location 
shooting is approved in accordance with the 
present Article, citizens of the country in which 
location shooting takes place may be employed 
as crowd artists, in small roles, or as additional 
employees whose services are necessary for the 
location work to be undertaken.

Article 10
Credits
An Audiovisual Co-production shall include a title, 
in the initial credits, indicating that the Audiovisual 
Work is an “Official Indian – Brazilian Co-Production” 
or an “Official Brazilian – Indian Co-Production”. The 
promotional material associated with the audiovisual 
work shall likewise include a credit reflecting the 
participation of the Republic of India, the Federative 
Republic of Brazil and, when relevant, the country of a 
third co-producer.

Article 11
Temporary Entry into the Country
1. For approved Audiovisual Co-productions, each 

Contracting Party shall facilitate, in accordance 
with the domestic law in force in its country –

 a. Entry into and temporary residence in its territory 
for technical and artistic personnel of the other 
Contracting Party;

 b. The import into and export from its territory of 
technical and other film making equipment and 
materials by producers of the other Contracting 
Party; and

 c. The transfer of funds destined for payments 
related to the audio-visual co-productions.

2. These dispositions also apply to third parties, 
approved under Article 5 of the present 
agreement.

Article 12
Joint Commission
1. A Joint Commission shall be established 

comprising representatives of the Competent 
Authorities from both Contracting Parties.

2. The role of the Joint Commission shall be to 
evaluate the implementation and operation 
of this Agreement and to make any proposals 
considered necessary to improve the effect of 
the Agreement.

3. The Joint Commission shall be convened, whether 
by meeting or otherwise, at the request of either 
of the Contracting Parties within six months of 
such a request.

Article 13
Entry into Force
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the 

date of the second notification between 
the Contracting Parties, through diplomatic 
channels, conveying that the requirements for 
the entry into force of this Agreement have been 
satisfied.

2. This Agreement including the Annex, which 
forms an integral part of this Agreement, shall 
remain in force for an unlimited period of time, 
unless terminated in terms of paragraph 3 of this 
Article.

3. Either Contracting Party may terminate this 
Agreement by giving six months` written notice 
in advance of such intention to the other 
Contracting Party through the diplomatic 
channel.

4. Termination of this Agreement shall have no 
effect on the completion of Audiovisual Co-
productions approved prior to its termination.

Article 14
Permission for Public Exhibition
1. Permission for public exhibition will be in 

accordance with local laws in both India and 
Brazil.

2. The approval of Co-production status under 
this Agreement will not mean a commitment to 
permit public exhibition of the Audiovisual Co-
production.

Article 15
Amendment
1. This Agreement may be amended by mutual 

consent of the Contracting Parties through the 
exchange of notes between the Contracting 
Parties through diplomatic channel.

Article 16
Dispute Resolution
Any dispute between the Contracting Parties arising 
out of the interpretation or implementation of this 
Agreement shall be settled consensually through 
consultation and negotiation only.

DONE at New Delhi, on the 4th of June, 2007, in two 
originals in Hindi, Portuguese, and English, each version 
being equally authentic. In case of any divergence of 
interpretation, the English text shall prevail.

For the Government of the Republic of India

For the Government of the Federative Republic of Brazil 
Annexure to Agreement between the Government 
of the Republic of India and the Government of the 
Federative Republic of Brazil on Audio Visual Co-
Productions (Rules of procedure for applications 
for approval of co-production status under this 
agreement)

Annex
1. Applications for qualification of an Audiovisual 

Work for co-production benefits under this 
Agreement must be made simultaneously to both 
Competent Authorities at least 60 (sixty) days 
before shooting begins.

2. The Competent Authority of one of the 
Contracting Parties shall communicate their 
decision to the other Competent Authority within 
thirty (30) days of the submission of the complete 
documentation.

3. The approval process under Article 3 of this 
Agreement shall comprise of approval prior to 
commencement of shooting of the Audiovisual 
Work.

4. Documentation submitted in support of an 
application shall consist of the following items, 
drafted in English in the case of India and in 
Portuguese in the case of Brazil –

 a. The final script and synopsis

 b. Documentary proof of having legally acquired 
the copyright to produce and exploit the 
Audiovisual Work.
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 c. A copy of the co-production contract signed by 
the Co-producers. The contract shall include –

 i. The title of the co-production;

 ii. The name of the original script writer or that 
of the adaptor if it is drawn from a literary 
source; necessary permission for adapting the 
literary work into a film from the author|legal 
heirs shall be attached;

 iii. The name of the director (a substitution clause 
is permitted to provide for his|her replacement 
if necessary);

 iv. The budget, identifying the expenses to be 
incurred by each Co-producer;

 v. The financing plan;

 vi. A clause establishing the sharing of revenues, 
markets, media or a combination of these;

 vii. A clause detailing the respective shares of 
the co-producers in any over expenditure; the 
minority co-producer’s share may be limited 
to a lower percentage or to a fixed amount, 
provided that the minimum proportion 
permitted under Article 4 of the Agreement is 
respected;

 viii. A clause recognizing that admission to benefits 
under this Agreement does not constitute a 
commitment that governmental authorities 
in India will grant a license to permit public 
exhibition of the Audiovisual Work;

 ix. A clause prescribing the measures to be taken 
where –

 (a) After full consideration of the case, the 
Competent Authorities in either country 
refuse to grant the benefits applied for;

 (b) Either one or the other Contracting Party fails 
to fulfil its commitments.

 (c) The period when shooting is to begin;

 (d) A clause stating that the majority Co-
producer shall take out an insurance policy 
covering at least “all production risks” and “all 
original material production risks”; and

 (e) A clause providing for the sharing of the 
ownership of copyright on a basis that it is 
proportionate to the respective contributions 
of the Co-producers.

5. The distribution contract, if it has already been 
signed, or a draft if it has yet to be concluded.

6. A list of the creative and technical personnel 
indicating their nationalities.

7. The production schedule.

8. Final shooting script.

9. The Competent Authorities can demand any 
further documents and all other additional 
information deemed necessary.

10. Amendments, including the replacement of a co-
producer, may be made in the original contract, 
but they must be submitted for approval by the 
Competent Authorities before the Audiovisual 
Co-production is finished. The replacement of a 
co-producer may be allowed only in exceptional 
cases and for reasons satisfactory to the 
Competent Authorities.

The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of Canada (The “Parties”),

Recognizing that quality audiovisual co-productions 
contribute to the vitality of the audiovisual industries of 
the Parties and to the development of their economic 
and cultural exchanges;

Appreciating that cultural diversity is nurtured by 
ongoing exchanges and interaction between cultures 
and that it is strengthened by the free flow of ideas;

Recalling that, in pursuit of international cooperation, 
the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and 
Promotion of Diversity of Cultural Expressions, done at 
Paris on October 20, 2005, encourages the conclusion 
of co-production agreements as a means to promote 
international cooperation;

Agreeing that these exchanges will enhance relations 
between the Parties; 

Recognizing that these objectives may be achieved 
by granting domestic benefits to qualified audiovisual 
co-productions;

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
Definitions
For the purposes of this Agreement –

 (a) “administrative authority” means, for each Party, 
the authority which administers the application 
of this Agreement;

 (b) “audiovisual means” film, television, and video 
projects made on any production support, 
existing or future, for any distribution platform 
intended for viewing;

 (c) “Canadian elements” are expenditures 
made in Canada by the Canadian producer 
or expenditures on Canadian creative and 
technical personnel made in other States by 
the Canadian producer in the course of the 
production of a work;

 (d) “competent authority” means, for each party, 
the delegated authority responsible for 
the negotiation and implementation of this 
Agreement;

 (e) “distribution or broadcasting” means the public 
exhibition or showing of an audiovisual work;

 (f) “Indian elements” are expenditures made in India 
by the Indian producer or expenditures on Indian 
creative and technical personnel made in other 
States by the Indian producer in the course of 
the production of a work;

 (g) “national” means a natural or legal person having 
a legal relationship which connects that person 
to a State and which confers to that person, 
under the law of that State, the right to benefit 
from the application of the relevant provisions of 
this Agreement;

Audiovisual Co-Production Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of India and 
the Government of Canada

 (h) “non-party” means a State which does not have 
a co-production Agreement or memorandum of 
Understanding with either Party;

 (i) “producer” means a national managing the 
production of a work;

 (j) “third-country” means a State which has a co-
production Agreement or memorandum of 
Understanding with at least one of the Parties;

 (k) “work” means an eligible audiovisual work to 
be subsequently recognized as an official co-
production by each Party and includes every 
version thereof.

Article 2
General Conditions
1. A party shall treat every work as its own 

production, and to that extent, make it eligible 
for the same benefits as those available to its 
audiovisual industries.

2. Each Party shall grant the benefits referred to in 
paragraph 1 to the producers of a work who are 
its own nationals.

3. Each Party shall strive to achieve overall balance 
on the financing of works co-produced over a 
period of five years.

Article 3
Participating Producers
1. A work shall be jointly produced by producers of 

both Parties.

2. In addition to producers of Canada and India, 
third-country producers may also participate in 
a work.

Article 4
Proportionality
1. The share of work expenditures spent on 

Canadian elements and on Indian elements 
respectively shall be in reasonable proportion to 
the producers’ respective financial contribution.

2. The administrative authorities may, by mutual 
consent in writing, recommend exemptions from 
paragraph 1, notably for storyline and creative 
purposes.

Article 5
Nationality Of Participants
1. Subject to paragraph 2, a participant in a work 

shall be a national of one of the Parties.

2. The administrative authorities may by mutual 
consent in writing grant exemptions from 
paragraph 1 notably to allow third-country 
nationals or non-party nationals to participate 
in a work for storyline, creative, or production 
purposes.

CANADA
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Article 6
Temporary Entry And Residence
Subject to the Parties’ respective legislation and 
regulations, the Parties shall facilitate the following –

 (a) The temporary entry into and residence in 
their respective territories of the creative 
and technical personnel and the performers 
engaged by the producer of the other Party for 
the purposes of the work;

 (b) The temporary entry and re-export of any 
equipment necessary for the purposes of the 
work.

Article 7
Copyright
The Parties shall ensure that the sharing of copyright 
and revenues between the producers is, in principle, 
proportional to their respective financial contribution 
in accordance with the respective requirements of the 
Parties. 

Article 8
Distribution
1. Each Party shall verify that its producer 

demonstrates the existence of a distribution 
or broadcasting commitment in each other’s 
territory and, if third-country producers are 
involved in the work, in the territory of each of 
the third-country producers.

2. The administrative authorities may by mutual 
consent in writing, accept an alternative 
distribution commitment in lieu of the 
commitment described in paragraph 1, provided 
that the producers of a work demonstrate that 
this alternative commitment exists.

Article 9
Material Changes
Each Party shall ensure that its producer promptly 
advises its administrative authority of any material 
change to a work that may affect its qualification for 
benefits under this Agreement.

Article 10
Communication
Each competent authority shall promptly advise the 
other of any amendment or judicial interpretation of 
domestic law that may affect benefits available under 
this Agreement.

Article 11
Status of Annex
1. The Annex to this Agreement is for administrative 

purposes and is not part of this Agreement.

2. The Annex may be modified by the competent 
authorities by mutual consent in writing, provided 
that the modifications do not conflict with this 
Agreement.

Article 12
Meetings and Amendments
1. Meetings will be held as needed between 

representatives of the competent authority of 
each Party, to discuss and review the terms of 
this Agreement.

2. The Parties may amend this Agreement by 
mutual consent in writing. The amendments shall 
enter into force on the date of the last written 
notification that domestic procedures necessary 
for the entry into force have been completed by 
the Parties.

Article 13 
Transitional Provision
A Party shall not discontinue benefits conferred on a 
work pursuant to this Agreement for a period of two 
years following the termination of this Agreement.

Article 14
Settlement Of Disputes
Any dispute arising out of the interpretation, 
application or implementation of any provisions of 
this Agreement shall be settled consensually through 
consultation and negotiation between the Parties.

Article 15
Entry Into Force
1. Each Party shall notify the other Party in writing of 

the completion of its internal procedures required 
for the entry into force of this Agreement. This 
Agreement shall enter into force on the first day 
of the first month following the later notification.

2. This Agreement shall remain in force for a period 
of five years from the date of entry into force.

3. Subject to paragraph 4, this Agreement shall 
renew automatically at the end of five years from 
the date of entry into force and at the end of 
every subsequent five-year period.

4. A Party may give notice to the other Party 
in writing of its intention to terminate this 
Agreement. This notice shall be given no less 
than six months before the end of the fifth year 
following the entry into force, or before the end 
of any subsequent five-year period, in which 
case this Agreement shall terminate at the end 
of that five-year period.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly 
authorized by their respective governments, have 
signed this Agreement.

Done at -------------------- on the -------- day of 
-------------- 201------- in duplicate, in the English, 
French and Hindi languages, each version being 
equally authentic. 

For and on Behalf of the Government of the Republic 
of India

For the Government of the Canada

Annex
This Annex is for administrative purposes and is not 
part of the Audiovisual Co-production Agreement 
between the Government of the Republic of India and 
the Government of Canada (the “Agreement”).

1. Definitions 

Unless otherwise specified, the definitions of the 
Agreement apply.

For the purposes of this Annex –

“dubbing” means the production of any version in 
a language other than the original language or 
languages of the work-

2. Financial Contribution By Producers

 (a) The financial contribution of the producers of 
each Party will be decided by arrangement 
between the producers, and will be between 2O 
percent and 80 percent of the total production 
budget of the work.

 (b) The third-country producer(s) involved in a 
multi-party work will contribute a minimum of 10 
percent of the total production budget of that 
work.

3. Creative And Producers Technical Contribution 
By Producers

 (a) The creative and technical contribution of the 
producers will be in reasonable proportion 
to their respective financial contribution, and 
in accordance with the requirements of the 
respective parties.

 (b) The creative and technical contribution of each 
third country producer involved in the work will 
be in reasonable proportion to their respective 
financial contribution.

 (c) The Parties, through their administrative 
authorities may by mutual consent in writing 
recommend exemptions from paragraphs (a) and 
(b), notably for storyline and creative purposes.

4. Location And Technical Services

 (a) Subject to paragraph (b), a work will be shot in 
the territory of either Party and may also be shot 
in the territory of a third-country producer.

 (b) The administrative authorities may, by mutual 
consent in writing, allow a work to be shot in the 
territory of a third country or a non-country for 
storyline and/or creative reasons.

 (c) All or part of the technical services of a work will 
be provided in the territory of either party or in 
the territory of a third-country producer.

5. Dubbing

 (a) Subject to paragraph (b), all dubbing services 
will be performed in the territory of one of the 
Parties or of a third-country producer.

 (b) Where a producer can reasonably demonstrate 
that the necessary capacity does not exist in 
the territory of either Party or of a third-country 
producer, the administrative authorities may 
by mutual consent allow the dubbing to be 
performed elsewhere.

6. Modification

 The provisions of this Annex may be modified 
by mutual consent in writing of the competent 
authorities provided that these modifications do 
not conflict with the Agreement.
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Agreement The Ministry Of Information And 
Broadcasting Of The Republic Of India And The State 
Administration Of Press, Publication, Radio, Film 
And Television Of The People’s Republic Of China 
Hereinafter Referred To As The ‘Contracting Parties”.

CONSIDERING that it is desirable to establish a 
framework for the development of their audio visual 
co-productions –

CONSCIOUS that quality co-productions can 
contribute to the further expansion of the audio visual 
production and distribution of both countries as well 
as to the development of their cultural and economic 
exchanges;

CONVINCED that these exchanges will contribute 
to the enhancement of relations between the two 
countries in the audio visual field;

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS

Article 1
Definition
For the purpose of this Agreement –

1.1 “Co-Production” refers to feature film, 
documentary, cine-film or animation film, 
irrespective of length, produced in any format, 
and distributed in theatres on televisions, video 
cassettes or any other forms of projection_

1.2 “Co-production” is a production co-produced 
after joint investment by producers from India 
and China.

1.3 Competent Authority” responsible for 
implementation of the Agreement shall be

 a. On behalf of Republic of India, the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting

 b. On behalf of Government of the People’s 
Republic of China, the State Administration of 
Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television.

 c. Co-production projects falling within the 
scope of this Agreement shall be subject to the 
approval of the Competent Authority.

 d. Each co production undertaken under this 
Agreement shall be in accordance with the 
laws and regulations in force in the Contracting 
Parties.

1.4 “Co-producer’ shall be –

 (a) In relation to India –

 i. Citizens of India;

 ii. Entities which are established or incorporated 
in India

 (b) In relation to China –

 i. Citizens and legal persons of China;

Agreement on Audio Visual Co-Production Between Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
of the Republic of India and State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and 
Television of the people’s Republic of China

 ii. Persons who are not citizens of China but are 
permanent residents of China –

 iii. Entities which are established or incorporated 
in China.

1.5 “Nationals” mean persons of either Contracting 
Party deriving the status as nationals of that 
Contracting Party from its laws and regulations 
in force,

Article 2
Recognition as a National Film and Entitlement to 
Benefits

2.1 A co-production film shall be fully entitled to all 
the benefits which are or may be accorded to 
national films by each of the Parties under their 
respective national laws and regulations.

2.2 These films shall be entitled to claim all state 
support and benefits available to the film and 
industries and the privileges granted by the 
provisions in force in the respective countries

Article 3
Contribution
3.1 Any benefits under this Agreement shall be 

available for audio visual Co-Production only 
when investment or finance, material and 
management including creative and other 
inputs not below 20% comes from co-producer 
of one country; provided always that specific 
percentage contribution will be decided 
amongst producers themselves.

3.2 Notwithstanding anything stated in above 
paragraph, the competent authorities of both 
sides may at any time decide jointly in writing 
to make appropriate changes, in percentage, as 
may be deemed fit.

Article 4
Participants
4.1 The producers, writers, directors, technicians, 

actors and other personnel involved in co-
productions shall be citizens of either of the 
countries or permanent residents of either party.

4.2 In the event of exceptional need of audio visual 
co-production, persons other than nationals or 
permanent residents as stated hereinabove are 
permissible to be engaged without losing the 
character of co-production in case advance 
written permission from both the countries’ 
authorities is obtained after explaining the 
reasons of inclusion of such person.

Article 5
Filming and Production Outside the Contracting 
Countries
5.1 Live action shooting of a co-produced film. 

including animation works such as storyboards, 

CHINA layout, key animation, in between and voice 
recording must, in principle, be carried out 
alternately in India or in China.

5.2 Location shooting of a co-produced film, exterior 
or interior, in a country not participating in the 
co-production may, however, be authorized by 
the competent authorities of both countries if the 
script or the action so requires and if technicians 
from India and China take part in the shooting.

5.3 The processing and post-production of co-
productions shall be done in either India or 
China, unless it is technically impossible to do 
so in either of the countr es in which case the 
processing and post-production in a country 
not participatmo io the co-production may be 
authorized by the competent authorities of both 
countries.

Article 6
Film Languages
6.1 The original soundtrack of each audio visual 

co-production shaii oe -rade in Hindi. or any 
other Indian language or dialect, or in Chinese 
or Engilsk¬combination of those permitted 
languages.

6,2 Dialogue in other languages may be included 
in t’le audio visua, co-production as the script 
requires.

6.3 The dubbing or subtitling into one of the 
permitted languages of India or into the 
language of China shall be carried out in India. 
or in China – and that in English language be 
discussed and decided by the co-producers.

Article 7
Film Negatives
Two negatives, or at least one negative and one 
duplicate negative, shall be made of all co-produced 
films. Each co-producer shall be entitled to make a 
further duplicate or prints there from Each co-producer 
shall also be entitled to use the original negative in 
accordance with the conditions agreed upon between 
the co-producers themselves. The storage of the 
original negative shall be as mutually decided by the 
co-producers.

Article 8
Temporary Entry Into the Country
Both Contracting Parties in accordance with their 
domestic laws shall facilitate –

 (a) entry and short slay in either of the two countries 
for producers. writers, directors, technicians, 
actors and other personnel,

 (b) importing of equipment. props. film stocks and 
the like.

Article 9
Property and Revenues
9.1 Both Contracting Parties jointly own the 

copyrights of each co-produced film and at the 
sane time it is proportionate to the respective 
contributions for co-producers to share market 
revenues.

9.2 The sharing of revenues by the co-producers 
should, in principle, be proportional to their 
respective contributions and this should be 
negotiated and agreed. and specified in 
the agreement between the co-producers 
themselves. The respective contribution of each 
co-producer may be decided mutually on the 
basis of principles elaborated in Article 3

Article 10
Balanced Contribution
10.1 A general balance should be maintained 

with regard to both the artistic and technical 
personnel, including the cast.

10.2 The Joint Commission, established in terms of 
this Agreement, shall carry out a review to see 
whether this balance has been maintained and, 
if this is not the case, shall take measures which 
it considers necessary in order to re-establish 
such a balance.

Article 11
Joint Commission
11.1 The Joint Commission shall comprise 

representatives from Governments of both 
countries and from the film industry of both 
Contracting Parties.

11.2 The role of the Joint Commission shall be to 
supervise and review the implementation and 
operation of this Agreement and to make any 
proposals considered necessary to improve the 
implementation of the Agreement.

11.3 The Joint Commission shall be convened at the 
request of either of the Contracting Parties 
within six months of such a request.

Article 12
Minority and Majority Contribution in the Case of 
Multilateral
Audio visual Co-productions

Subject to the specific conditions and limits laid down 
in laws and regulations in force in the Contracting 
Parties, in the case of multilateral co-productions, the 
minority contribution may not be less than 10% and the 
majority contribution may not exceed 70% of the total 
cost of the film.

Article 13
Public Exhibition
13.1 Nothing in this Agreement binds the competent 

authorities of the Contracting Parties to permit 
the public exhibition of a film, which has been 
granted Approved Co-production status.

13.2 Both co-producers shall shoot the film in 
accordance with the approved script and 
submit it to respective competent authorities 
for examination afterwards, If there is no any 
essential difference between the completed 
film and the approved script, the film could 
be exhibited in India. China or a third country, 
in accordance with the current laws, rules, 
regulations and guidelines, governing the same 
in the respective countries.
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Article 14
Export to a Third Country
 a. When a co-produced film is exported to a 

country, which has quota limitations

 b. In principle, the co-produced film shall be 
included in the quota of the country of the 
majority investment;

 c. If both co-producers have made an equal 
contribution, co-producers of both sides shall 
decide the quota in question through friendly 
consultation sc thal the co-produced film can 
be included in the quota of the country that can 
F•aKe better arrangements for the export of the 
film.

 d. If difficulties still exist, the co-produced film shall 
be included in the qocta of the country of which 
the director is a national.

Article 15
Credits
15.1 A co-produced film shall when shown. be 

identified as a “India-China Audio -visual Co-
production- or ‘China-India Audio-visual Co-
production” according to the origin of the 
majority co-oroducer or in accordance with an 
agreement between co-producers.

15.2 Such identcftation shall appear in the credits. 
in all cernmercial advertising and promotional 
materials and whenever this co-production is 
snown

Article 16
Entry in International Film Festivals
16 ‘en he event of presentation at international 

film festival, unless the co-producers agree 
otherwise, a co-production shall be entered by 
the country of the ei-ajniity co-producer or, in 
the event of equal financial participation of the 
co-educers, by the country of which the director 
is a national.

16.2 Either of the co-producers may make the co-
produced film access to international film 
festivals by notifying the other co-producer in 
advance.

Article 17
Settlement of Disputes
Any dispute between the Contracting Parties arising 
out of the interpretation and implementation or 
application of this Agreement shall be settled 
consensually through consultation and negotiation and 
shall not be referred for resolution to any national or 
International tribunal or a third party.

Article 18
Amendment
This Agreement may be amended at any time by the 
mutual consent of the Contracting Parties through the 
exchange of notes between the Contracting Parties 
through the diplomatic channel.

Article 19
Entry into Force, Duration and Termination of the 
Agreement
19.1 This Agreement shall come into force when each 

Party has informed the other that its internal 
ratification procedures have been completed. 
This Agreement shall come into effect on the 
later date of these two notifications.

19.2 This Agreement shall be valid for a period of 
three years from the date of its entry into force; 
a tacit renewal of this Agreement for the periods 
shall take place unless one or the other Party 
gives written notice of termination six months 
before the expiry date.

19.3 Co-productions which have been recognized by 
the competent authorities of the Contracting 
Parties ard which are in progress at the time 
of notice of termination of this Agreement ey 
either Contracting Party shall continue to benefit 
fully until completion frc-cr th provisions of this 
Agreement. After expiry or termination of this 
Agreement, its terms shall continue to apply to 
the division of revenues from completed co-
productions.

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorised 
by their respective Governments, have signed this 
Agreement.

Done in at New Delhi on September 18 of 2014 in two 
originals each in Chinese, Hindi, and English language, 
three versions being equally authentic. In case of any 
divergence in interpretation, the English text shall 
prevail.

For the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting of The 
Republic of India 

Annex to Agreement On Audio Visual Co-
production - 
Between the State Administration of Press, Publication, 
Radio, Film and 

Television of the People’s Republic of China 

and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting of 
the Republic of India

(Rules of Procedure for Applications for Approval of 
Co-production Status Under This Agreement)

(This Annex is for administrative purposes and is not 
part of the Audio-visual Co Production Agreement 
between the the State Administration of Press, 
Publication. Radio. The Ministry of information and 
Broadcasting of the Republic of India)

Applications for qualification of a film for audio visual 
co-production benefitsunder this Agreement for any 
co-production must be made simultaneously to both 
competent authorities at least sixty days before 
shooting begins.

Co-Producers from both Contracting Parties s! tall 
submit the proposals to their competent authorities 
respectively for approval. Both competent authorities 
shall, in accordance with relevant guidelines of the 

respective country, communicate and negotiate with 
each other within thirty dayc, of the submission of the 
complete documentation about the approval of Co-
production status.

The following documents shall be submitted –

3.1 The final script and synopsis;

3.2 Documentary proof of havinq legally acquired 
the rights to produce and exploit the co-
production and that the copyright for the audio-
visuai co-product,on has been legally acquired;

3 3 A copy of the co-production contract signed by 
the two co-producers.

The contract shall include –

 a. The title of the audio-visual co-production;

 b. The name of the author of the script, or that of 
the adaptor if it is drawn from a literary source; 
necessary permisSion for adapting the literary 
work into a film from the author/legal heirs may 
be attached;

 c. The name of the director –

 d. The budget;

 e. The financing plan;

 f. A clause establishing tie sharing of revenues and 
markets;

 g. A clause detailing the respective shares of the 
co-producers in any over or under expenditure, 
which shares shall in principle be proportional to 
their respective contributions,

 h. A clause stating that the competent authorities 
have to be informed if the percentage of 
the contribution of a co-producer changes 
subsequent to the approval of the competent 
authorities; in any case, the contribution mav rot 
be less than the minimum contribution agreed in 
Article 3 –

 i. A clause stating that audio visual productions co-
produced under t7is Agreement may be publicly 
exhibited in either country in accordance with 
prescribed rules/procedures;

 j. A clause recognising that admission to benefits 
under this Agreement does not constitute a 
commitment that competent authorities in either 
country will grant a license to permit public 
exhibition of the audio visual co-production;

A clause prescribing the measures to be taken where

 a. after full consideration of the case, the 
competent authorities in either country refuse to 
grant the benefits applied for;

 b. the competent authorities prohibit the exhibition 
of the audio visual 

 c. co-production in either country or its export to a 
third country –

 d. either one or the other Party fails to fulfill its 
commitments;

 e. the period when shooting is to begin;

 f. a clause stipulating that the majority co-
producer shah take out an insuranze

 g. policy as mutually decided by the co-producers; 
and

 h. a clause providing for the joint ownership of 
copyright for co-producers and at the same time 
it is proportionate to the respective contributions 
for cc-producers to share market revenues.

3 4 The distribution contract, where it has already 
been signed;

3.5 A list of the creative and technical personnel 
indicating their nationalities and, in the case of 
performers. the roles they are to play;

3.6 The production schedule;

3.7 The detailed budget identifying the expenses 
to be incurred by each co-producer in each 
country; and

3.8 All contracts and other relevant financial 
documentation for all participants in the 
financial structure.

4. The competent authorities can demand any 
further documents and all other additional 
information deemed necessary, as to consider 
the co-production application.

5. In principle, the final shooting script (including 
the dialogue) should tle submitted together with 
all other necessary documents to the competent 
authorities prior to the commencement of 
shooting for final approval.

6. Amendments, including the replacement of a co-
producer, may be made in the original contract, 
but they must be submitted for approval by the 
competent authorities before the audio visual 
co-production is finished. The replacement of a 
co-producer may be allowed only in exceptional 
cases and for reasons satisfactory to both the 
competent authorities.

7. The competent authorities will keep each other 
informed of their respective decisions.
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Agreement on Film Co-Production Between the Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of the French Republic

Agreement On Film Co-Production Between The 
Government Of The Republic Of India And The 
Government Of The French Republic

The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of the French Republic (hereinafter 
referred to as ‘the Parties’),

CONSIDERING the Convention on the Protection and 
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions and 
its ratification by India on 15th December, 2006 and by 
France on 18th December, 2006,

DESIRING to strengthen the relationship between India 
and France concerning film production,

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS –

Article 1
For the purpose of this Agreement –

 a) ‘Film’ means feature length film including 
animation and documentary film which complies 
with the laws and rules in force in each country 
and which is intended to be first shown in cinema 
theatres. Both the Parties would under this 
Agreement also encourage the development of 
co-production projects for short films for which 
there is an expectation for public exhibition, with 
or without access to Public support;

 b) “Competent Authority” means –

  For India, the Ministry for Information and 
Broadcasting;

  For France, the Centre national du cinema et de 
l’image animée (CNC).

The Parties shall inform each other if the competent 
authorities are replaced by others.

Article 2
1. Subject to the approval of both competent 

authorities, a film co-produced in compliance 
with this Agreement shall be deemed to be a 
national film in the territory of each Party and 
shall thus be fully entitled to all the benefits which 
are granted under the laws and regulations in 
force in the territory of each Party.

2. The competent authority of each Party shall 
provide to the competent authority of the 
other Party a list of provisions concerning these 
benefits.

 If the provisions concerning these benefits 
are changed in any way by either Party, the 
competent authority of that Party shall inform 
the competent authority of the other Party of the 
details of such change.

3. The above mentioned benefits shall accrue solely 
to the producer of the Party which grants them.

4. In order to be approved as a co-production 
under this Agreement, the film must – 

 – in France, apply for co-production clearance 
before the shooting starts, and receive final 
approval from the competent authority no later 
than 4 (four) months after its release in France; 

 – in India, apply for co-production clearance 
before the shooting starts, and receive final 
approval from the competent authority no later 
than 4 (four) months after its completion in India. 

 The application for such approval shall comply 
with the procedures set forth by each Party and 
satisfy the minimum requirements set forth in 
Annexure to this Agreement.

 The competent authorities of the Parties shall 
exchange all information concerning the 
approval, rejection, change or withdrawal of 
any application received for approval for co-
production.

 Before an application for approval is rejected, 
the competent authorities of the Parties shall 
consult with each other.

 Once the competent authorities of the Parties 
have approved the co-production of a film, such 
approval may not be later revoked without the 
consent of competent authorities of the Parties.

 The approval of co-production by the competent 
authorities of the Parties shall not be related in 
any way to the film rating systems of either Party.

Article 3
1. In order to qualify for the approval for co-

production, the producer shall have the 
necessary capabilities to produce the concerned 
film. The Parties are not responsible or liable for 
the credentials of either of the co-producers.

2. Each of the producers must satisfy the following 
additional conditions –

 a) The president(s), director(s) or manager(s), must 
be citizen of India, France or the European 
Union. Persons who do not have the citizenship 
of the aforesaid countries but can demonstrate 
their domicile or permanent residence therein 
will be deemed to be citizens of India or France 
within the meaning of this subparagraph.

 b) The producer must not be controlled legally or 
effectively by one or more citizens of any country 
other than India, France or the EU countries.

3. Artistic and technical participants in the 
production of the film shall be citizens of India, 
France or the EU countries. Participants who 
do not have the citizenship of the aforesaid 
countries but can demonstrate their domicile or 
permanent residence therein will be deemed to 
be citizens of India or France within the meaning 
of this subparagraph.

FRANCE  Actors who do not have the aforesaid citizenship 
may participate in a co-production in the event 
that the competent authorities of the Parties so 
approve, after consideration of the production 
needs of the film. 

Article 4
Studio filming, location shooting (exterior or interior) 
and laboratory work shall in principle be carried out in 
the territory of either Party. 

Outdoor shooting in third countries may be permitted, 
subject to the consent of the competent authorities 
of the Parties, provided that it is necessary for the 
scenario or the acting. 

Article 5
1. The proportion of the respective financial 

contributions of the co-producers of each party 
to the production of the film shall be decided 
by arrangement between the co-producers, 
and shall be between 20% (twenty percent) 
to 80%(eighty percent) of the final production 
costs of the film. Notwithstanding the above, in 
exceptional circumstances and subject to the 
approval of the competent authorities of both 
Parties, the 20% threshold may be reduced to 
10% taking into account the artistic and technical 
collaborations of the co-producer(s) of each 
party.

2. In principle, the technical and artistic contribution 
of the co-producer of each Party shall be in the 
same proportion as its financial contribution 
under normal circumstances. However, in 
exceptional cases where the approval of the 
competent authorities of both parties has been 
obtained, these percentages shall be between 
10% and 90 %.

Article 6
1. All producers shall be the joint owners of all the 

tangible and intangible elements of the film.

2. All materials shall be stored at a mutually 
approved laboratory under the joint name of the 
producers.

Article 7
For co-productions approved under this Agreement, 
each Party shall facilitate, in accordance with the 
domestic law in force in its territory – 

 a) the entry and temporary residence in its territory 
for the technical and artistic personnel of the 
other Party who participate in the production of 
the film;

 b) the import into, and export out of its territory 
of technical equipment and other material 
necessary to the coproduction (including film, 
technical equipment, costumes, accessories, 
publicity material) by the co-producer of the 
other Party.

Article 8
1. Credit titles, trailers and all publicity material of 

the film co-productions shall state that the film is 
a co-production between India and France.

2. 

 a) For the purpose of entry into different film 
festivals, the co-producers shall decide mutually.

 b) The fact that a film is a co-production shall also 
be mentioned when it is submitted to a film 
festival.

Article 9
The sharing of revenues by the co-producers should, 
in principle, be in proportion to their respective 
contributions and this should be specified in the 
agreement itself. The respective contribution of each 
co-producer may be decided mutually on the basis of 
principles elaborated in Article 5.

Article 10
1. The competent authorities of both the Parties 

acknowledge that a film co-produced in 
compliance with this Agreement may also be 
approved for co-production with the producers 
of a third country with which either Party has 
entered into a film co-production treaty.

2. The conditions of approval of such film as a co-
production shall be determined in each individual 
case by competent authorities.

Article 11
1. A joint commission (hereinafter referred to as the 

‘Joint Commission’) consisting of representatives 
of the competent authorities of both Parties and 
experts in related fields shall be established for 
the purpose of facilitating the implementation of 
this Agreement or recommending amendments 
thereto.

2. During the effective period of this Agreement, 
the Joint Commission shall be convened in 
principle every 2-3 years, alternately in India 
and France. Extraordinary sessions of the Joint 
Commission may also be convened at the 
request of either Party in the event of changes 
in the laws and regulations applicable to the 
film industry or major obstacles (in particular, 
imbalance in contribution) to the functioning of 
this Agreement.

3. During its meeting sessions, the Joint Commission 
shall review whether an overall balance has 
been achieved in the contributions from the 
two Parties and shall implement the necessary 
measures in order to correct any imbalance.

4. If an imbalance in contributions has occurred and 
a session of the Joint Commission is not convened 
expeditiously in order to review the measures to 
restore balance, both competent authorities 
shall abide by the principle of reciprocity for 
each film in approving co-productions.

Article 12
This Agreement may be amended by the mutual 
consent of the Parties through the exchange of notes 
between the Parties through the diplomatic channel.

Article 13
Any dispute between the Parties arising out of the 
interpretation or implementation of this Agreement 
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shall be settled consensually through consultation and 
negotiation and shall not be referred for resolution to 
any national or international tribunal or a third party.

Article 14
1. This Agreement shall come into force after 

each Party has informed the other Party through 
official diplomatic channels that its internal 
ratification procedures have been completed.

2. This Agreement shall remain in force initially for 
a period of 2 (two) years from the date of its 
entry into force, and then shall be automatically 
renewed for successive periods of 2 years, 
unless written notice is otherwise given by either 
Party to the other Party at least 3 (three) months 
before the expiry of the relevant period.

3. Unless both Parties decide otherwise, the 
termination of this Agreement shall not affect 
the rights and duties of the Parties in relation 
to film co-productions already approved in 
accordance with this Agreement.

In witness whereof, the undersigned being duly 
authorized thereto, have signed this Agreement.

Done at ____________, on this day of 
_____________, in two originals each in English, 
French and Hindi, all versions being equally valid. 

Annexure to the Co-production Agreement
Application Process

In order to implement the provisions of this Agreement, 
the producers established in both countries must, 
before shooting commences, submit an application for 
coproduction status and attach the documents listed 
below –

 • a copy of the documentation concerning the 
purchase of the copyright for the commercial 
exploitation of the work ;

 • a synopsis including concrete information on the 
theme and contents of the film ;

 • a list of the technical and artistic contributions 
from each of the countries involved ;

 • a work plan stating the periods and locations 
of principal photography on a weekly basis for 
studio and outdoor shooting ;

 • a budget including a detailed financing plan 

 • a production schedule

 • the coproduction contract made between the 
producers ;

 • and all the documentation that the competent 
authorities require to conduct the technical and 
financial evaluation of the project.

The competent authority of the party with smaller 
contribution shall decide on approval after it has 
received the opinion of the competent authority of the 
party with greater financial contribution.

For and on behalf of the Government the French 
Republic

For and on behalf of the Government of the Republic 
of India

Agreement between the Government of the Republic of India and the Government of the 
Federal Republic of Germany on Audio Visual Co-Productions

The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Federal Republic of Germany (hereinafter jointly 
referred to as the “Contracting Parties”);

Considering that audio-visual co-productions can 
significantly contribute to the development of the film 
industry and to an intensification of the cultural and 
economic exchange between the two countries;

Resolved to stimulate cultural and economic co-
operation between the Republic of India and the 
Federal Republic of Germany;

Desiring to create conditions for good relations in the 
audio-visual area, particularly for the co-production of 
films and TV and video productions;

Mindful of the fact that the quality of co-productions 
can help to expand the production of TV and video 
productions of both countries;

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
Definition of “audio-visual co-production”
For the purpose of this Agreement, an “audiovisual 
co-production” is a project irrespective of length, 
including animation and documentary productions, 
produced in any format, for exploitation in theatres, 
on television, videocassette, videodisc, CD-ROM, 
DVD or by any other form of distribution. New forms 
of audiovisual production will be included in 2|16, this 
Agreement, through the exchange of notes between 
the Contracting Parties.

Article 2
Competent authorities
1. The competent authorities responsible for the 

implementation of this Agreement shall be –

 a. On behalf of the Republic of India, the Ministry of 
Information and; and

 b. On behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the Federal Office of Economics and Export 
Control (BAFA.

 c. Co-productions falling within the scope of this 
Agreement shall be subject to the approval of 
the competent authorities

2. The Contracting Parties shall inform each other 
if the competent authorities are replaced by 
others.

Article 3
Approval as national films
1. Films which are produced within the framework 

of this Agreement shall be deemed national 
films.

2. These films shall be entitled to claim all state 
support benefits available to the film and video 
industries and the privileges granted by the 
provisions in force in the respective countries.

Article 4
Conditions for obtaining approval of co-production 
status
1. Any benefits under this Agreement shall be 

available for the co-production only when 
investment of finance, material and management 
including creative and other inputs is not below 
20 % (twenty percent) of the total cost coming 
from the co-producer of one country.

2. The co-producers of a film shall have their 
principal office or a branch office in the territory 
of one of the Contracting Parties. None of 
the co-producers shall be linked by common 
management, ownership or control.

3. Technical and artistic personnel are those 
persons who, in accordance with the domestic 
law in force in their own country, are recognized 
as makers of audio-visual productions, in 
particular screenwriters, directors, composers, 
editors, directors of photography, art directors, 
actors and sound technicians. The contribution 
of each of these persons shall be evaluated 
individually.

4. As a rule, the contribution includes at least one 
leading actor, one supporting actor and|or one 
qualified technical staff person, in addition 
to the one person as referred to in paragraph 
3. provided that two qualified technical staff 
persons may substitute for one leading actor.

5. The co-producers in either of the two 
countries shall satisfy themselves about each 
other’s capability, including their professional 
knowledge, organizational capability, financial 
backing and professional reputation. The 
Contracting Parties are not responsible or liable 
for the credentials of either of the co-producers.

6. The company carrying out the co-production 
shall provide evidence that the primary business 
of that company is audiovisual (film, television 
and video) production.

Article 5
Participants
1. The persons participating in the production of a 

film shall fulfill the following requirements –

 a. As regards the Republic of India, they shall be –

 i. Nationals|Citizens of the Republic of India or

 ii. Permanent residents of India;

 b. As regards the Federal Republic of Germany, 
they shall be

 i. Germans within the meaning of the Basic Law;

 ii. Persons who are rooted in the German culture 
and have their legal residence in the territory 
of the Federal Republic of Germany;

GERMANY
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 iii. Nationals of a member state of the European 
Union; or

 iv. Nationals of another party to the Agreement 
on the European Economic Area (EEA. of 2 
May 1992.

2. Participants in the co-production as defined 
in sub paragraphs a. and b. must at all times 
throughout the production retain their national 
status, and may not acquire or lose such status 
at any point during the course of production 
activity.

3. Should the film so require, the participation of 
professionals who are not citizens of one of the 
co-producing countries may be permitted, but 
only in exceptional circumstances, and subject to 
agreement between the competent authorities 
of b

Article 6
Film Negatives and Languages
1. Two negatives, or at least one negative and 

one duplicate negative, shall be made of all 
co-produced films. Each co-producer shall 
be entitled to make a further duplicate or 
prints there from. Each co-producer shall 
also be entitled to use the original negative in 
accordance with the conditions agreed upon 
between the co-producers themselves.

2. The original soundtrack of each co-production 
film shall be made in Hindi or any other Indian 
language or dialect or, in English or German or in 
any combination of those permitted languages. 
Dialogue in other languages may be included in 
the co-production, as the script requires.

3. The dubbing or subtitling into one of the 
permitted languages of the Republic of India or 
into German shall be carried out in the Republic 
of India, or in the Federal Republic of Germany 
or in another Member State of the European 
Union or in another Contracting State of the 
Agreement on the European Economic Area 
respectively. Any departure from this principle 
must be approved by the competent authorities.

Article 7
Entry in International Festivals
1. The majority co-producer shall normally enter 

co-produced films in international festivals.

2. Films produced on the basis of equal 
contributions shall be entered as a film of the 
country of which the director is a national, 
provided that the director is not from a country 
contemplated in Article 5(1) a. iv., in which case 
the film shall be submitted as a film of the country 
of which the lead actor is a national, subject to 
the agreement of the competent authorities of 
both Contracting Parties.

Article 8
Minority and majority contribution in the case of 
multilateral co-productions.
Subject to the specific conditions and limits laid down 
in laws and regulations in force in the Contracting 

Parties, in the case of multilateral co-productions, the 
minority contribution may not be less than 10% (ten per 
cent) and the majority contribution may not exceed 
70% (seventy per cent) of the total cost of the film.

Article 9
Contributions of the producers
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Agreement 

and in the interest of bilateral co-productions, 
even those films, which are produced in one 
of the two countries and where the minority 
contribution is limited to financial investment, 
may be granted co-production status according 
to the co-production agreement. In such a case, 
the minority contribution may not be less than 
20% (twenty per cent) of the final total cost of 
the film.

2. The granting of co-production status to each 
individual production of this kind shall be 
subject to the prior approval by the competent 
authorities.

3. The expenses incurred in the territories of the 
Contracting Parties for the promotion of such 
co-productions shall be compensated within two 
years of the completion of the project.

Article 10
Balanced contribution
1. A general balance should be maintained 

with regard to both the artistic and technical 
personnel, including the cast, and with regard to 
the financial investment and facilities (studios, 
laboratories, and postproduction..

2. The Joint Commission, established in terms of 
article 12, shall carry out a review to see whether 
this balance has been maintained and, if this 
is not the case, shall take measures, which it 
considers necessary in order to re-establish such 
a balance. 

Article 11
Credits
A co-production film and the promotional materials 
associated with it shall include either a credit title 
indicating that the film is “an official German-Indian 
co-production” or “an official Indian German co-
production” or where relevant a credit which reflects 
the participation of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Republic of India and the country of the third co 
producer.

Article 12
Joint Commission
1. The Joint Commission shall be composed of 

representatives from Government and from 
the film, television and video industries of both 
Contracting Parties.

2. The role of the Joint Commission shall be to 
supervise and review the implementation and 
operation of this Agreement and to make any 
proposals considered necessary to improve the 
implementation of the Agreement.

3. The Joint Commission shall be convened, whether 
by meeting or otherwise, at the request of either 
of the Contracting Parties within six months of 
such a request.

Article 13
Temporary Entry into the country
For approved co-productions, each Contracting Party 
shall facilitate, in accordance with the domestic law in 
force in its country –

 a. Entry into and temporary residence in its territory 
for technical and artistic personnel of the other 
Contracting Party;

 b. The import into and export from its territory of 
technical and other film making equipment and 
materials by producers of the other Contracting 
Party.

Article 14
Amendment
This Agreement may be amended by the mutual 
consent of the Contracting Parties through the 
exchange of notes between the Contracting Parties 
through the diplomatic channel.

Article 15
Settlement of Disputes
Any dispute between the Contracting Parties arising 
out of the interpretation or implementation of this 
Agreement shall be settled consensually through 
consultation and negotiation.

Article 16
Entry into Force, Duration and Termination
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the date 

of signature.

2. This Agreement including the annex, which forms 
an integral part of this agreement, shall remain 
in force for an unlimited period of time, unless 
terminated in terms of paragraph (3).

3. Either Contracting Party may terminate this 
Agreement by giving six months’ written notice 
in advance of such intention to the other 
Contracting Party through the diplomatic 
channel.

4. Termination of this Agreement shall have no 
effect on the completion of co-productions 
approved prior to its termination.

Done at Berlin on this day of 16th of February 2007 
in two originals each in Hindi, English and German, 
all three versions being authentic. In case of any 
divergence of interpretation, the English text shall 
prevail.

For the Government of the For the Government of the 
Republic of India Federal Republic of Germany

Annexure to Agreement between the Government 
of the Republic of India And the Government of the 
Federal Republic of Germany on

Audio Visual Co-Productions (Rules of procedure for 
applications for approval of co-production status 
under this agreement)

1. Applications for qualification of a film for co-
production benefits under this Agreement for 
any co-production must be made simultaneously 
to both competent authorities at least thirty (30) 
days before shooting begins.

2. The competent authority of both Parties shall 
communicate their proposal to the other 
competent authority within twenty (20) days of 
the submission of the complete documentation 
as described in paragraph 3 below.

3. Documentation submitted in support of an 
application shall consist of the following items, 
drafted in English in the case of India and in 
German in case of Germany –

 3.1 The final script and synopsis; Co-productions 
under this Agreement shall be shot in India or 
Germany, as the case may be, in accordance 
with the guidelines of the respective country; 
The Contracting Parties shall inform each 
other from time to time of relevant guidelines 
and any changes thereto.

 3.2 Documentary proof of having legally acquired 
the rights to produce and exploit the co-
production and that the copyright for the co-
production has been legally acquired;

 3.3 A copy of the co-production contract signed 
by the two co-producers.

The contract shall include –

 a. The title of the co-production;

 b. The name of the author of the script, or that of 
the adaptor if it is drawn from a literary source; 
necessary permission for adapting the literary 
work into a film from the author|legal heirs may 
be attached;

 c. The name of the director (a substitution clause 
is permitted to provide for his|her replacement if 
necessary);

 d. The budget;

 e. The financing plan;

 f. A clause establishing the sharing of revenues, 
markets, media or a combination of these;

 g. A clause detailing the respective shares 
of the co-producers in any over or under 
expenditure, which shares shall in principle be 
proportional to their respective contributions, 
although the minority co-producer’s share in 
any over expenditure may be limited to a lower 
percentage or to a fixed amount providing that 
the minimum proportion permitted under Article 
9 of the Agreement is respected;

 h. A clause stating that the competent authorities 
have to be informed if the percentage of 
the contribution of a co- producer changes 
subsequent to the approval of the competent 
authorities; in any case, the contribution may not 
be less than the minimum contribution agreed in 
Article 9;
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 i. A clause stating that films co-produced under 
this Agreement may be publicly exhibited in 
either country in accordance with prescribed 
rules|procedures;

 j. A clause recognizing that admission to benefits 
under this Agreement does not constitute a 
commitment that governmental authorities in 
either country will grant a license to permit 
public exhibition of the co-production;

 k. A clause prescribing the measures to be taken 
where;

 l. After full consideration of the case, the 
competent authorities in either country refuse to 
grant the benefits applied for;

 m. The competent authorities prohibit the exhibition 
of the co-production in either country or its 
export to a third country;

 n. Either one or the other Contracting Party fails to 
fulfill its commitments;

 o. The period when shooting is to begin;

 p. A clause stipulating that the majority co-
producer shall take out an insurance policy 
covering at least “all production risks” and “all 
original material production risks”;

 q. A clause providing for the sharing of the 
ownership of copyright on a basis that it is 
proportionate to the respective contributions of 
the co-producers.

 3.4 The distribution contract, where it has already 
been signed, or a draft if it has yet to be 
concluded;

 3.5 A list of the creative and technical personnel 
indicating their nationalities and, in the case 
of performers, the roles they are to play;

 3.6 The production schedule;

 3.7 The detailed budget identifying the expenses 
to be incurred by each country; and

 3.8 All contracts and other relevant financial 
documentation for all participants in the 
financial structure.

4. The competent authorities can demand any 
further documents and all other additional 
information deemed necessary.

5. In principle, the final shooting script (including the 
dialogue. should be submitted to the competent 
authorities prior to the commencement of 
shooting.

6. Amendments, including the replacement of a co-
producer, may be made in the original contract, 
but they must be submitted for approval by the 
competent authorities before the co-production 
is finished. The replacement of a co-producer 
may be allowed only in exceptional cases and 
for reasons satisfactory to both the competent 
authorities.

7. The competent authorities will keep each other 
informed of their respective decisions.

The Government of the State of Israel and the 
Government of the Republic of India hereinafter 
referred to as “the Parties”;

Mindful of the fact that mutual cooperation may serve 
the development of film production and encourage the 
further development of the cultural and technological 
ties between the two countries;

Considering that co-production may benefit the film 
industries of their respective countries and contribute 
to the economic growth of the film, television, video 
and new media production and distribution industries 
in Israel and in India;

Noting their mutual decision to establish a framework 
for encouraging all audio-visual media output, 
especially the co-production of films;

Recalling the Cultural Agreement between the 
Government of the State of Israel and the Government 
of the Republic of India, signed in New Delhi, on May 
18, 1993, and in particular Article 1 thereof;

Have therefore agreed as follows –

Article 1
Definitions
For the purpose of this agreement –

1. “co- production” or “co – production film” 
means a cinematographic work, with or 
without accompanying sounds, regardless of 
length or genre, including film , animation and 
documentary productions, made by an Israeli co-
producer and a Indian co-producer, produced 
in any format, for distribution through any 
venue or medium, including theatres, television, 
internet, videocassette, videodisc, CD-ROM 
or any similar means, including future forms of 
cinematographic production and distribution 
that shall be included in the present Agreement 
by exchange of notes between the Parties; 

2. “Israeli co-producer” means the Israeli person 
or entities who is authorized to enter into co-
production contracts with a view to organizing, 
carrying out and co-financing film production;

3. “Indian co-producer” means the Indian person 
or entities who is authorized to enter into co-
production contracts with a view to organizing, 
carrying out and co-financing film production;

4. The “Competent Authorities” means both 
Competent Authorities responsible for the 
implementation of this Agreement or either 
Competent Authority in regard to its own country, 
as the case may be. The Competent Authority 
are;

– For the Israeli Party – The Ministry of Culture and 
Sport or its designee(s); 

– For the Indian Party – The Ministry of Information 
and Broadcasting; 

Article 2
Recognition As A National Film And Entitlement To 
Benefits
1. Films to be co-produced pursuant to this 

Agreement by the two countries must be 
approved by the competent authorities.

2. Any co-production produced in pursuance 
of this Agreement shall be considered by the 
Competent Authorities as a national film and 
shall be entitled to all the benefits which are or 
may be accorded to national films by each of 
the Parties under their respective national laws. 
These benefits accrue solely to the co-producer 
of a country that grants them.

3. These films shall be entitled to claim all state 
support and benefits available to the film and 
video industries and the privileges granted by the 
provisions on force in the respective countries.

4. Failure of a Party’s co-producer to fulfill the 
conditions according to which that Party has 
approved a co-production or a material breach 
of the co-production agreement by a Party’s co-
producer may result in that Party revoking the 
co-production status of the production and the 
attendant rights and benefits.

Article 3
Approval of Project
1. In order to qualify for the benefits of co-

production, the co-producers shall provide 
evidence that they have the adequate technical 
organization, financial support, recognized 
professional standing and qualifications to bring 
the production to a successful conclusion.

2. Approval shall not be given to a project where 
the co-producers are linked by common 
management or control, except to the extent 
that such an association has been established 
specifically for the purpose of the co-production 
film itself.

Article 4
Participants
1. The Indian and the Israeli co-producers must at 

all times throughout the production retain their 
national status, and may not acquire or lose 
such status at any point during the course of 
production activity.

2. Should the co-production so require, the 
participation of professionals who are not 
citizens of any of the co-producing countries 
may be permitted, but only in exceptional 
circumstances, and subject to the approval of 
the Competent Authorities of both the countries.

3. Co-production films shall be made, processed, 
dubbed or subtitled, up to creation of the first 
release print of the countries of the participating 
co-producers. However, if a scenario or the 
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subject of the film so requires, location shooting, 
exterior or interior, in a country not participating 
in the co-production may be authorized by the 
Competent Authorities. Similarly, if processing, 
dubbing or subtitling services of satisfactory 
quality are not available in a country participating 
in the co-production, the Competent Authorities 
may authorize the procurement of such services 
from a supplier in a third country.

4. Use of any other language in a co-production 
other than the languages permitted with 
approval of Competent Authority according to 
the legislation of the Parties may be added to 
the co-production if the screenplay required it.

Article 5
Contribution
1. The respective contributions of the producers of 

the two countries may vary from twenty (20) to 
eighty (80) per cent of the final total cost of each 
co-production film. In addition, the co-producers 
shall be required to make an effective technical 
and creative contribution, proportional to their 
financial investment in the co-production film. 
The technical and creative contribution should 
be comprised of the combined share of authors, 
performers, technical-production personal, 
laboratories and facilities.

 Any exception to the abovementioned principles 
must be approved by the Competent Authorities, 
who may, in special cases, authorize that the 
respective contributions by the producers of the 
two countries vary from ten (10) to ninety (90) per 
cent.

2. In the event that the Israeli co-producer or the 
Indian co-producer is composed of several 
production companies, the contributions of each 
company shall not be less than five 5. per cent of 
the total budget of the co-production film.

3. In the event that a producer from a third country 
is authorized to participate in the co-production 
its contribution shall not be less that ten (10) per 
cent. In the event that the co-producer from a 
third country if composed of several production 
companies, the contribution of each company 
shall not be less than five 5. per cent of the total 
budget of the co-production film.

Article 6
Film Negatives And Languages
1. The original sound track of each audio visual 

co-production shall be made in Hindi, or any 
other Indian languages or dialect, or in Hebrew, 
English, Arabic or the official language of the 
other contracting party, or in any combination 
of those permitted languages, up to creation 
of the first release print in the countries of the 
participating co-producers. Dialogue in other 
languages may be included in the audiovisual 
co-production, as the script requires.

2. The dubbing or subtitling into one of the 
permitted languages of the Republic of India 
or into the language of the State of Israel shall 
be carried out in the Republic of India, or in 
the State of Israel, respectively. Any departure 

from this principle must be approved by the 
competent authorities.

3.  Where the co-production is made on film 
negative, the negative will be developed in a 
laboratory chosen mutually by the co-producers, 
and will be deposited therein, on an agreed 
name.

Article 7
Producers Contribution
1. The co-producers shall ensure that intellectual 

property rights in a co-production that are not 
owned by them will be available to them through 
license arrangements sufficient to fulfill the 
objectives of this Agreement, as stipulated in 
para 3(a) of the Annex.

2. Allocation of intellectual property rights in a 
co-production film, including ownership and 
licensing thereof, shall be made in the co-
production contract.

3. Each co-producer shall have free access to all 
the original co-production materials and the 
right to duplicate or print there from, but not 
the right to any use or assignment of intellectual 
property rights in the said materials, except as 
is determined by the co-producers in the co-
production contract.

4. Each co-producer shall be an owner on a joint 
basis of the physical copy of the original negative 
or other recording media in which the master co-
production is made, not including any intellectual 
property rights that may be embodied in the said 
physical copy, except as is determined by the 
co-producers in the co-production contract.

Article 8
Temporary Entry Into The Country
The Parties shall facilitate the temporary entry and 
the re-export of any film equipment necessary for 
the production of an Approved audiovisual co-
production films under this Agreement, subject to their 
respective domestic legislation(s). Each Party shall do 
their best effort to permit the creative and technical 
staff, employed in the making and/or promotion of 
an Approved Co-production, subject to its domestic 
legislation(s), to enter and reside in its territory for the 
purpose of participating in co-production films.

Article 9
Approval of a proposal for the co-production of a 
film by the Competent Authorities does not imply any 
permission or authorization to show or distributed the 
film thus produced.

Article 10
1. If a co-produced film is marketed in a country 

that has quota regulations in regard to both the 
Parties, it shall be included in the quota of the 
Country which is the majority co-producer. In the 
event that the contributions of the co-producer 
are equal the co-production shall be included in 
the quota of the country of which the direction 
of the co-production is a citizen or a permanent 
resident.

2. If a co-produced film is marketed in a country 
that has quota regulations in regard to one 
of the Parties, the co-produced film shall be 
marketed by the Party in regard to whom there is 
no quota.

3. In the event that a co-produced film is marketed 
in a country that has quota regulations in regard 
to one or both of the Parties, the Competent 
Authorities may agree on arrangements, in 
regard to the quota regulations, that differ 
from those set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this 
Article.

4. In all matters concerning the marketing or export 
of a co-production film, each Party will accord 
the co-production film the same status and 
treatment as a domestic production, subject to 
their respective domestic legislation.

Article 11
1. All co-produced films shall be identified as 

Israeli-Indian or Indian-Israeli co-productions.

2. Such identification shall appear in a separate 
credit title, in all commercial advertising 
and promotional material, and whenever 
co-produced films are shown at any public 
performance.

Article 12
The Competent Authorities shall act in accordance 
with the Rules of Procedure appended in the Annex 
hereto, which constitute an integral part of the 
Agreement, but may, in a given case, jointly authorize 
co-producers to act in accordance with ad hoc rules, 
which they approve.

Article 13
Joint Commission
1. The Parties may establish a Joint Commission, 

with equal number of representative from 
Government of both countries and from the film 
industry of both Parties. The Joint Commission 
shall meet, when necessary, alternately in 
Jerusalem and in New Delhi.

2. The Joint Commission shall, inter alia –

– Review the implementation of this Agreement.

– Determine whether the overall balance of the co-
production has been achieved, considering the 
number of co-productions, the percentage and the 
total amount of the investments and of the artistic 
and technical contributions. If not, the Commission 
shall determine the measures deemed necessary to 
establish such balance.

– Recommend means to generally improve cooperation 
in film co-production between Israeli and Indian 
producers.

– Recommend amendments to this Agreement to the 
Competent Authorities.

3. The members of the Joint Commission shall be 
agreed upon by the Parties through diplomatic 
channels.

Article 14
Amendent
This Agreement may be amended in writing by 
mutual consent of the Parties through the exchange 
of notes between the Parties through the diplomatic 
channel. Any amendments of the Agreements or of the 
appended Annex shall follow the same procedure for 
entering into force as are specified in Article 16.

Article 15
Settlement of Disputes
Any differences arising out of the interpretation or 
implementation of this Agreement shall be settled 
consensually through consultation and negotiation 
between the Parties.

Article 16
Entry Into Force, Duration And Termination of The 
Agreement
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the date 

of the second of the Diplomatic Notes by which 
the Parties notify each other that their internal 
legal procedures of its entry into force have 
been complied with.

2. This Agreement shall be valid for a period of five 
5. years and shall automatically be extended for 
additional periods of five 5. years each, unless 
terminated by either Party by giving at least six 
6. months written prior notice to the other Party 
of its intention to terminate the Agreement.

3. Termination of the present Agreement shall 
not affect the implementation of the projects, 
which are already in progress under the present 
Agreement and shall be continued in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

4. The Annex of this Agreement shall be an integral 
part of this Agreement.

5. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned being 
duly authorized thereto, by their respective 
Governments, have signed this Agreement.

Signed in _________ on ______________, 
2018 which corresponds to the ___________ of 
______________, 5778, in two original copies in 
the Hebrew, Hindi and English languages, all texts 
being equally authentic. In case of divergence in 
interpretation, the English text shall prevail.

For the Government of the Republic of India

For the Government of the State of Israel 

Annex
Rules of Procedure

1. Applications for qualification of a film for co-
production benefits must be filed concurrently 
with the Competent Authorities at last sixty (60) 
days prior to the commencement of shooting or 
key animation of the film.

2. The Competent Authorities shall notify each 
other of their decision regarding any such 
application for co-operation within thirty (30) 
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days from the dated of submitting the complete 
documentation listed in the Annex to this 
Agreement

3. Applications must be accompanied by the 
following documents in Hebrew or English 
languages for the State of Israel and in the 
English language for the Republic of India –

 (1) Final version of the script.

 (2) Evidence of the lawful acquisition of the copyright 
necessary to a given co-production as a proof of 
license arrangements with respect to intellectual 
property rights, of any sort, including in particular 
copyright and neighboring rights (“neighboring 
rights” shall be understood as including, inter 
alia, moral rights, performers’ rights, phonogram 
producers’ rights and broadcasters’ rights), 
embodied in, or arising from, a co-production, 
to an extent sufficient for purpose of fulfilling 
the objectives of the co-production contract, 
including clearance arrangements for public 
performance, distribution, broadcast, making 
available by internet or otherwise, and sale or 
rental of physical or electronic copies of the 
co-production in the territories of the Parties’ 
home countries as well as in third countries, 
and including copyright and neighboring rights 
clearance with respect to any literary, dramatic, 
musical or artistic work which has been adapted 
by the applicant for purposes of the co-
production;

 (3) A signed copy of a co-production contract 
concluded between co-producers, which should 
contain –

 a. The title of the co-production , even if 
provisional;

 b. The name of the writer or the person 
responsible for adapting the subject if it is 
drawn from literary source;

 c. The name of the director (a safety clause is 
permitted for this replacement, if necessary, 
which is subject to the approval of the 
Competent Authorities);

 d. A synopsis of the film;

 e. The budget of the film;

 f. The plan for financing the film, stating the 
financial input of the co-producers;

 g. The financial undertaking of each producer 
in respect of the percentage apportionment 
of expenditures with regard to development, 
elaboration, production and post-production 
costs up to the creation of the answer print.

 h. A clause defining distribution of revenue and 
profits including the sharing or pooling of 
markets;

 i. A clause describing participation of the co-
producers in any costs which exceed the 
budget or in the benefits from any savings in 
the production cost;

 j. A clause for allocation of intellectual property 
rights in a co-production film, including 
ownership and licensing thereof.

 k. A clause in the contract must recognize 
that the approval of the film, entitling it to 
benefits under the agreement, does not 
obligate the Competent Authorities of either 
Party to permit the public screening of the 
film, Likewise, the contract must set out the 
conditions of a financial settlement between 
the co-producers in the event that the 
Competent Authorities of either Party refuse 
to permit the public screening of the film in 
either country or in third countries.

 l. Breach of the co-production contract;

 m. .A clause which requires the major co-producer 
to take out an insurance policy covering “ all 
production risks” and “all production risks 
connected with original materials”;

 n. The date for commencement of shooting;

 o. The list of required equipment (technical, 
artistic or other) and personnel, including 
nationality of personnel and the roles to be 
played by the performers;

 p. The production schedule;

 q. A distribution agreement, if one has been 
concluded;

 r. The manner in which the co-production shall 
be entered in international festivals;

 s. Other provisions required by the Competent 
Authorities

Important Provisions For Indian Party

In addition, an application addressed to the Indian 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting(MIB), should 
be accompanied by four copies of the screenplay and 
film synopsis together with a processing fee of US$ 
225 payable to Pay & Accounts Officer, Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting or for the amount as may 
be revised from time to time.

If the film is to be shot wholly or partly in the 
Republic of India, the co-producers must provide the 
Indian Embassy in the State of Israel and Ministry 
of Information & Broadcasting with the following 
information –

1. Details of any non-Indian members of the film 
crew; names, passport numbers and expiry dates, 
country which issued the passport, nationality, 
permanent and temporary address.

2. An accurate description of the shooting locations 
and the film crew’s travel plans.

3. A description of the cinematographic equipment 
and quantity of filming equipment to be brought 
in to the Republic of India temporarily.

Within three weeks of receipt of the required set of 
documents, the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 
will sent the appropriate filming permit to all co-
producers and the Competent Authorities in the other 

State. A longer period for issuing the filming permit 
may be required if filming is to take place in some 
restricted areas.

Permission to film in the Republic of India may be 
dependent upon the following conditions –

1. Permission from a person or his legal heir who 
is to be portrayed in the film; a copy of the 
permission should be attached to the screenplay,

2. If it is necessary to obtain assistance from the 
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Culture, etc, 
separate agreements may have to be concluded 
with these Ministries, Requests for such 
assistance may be submitted via the Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting,

3.  Each film for whose production the assistance 
of the Armed Forces has been obtained must be 
presented to the Ministry of Defence in order to 
obtain permission for its distribution

4. In particular cases, a film may have to be 
presented to a representative of the Government 
of the Republic of India or to the Indian Embassy 
in the State of Israel before it can be shown 
anywhere in the world . Also in particular cases, a 
liaison officer may be assigned to a film crew-at 
the expense of the Government of the Republic 
of India.

Concuding Provisions

The Competent Authorities may ask for any additional 
documents or information which they consider essential 
in order to consider an application for a co-production

The final screenplay (with script) should be presented 
to the Competent Authorities prior to the start of 
filming.

Amendment, including a change of co-producer, 
may be made to the original co-production contract. 
However, any amendments must be submitted to the 
Competent Authorities for approval before the co-
production is completed. A change of co-producer is 
permissible only in exceptional circumstances, and for 
reasons considered by the Competent Authorities to 
be satisfactory. The Competent Authorities shall inform 
each other of the decisions they have reached.

The participation of a producer from a third country in 
the co-production is subject to the prior approval of 
the Competent Authorities.
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Audio Visual Co-Production agreement between the Republic of India and the Government of 
the Italian Republic

The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of Italian Republic, hereinafter referred 
to as the “Parties”;

Considering that it is desirable to establish a 
framework for the development of their audio visual 
relations and particularly for film, television and video 
co-productions;

Conscious that quality co-productions can contribute 
to the further expansion of the film, television and 
video production and distribution industries of both 
countries as well as to the development of their 
cultural and economic exchanges;

Convinced that these exchanges will contribute to the 
enhancement of relations between the two countries;

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
In this Agreement, unless the Agreement otherwise 
requires –

 i. A “co-production” is a film including feature 
films, documentaries, science films, animation 
films and commercials, irrespective of length, 
either on film, videotape or videodisc, which can 
be shown in cinemas, on television or on video 
recorders jointly invested in and produced by 
producers from the two countries and made in 
accordance with the terms of recognition given 
by the competent authorities of India and Italy 
under this Agreement. New forms of audio visual 
production and distribution shall be included in 
the present Agreement by exchange of notes 
between the Parties.

 ii. Co-production projects undertaken under the 
present Agreement must be recognized by the 
following authorities, referred to hereinafter as 
the “competent authorities” –

 a. In Italy – by the Ministry of Cultural Properties 
and Activities, Department of Entertainment 
and Sport, General Management of Cinema; 
and

 b. In India – by the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting.

 iii. “Co-production” produced under the terms of 
this Agreement shall be taken in either of the 
two countries as National Production with every 
benefit available as National Production but will 
abide by applicable national law for distribution 
and production. These benefits, however, accrue 
to the producer from the country, which grants 
them.

Article 2
 i. The co-producers in either of the two 

countries shall satisfy themselves about each 
other’s capability, including their professional 
knowledge, organizational capacity, financial 
backing and professional reputation.

 ii. The Government of India and Italy shall in no 
way be responsible or liable with regard to 
satisfaction of either of the co-producers.

Article 3
 i. Any benefit under this Agreement shall be 

available for co-production only when investment 
of finance, material and management including 
creative and other inputs not below 20% of the 
total cost comes from co-producer of one country 
provided always that specific percentage 
contribution will be decided amongst producers 
themselves.

 ii. Notwithstanding anything stated in above 
paragraph, the two parties may at any time 
decide jointly in writing to make appropriate 
changes, in percentage, as may be deemed fit.

Article 4
 i. The producers of a co-production shall be 

citizens or permanent resident either of Italy or 
India subject to any sort of compliance of the 
obligations created by European Union upon 
Italy as a member.

 ii. In the event of dire need of co-production, 
persons other than citizen or permanent resident 
as stated hereinabove are permissible to be 
engaged without losing the character of co-
production in case advance written permission 
from both the countries is obtained after 
explaining the reasons of inclusion of such 
person.

Article 5
 i. Live action shooting and animation works such 

as storyboards, layout, key animation, in between 
and voice recording, must, in principle, be carried 
out alternatively in Italy or in India.

 ii. Location shooting, exterior or interior, in a 
country not participating in the co-production 
however, is acceptable at discretion if the script 
or the action so requires and if technicians from 
Italy and India take part in the shooting.

 iii. The laboratory work shall be done in either Italy 
or India, unless it is technically impossible to 
do so, in which case, the laboratory work in a 
country not participating in the co-production 
can be permitted by the competent authorities 
of both countries.

Article 6
 i. The co-production shall have the original 

soundtracks in English or Italian or in other 
Indian language or dialect, which can further be 
dubbed in any of these languages.

 ii. In the event, if script so desires, any other 
language can be used for stray dialogues with 
permission from competent authorities.

ITALY  iii. It will be necessary that the dubbing or subtitling 
of the co-production will be done or performed 
either in India or Italy. Dubbing or subtitling in 
Indian languages should be performed in India 
and dubbing or subtitling in Italian in Italy 
and dubbing or subtitling in English could be 
performed in Italy or India depending upon the 
agreement between co-producers.

Article 7
 i. A co-produced film shall have two negatives 

or one negative and one dupe negative, or as 
agreed between the two co-producers, with two 
international sound tracks for making copies. 
Each co-producer shall own one good quality 
print, one dupe positive and one international 
sound track and have the right to make copies. 
Moreover with the approval of the co-producers 
either co-producer may use the footage 
from the above-mentioned material for other 
purposes. Furthermore, each co-producer shall 
have access to the original production material 
in accordance with the conditions agreed upon 
between the co-producers.

Article 8
 i. Both Italy and India will facilitate entry and 

short stay in either of the two countries for 
directors, actors, producers, writers, technicians 
and other personnel prescribed in each co-
production contract as per the applicable laws 
and importing of equipment shall also be in 
accordance with the applicable laws.

Article 9
 i. The sharing of revenues by the co-producers 

shall, in principle, be proportional to their 
respective contributions and be specified in 
the agreement between the co-producers. The 
respective contribution of each co-producer may 
be decided mutually on the basis of principles 
elaborated in Article 3.

Article 10
 i. The minority investment co-producer shall pay 

any balance outstanding on his contribution to 
the majority investment co-producer within sixty 
(60) days following delivery of all the materials 
required for the production of the version of 
the film in the language of the minority country. 
The majority investment co-producer will have 
the same obligations towards the minority 
investment co-producer.

 ii. Failure to meet this requirement shall entail 
the loss of benefit of the co-production. This 
requirement will invariably be reflected in the 
contract drawn up between the co-producers 
to enable projects to be recognised under this 
Agreement.

Article 11
 i. Approval of a proposal for the co-production 

of a film by the competent authorities of both 
countries is in no way binding upon them in 
respect of the granting of permission to show 
the film thus produced.

Article 12
 i. When a co-produced film is exported to a 

country, which has quota limitations –

 a. in principle, the co-produced film shall be 
included in the quota of the country of the 
majority investment;

 b. if both co-producers have made an equal 
investment, co-producers of both sides shall 
decide the quota in question through mutual 
consultation, so that the co-produced film can 
be included in the quota of the country than 
can make better arrangements for the export 
of the film;

 c. if difficulties still exist, the co-produced film 
shall be included in the quota of the country 
of which the director is a national.

 ii. Notwithstanding the above, in the event that 
one of the co-producing countries enjoys 
unrestricted entry of its films into a country 
that has quota regulations, a co-production 
under this Agreement shall be entitled as any 
other national production of that country to 
unrestricted entry into the importing country if 
that country so agrees.

Article 13
 i. A co-production shall when shown, be identified 

as a “Italy-India Co-production” or “India-Italy 
Co-production” according to the origin of the 
majority co-producer or in accordance with an 
agreement between co-producers.

 ii. Such identification shall appear in the credits, 
in all commercial advertising and promotional 
material and whenever the co-production is 
shown.

Article 14
 i. In the event of presentation at international film 

festivals, and unless the co-producers agree 
otherwise, a co-production shall be entered 
by the country of the majority investment co-
producer or, in the event of equal financial 
participation of the co-producers, by the country 
of which the director is a national.

 ii. Prizes, grants, incentives and other benefits 
awarded to the cinematographic or audio visual 
works may be shared between the co-producers, 
in accordance with what has been established 
in the co-production contract and in conformity 
with applicable laws in force.

 iii. All prizes which are not in cash form, such as 
honorable distinctions or trophies awarded by 
third countries, for cinematographic and audio 
visual works produced according to the norms 
established by this agreement, shall be kept in 
trust by the majority co-producer or according to 
terms established in the co-production contract | 
agreement.
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Article 15
 i. The competent authorities of both countries 

shall jointly establish, through a subsequent 
exchange of notes, the rules of procedure for 
co-productions, taking into account the laws 
and regulations in force in Italy and in India.

Article 16
 i. No restrictions shall be placed on the import, 

distribution and exhibition of Indian film, 
television and video productions in Italy or that 
of Italian film, television and video productions 
in India other than those contained in the 
legislation and regulations in force in each 
of the two countries, including in case of Italy 
the obligation deriving from the norms of the 
European Union insofar as the free circulation 
of goods among Italy and other European Union 
countries is concerned, will be respected.

Article 17
 i. Any difference or dispute regarding the 

implementation of this Agreement shall be 
settled by mutual consultation and negotiation. 
This does not absolve the right of co-producers 
who enter into various contracts to seek 
legal remedies – such remedies may include 
conciliation, mediation and arbitration.

 ii. The rights arising out of this Agreement will not 
be enforceable at the instance of third party(ies) 
who are not signatory to this Agreement.

 iii. An appropriate Joint Commission may look 
after the implementation of this Agreement. A 
meeting of the Joint Commission shall take place 
in principle once every two years alternately in 
the two countries. However, it may be convened 
for extraordinary sessions at the request of one 
or both competent authorities, particularly in the 
case of major amendments to the legislation 
or the regulations governing the film, television 
and video industries in one country or the other, 
or where the application of this Agreement 
present various difficulties and shall submit to 
the competent Authorities in the two countries, 
for consideration, the necessary amendments 
in order to resolve any difficulties arising from 
the application of this agreement as well as to 
improve it in the best interest of both countries. 
The recommendations of the Joint Commission 
are not binding on the two Governments.

Article 18
 i. The present Agreement shall come into force 

when each Party has informed the other that 
its internal ratification procedures have been 
completed.

 ii. It shall be valid for a period of three (3) years from 
the date of its entry into force; a tacit renewal of 
the Agreement for like periods shall take place 
unless one or the other Party gives written notice 
of termination six (6) months before the expiry 
date.

 iii. Co-productions which have been recognised 
by the competent authorities and which are in 

progress at the time of notice of termination of 
this Agreement by either Party shall continue to 
benefit fully until completion from the provisions 
of this Agreement. After expiry or termination of 
this Agreement, its terms shall continue to apply 
to the division of revenues from completed co-
productions.

 iv. Done in two originals at Rome, this 13th Day of 
May 2005, each in Italian, English and Hindi 
language, all versions being equally authentic. 
In case of any divergence in interpretation, the 
English text shall prevail.

In Witness Whereof, the undersigned, duly authorized 
thereto by their respective Governments, have signed 
this Agreement.

For The Government of The Republic of India

For The Government of The Italian Republic

The Government of the Republic of India (hereinafter 
referred to as “India”) and the Government of the 
Republic of Korea (hereinafter referred to as “Korea”); 
hereinafter individually referred to as the “Party” and 
jointly referred to as the “Parties”,

RECALLING Article 9.1 of the Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership Agreement between the Republic of India 
and the Republic of Korea (hereinafter referred to as 
“CEPA between India and Korea”) signed in Seoul on 
7th August 2009, which recognizes the importance 
of audio-visual co-productions and envisages co-
production agreements between the Parties in the 
audio-visual sector;

FURTHER RECALLING paragraph 2, Article 9.1 of the 
CEPA between India and Korea which stipulates that 
such an agreement is an integral part of the CEPA 
between India and Korea; 

DESIRING to expand and facilitate the co-production 
of audio-visual works in the context of cultural 
cooperation between the Parties; 

And

CONVINCED that such cooperation will contribute to 
the facilitation of cultural and economic exchanges 
between the Parties;

HAVE AGREED as follows –

Article 1
Definitions
For the purposes of this Agreement –

 a) “Audio-visual co-production” means an  
audio-visual work such as films, animations and 
broadcasting programmes made by one or more 
co-producer(s) of a Party in cooperation with 
one or more co-producer(s) of the other Party 
(or in the case of a third country co-production 
under Article 5, with one or more co-producer(s) 
of a third country) which is approved by the 
competent authorities of each Party. New forms 
of audio-visual co-productions shall be included 
in this Agreement by an exchange of notes 
between the Parties;

 b) “Film” means a series of images or of images and 
sound, including animation and documentary 
productions, produced in any format, which is 
intended to be shown in a cinema;

 c) “Co-producer” means a national or juridical 
person of Korea or a national or juridical person 
of India involved in the making of an audio-
visual co-production, or, in relation to Article 5, a 
national or juridical person of a third country;

 d) “Juridical person” means any legal entity duly 
constituted or otherwise organized under 
applicable law, whether for profit or otherwise, 
and whether privately-owned or governmentally-
owned, including any corporation, trust, 
partnership, joint venture, sole proprietorship or 

Agreement Between the Government of the Republic of India and the Government of the 
Republic of Korea on Cooperation in Audio-Visual Co-production

association or society; and

 e) “National” means –

 I. for India, a citizen of the Republic of India; 
and

 II. for Korea, a Korean as defined in Article 2 of 
the Constitution of Korea and its laws.

Article 2
Approval of Audio-Visual Co-Productions
 1. Applications for the making of an audio-

visual co-production shall be submitted to 
the competent authorities of the Parties. The 
competent authorities may, subject to this 
Agreement and the laws and regulations of each 
Party, approve applications submitted to them 
prior to the commencement of the shooting for 
the making of an audio-visual co-production. 
Approvals granted by the competent authorities 
shall be in writing and may specify the conditions 
upon which the approval is granted.

 2. When approving an audio-visual work as an 
audio-visual co-production, the competent 
authorities shall ensure that none of the co-
producers shall be linked, directly or indirectly, 
through legal entities with common management, 
ownership or control, except to the extent that it 
is inherent in the making of the audio-visual co-
production itself.

 3. The competent authorities of the Parties 
may, to the extent possible under their laws 
and regulations, exchange all information 
concerning the approval, rejection, change or 
withdrawal of any application for the approval 
of an audio-visual co-production. In this context, 
the competent authorities of the Parties may 
ensure that an audio-visual work conforms to the 
provisions of this Agreement. Each competent 
authority, in deciding whether to approve or 
refuse an application, shall apply the relevant 
laws and regulations of that Party.

 4. The competent authorities of the Parties may 
subject the audio-visual co-production to final 
approval upon completion of the audio-visual 
co-production and prior to its distribution.

 5. The approval of an audio-visual work as an 
audio-visual co-production by the competent 
authorities, shall not bind the relevant authorities 
of either Party to permit the public exhibition or 
broadcast of the completed audio-visual co-
production.

Article 3
Entitlement to Benefits
 1. An audio-visual co-production made in 

accordance with this Agreement shall be fully 
entitled to all the benefits which are or may be 
accorded to national audio-visual work by each 
Party under the laws and regulations of that 
Party.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
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 2. Any benefits accorded to an audio-visual co-
production by either Party shall be administered, 
including in respect of the co-producer that may 
apply for, receive, and dispose of such benefits 
in accordance with the laws and regulations of 
that Party.

Article 4
Contributions
 1. The minimum respective financial contributions 

to a co-produced audio-visual work other 
than a broadcasting programme (including 
animation for broadcasting purposes), of the co-
producers of each Party shall not be less than 
20 percent of the total production cost of the 
co-produced audio-visual work. With respect to 
a broadcasting programme (including animation 
for broadcasting purposes), this contribution shall 
not be less than 30 percent of total production 
cost. Calculation of the financial contribution 
may include in-kind contributions.

 2. The performing, technical and craft contribution 
(being the “creative” contribution)of each co-
producer to a co-produced audio-visual work 
shall be in reasonable proportion to each co-
producers’ financial contribution.

Article 5
Third Country Co-Productions
 1. Where either Party maintains with a third country 

an audio-visual co-production agreement 
(or arrangement of less-than-treaty status), 
the competent authorities of the Parties may 
approve an audio-visual work that is to be made 
in conjunction with one or more co-producer(s) 
from that third country as an audio-visual co-
production under this Agreement provided that 
one or more co-producer(s) of Korea and one 
or more co-producer(s) of India are engaged in 
that audio-visual co-production.

 2. In the case of paragraph 1, both the financial 
and creative contributions of one or more co-
producer(s) of the third country shall, consistent 
with paragraph 1 of Article 4, account for at least 
10 percent of the total financial and creative 
contribution to the co-produced audio-visual 
work.

Article 6
Participation
 1. Persons participating in an audio-visual co-

production shall be nationals of the Parties and 
in the case of a third country co-production 
under Article 5, nationals of the third country.

 2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, the competent 
authorities of the Parties may approve –

 a) where the script or financing dictates, 
the participation of restricted numbers of 
performers from other countries; and

 b) in exceptional circumstances, the participation 
of restricted numbers of technical personnel 
from other countries.

Article 7
Temporary Entry
In accordance with its laws and regulations in force, 
each Party shall endeavour to facilitate the entry into 
and temporary stay in its respective territory of the 
artistic and technical personnel and performers from 
the other Party for the purpose of the audio-visual co-
production.

Article 8 
Temporary Importation of Material and Equipment for 
the Purpose of Making an Audio-Visual Co-production
Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter Two (Trade 
in Goods) in the CEPA between India and Korea, the 
Parties shall, in conformity with their respective laws 
and regulations, examine and endeavour to allow 
the temporary importation of the technical material 
and equipment necessary for the audio-visual co-
production under this agreement by the artistic and 
technical personnel and performers from the territory 
of a Party into the territory of the other Party.

Article 9 
Credits
An audio-visual co-production and the advertising and 
promotional material associated with it shall include 
either a credit title indicating that the audio-visual co-
production is an “Official Korea-India Co-Production” 
or an “Official India-Korea Co-Production” or, where 
relevant, a credit which reflects the participation 
of Korea, India and the third country co-producer, 
according to the origin of the majority co-producer 
or in accordance with an agreement between the co-
producers.

Article 10 
Institutional Mechanism
Competent Authorities

 1. Each Party hereby designates the following 
competent authorities for the purposes of 
implementing this Agreement –

 a. for India, the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting or its successor; and

 b. for Korea, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
Tourism/ the Korean Film Council (KOFIC) 
for films (including animation film) and 
the Korea Communications Commission 
for broadcasting programmes (including 
animation for broadcasting purposes), or their 
successors.

Either Party may change its appointed competent 
authority by giving notice to the other Party through 
diplomatic channels. The change in the competent 
authority shall take effect 30 days after the notice has 
been received.

 2. The competent authorities may examine the 
implementation of this Agreement and consult 
with each other to resolve any difficulties arising 
out of its application.

 3. Soon after the entry into force of this Agreement, 
the competent authorities of the Parties shall 
exchange their respective laws and regulations 
concerning the procedures and documentations 

necessary for approval and benefits to be 
accrued to the audio-visual co-production and 
the co-producer(s) of each Party. The competent 
authorities of the Parties shall periodically 
update such information.

Ad hoc Committee

 4. Either Party may request to establish an ad hoc 
Committee to discuss any matter related to this 
Agreement by delivering a written request to the 
competent authority of the other Party and the 
other Party shall give due consideration to the 
request. The ad hoc Committee shall comprise 
appropriate senior officials from the competent 
authorities and/ or other appropriate agencies 
and ministries of each Party. The ad hoc 
Committee shall discuss the matter at a time and 
place agreed to by the Parties.

Article 11
Non-Application of Dispute Settlement Provisions

Chapter Fourteen (Dispute Settlement) of the CEPA 
between India and Korea shall not apply to any matter 
or dispute arising under this Agreement. Any dispute 
arising out of the interpretation and implementation or 
application of any of the provisions of this Agreement 
shall be settled amicably through mutual discussions 
and dialogue between the Parties.

Article 12 
Entry into Force 
This Agreement shall enter into force once the Parties 
have notified each other in writing that their respective 
necessary legal procedures for the entry into force of 
this Agreement have been completed. This Agreement 
shall enter into force on the latter date of these two 
notifications.

Article 13 
Amendment
 1. The Parties shall supervise and review the 

implementation of this Agreement and make 
any proposals considered necessary for any 
amendment of this Agreement.

 2. The Parties may amend this Agreement at 
any time by mutual written consent. Such an 
amendment shall constitute an integral part of 
this Agreement and enter into force on such 
date as may be agreed upon by the Parties 
after the Parties have exchanged written 
notifications confirming to the other Party that 
they have completed the necessary internal 
legal procedures.

Article 14 
Duration and Termination
 1. This Agreement shall be terminated when 

the CEPA between India and Korea is terminated.

 2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, this 
Agreement shall continue as if in force in 
respect of any audio-visual co-production 
approved by the competent authorities and yet 

to be completed prior to the termination of this 
Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly 
authorized thereto by their respective Governments, 
have signed this Agreement.

DONE at Seoul, on the 18th day of May 2015, in two 
originals, each in Hindi, Korean and English languages, 
all texts being equally authentic. In case of any 
divergence in interpretation, the English text shall 
prevail.

For the Government of the Republic of India

For the Government of the Republic of Korea
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Agreement on Audio-Visual Co-Productions between the Government of New Zealand and the 
Government of the Republic of India

The Government of New Zealand and the Government 
of the Republic of India (the “Parties”) 

SEEKING to enhance cooperation between the two 
countries in the area of film making; 

DESIROUS of expanding and facilitating the co-
production of films which may be conducive to the film 
industries of both countries and to the development of 
their cultural and economic exchanges; 

CONVINCED that these exchanges will contribute 
to the enhancement of relations between the two 
countries; 

HAVE AGREED as follows –

Article 1 
Definitions 
1. “Competent Authorities” shall mean the 

authorities designated as such in the Annex by 
each Party. 

2. “Co-producer” means one or more New Zealand 
nationals or one or more nationals of India 
involved in the making of co-production films, 
or, in relation to Article 5 (Third Country Co-
Productions), nationals of a third country. 

3. “Nationals” means –

 a. for India, citizens of India; and

 b. for New Zealand

 i. citizens of New Zealand; or 

 ii. permanent residents of New Zealand.

4. “Film” means an aggregate of images, or of 
images and sounds, embodied in any material, 
irrespective of length, including animation and 
documentary productions, produced in any 
format, for exploitation in theatres, on television, 
videocassette, videodisc, CD-ROM, DVD or by 
any other form of distribution. 

5. “Co-production film” means an audio visual film 
made by one or more co-producers of one Party 
in co-operation with one or more co-producers 
of the other Party under a project approved 
by the Competent Authorities under Article 
3 (Conditions for Obtaining Approval of Co-
production Status), and includes a film to which 
Article 5 (Third Country Co-Productions) applies.

Article 2 
Recognition as a National Film and Entitlement to 
Benefits 
1. A co-production film shall be fully entitled to all 

the benefits which are or may be accorded to 
national films by each of the Parties under their 
respective national laws. 

2. Any benefits which may be granted within either 
Party in relation to a co-production film shall 
accrue to the co-producer who is permitted 
to claim those benefits in accordance with the 

legislation of that Party, subject to any other 
relevant international obligations. 

Article 3 
Conditions for Obtaining Approval of Co-Production 
Status 
1. Co-production films shall require, prior to 

the commencement of shooting, approval by 
both the Competent Authorities. Approvals 
shall be given after consultations between the 
Competent Authorities to discuss the merits of 
the particular co-production. Approvals shall 
be in writing and shall specify the terms and 
conditions upon which approval is granted. 

2. In considering proposals for the making of a co-
production film, both the Competent Authorities 
shall consult and, with due regard to their 
respective policies and guidelines, apply the 
rules set out in the Annex to this Agreement. 

3. None of the co-producers shall be linked by 
common management, ownership or control, 
save to the extent that it is necessary in the 
making of the co-production film itself. 

4. The Parties are not responsible or liable for the 
credentials of either of the co-producers. 

Article 4 
Contributions 
1. Both the financial contribution, and the 

performing, technical, craft and creative 
contribution of each co-producer shall account 
for at least 20% (twenty per cent) of the total 
effort in making the co-production film and no 
more than 80% (eighty per cent) of the total 
effort in making the co-production film. 

2. Notwithstanding the contribution rules set out in 
paragraph 1 of this Article, and in accordance 
with the conditions for obtaining approval in 
Article 3, in exceptional cases the Competent 
Authorities of both countries may approve co-
production projects where – 

 a. the contribution by one co-producer is limited 
to the provision of finance only, in which case 
approvals shall be limited to projects where the 
proposed finance-only contribution is at least 
20% (twenty per cent) but no greater than 80% 
(eighty per cent) of the total budget of the Co-
production project; or

 b. the Competent Authorities consider that the 
project would further the objectives of this 
Agreement and should be approved accordingly. 

Article 5 
Third Country Co-Productions 
1. Where either India or New Zealand maintains 

with a third country a film co-production 
agreement, the Competent Authorities may 
approve a project for a co-production film under 

NEW ZEALAND this Agreement that is to be made in conjunction 
with a co-producer from that third country. 

2. Approvals under this Article shall be limited to 
proposals in which the contribution of the third 
country co-producer is no greater than the lesser 
of the contributions of the New Zealand and 
India co-producers. 

Article 6 
Participants 
1. Persons participating in a co-production film 

shall be nationals of India or New Zealand and, 
where there is a third co-producer, nationals of 
the third co-producer’s country. 

2. Subject to the approval of the Competent 
Authorities –

 a. where script or cost dictates, restricted numbers 
of performers from other countries may be 
engaged; 

 b. in exceptional circumstances, restricted numbers 
of technical personnel from other countries may 
be engaged. 

Article 7 
Film Processing, Laboratory Work, Negatives and 
Languages 
1. The processing of film including the laboratory 

work, digital intermediate, visual and special 
effects work shall be done in either India or 
New Zealand. In exceptional circumstances, 
Competent Authorities of both countries may 
authorise such work to be done in a country not 
participating in the film co-production. 

2. At least 90% (ninety per cent) of the footage 
included in a co-production film shall be specially 
shot or created for the film unless otherwise 
approved by the Competent Authorities. 

3. The original soundtrack of each co-production 
film shall be made in Hindi or any other Indian 
language or dialect or in any official language 
of New Zealand, or in any combination of those 
permitted languages. 

4. Dubbing of the post-release prints into any other 
language can be carried out in any third country, 
if required. 

5. The soundtrack may contain sections of dialogue 
in any language in so far as is required by the 
script. 

Article 8 
Location Shooting 
1. Live action shooting and animation works such 

as storyboards, layout, key animation, in between 
and voice recording must, in principle, be carried 
out either in India or in New Zealand. 

2. The Competent Authorities may approve 
location shooting in a country other than those 
of the participating co-producers if the script or 
action so requires and if technicians from India 
and New Zealand take part in the shooting. 

3. Notwithstanding Article 6, where location 
shooting is approved in accordance with the 

present Article, citizens of the country in which 
location shooting takes place may be employed 
as crowd artists, in small roles, or as additional 
employees whose services are necessary for the 
location work to be undertaken. 

Article 9 
Acknowledgements and Credits 
A co-production film and the promotional material 
associated with it shall include either a credit title 
indicating that the film is an ”Official Indian – New 
Zealand Co-production” or an ”Official New Zealand 
– Indian Co-production” or, where relevant, a credit 
which reflects the participation of the Republic of 
India, New Zealand and the country of a third co-
producer

Article 10 
Temporary Entry into the Country 
For approved co-productions, each Party shall permit, 
in accordance with the domestic law in force in its 
country, entry into and temporary residence in its 
territory for nationals of the other Party, and nationals 
of any third party co-producer approved under Article 
5 (Third Country Co-Productions), directly employed 
in the making or promotion of an approved co-
production. 

Article 11 
Import of Equipment 
Each of the Parties shall provide, in accordance with 
their respective legislation, temporary admission, free 
of import duties and taxes, of technical equipment for 
the making of co-production films. 

Article 12 
Taxation 
Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement, for 
the purposes of taxation, laws in force in each of the 
two countries shall apply subject to the provisions 
of the Convention between the Government of New 
Zealand and the Government of the Republic of 
India for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the 
Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on 
Income.

Article 13 
Permission for Public Exhibition 
1. Any public exhibition of a co-production film 

will be in accordance with the relevant Party’s 
domestic laws. 

2. The approval of Co-production status under 
this Agreement will not mean a commitment to 
permit public exhibition of the co-production 
film. 

Article 14 
Balanced Contribution 
1. While recognizing that the contributions of 

each co-producer in respect of an individual 
co-production film may not be balanced, the 
Parties shall attempt to ensure that an overall 
balance in the contributions of each Party, 
with regard to both the artistic and technical 
personnel, including the cast, and with regard to 
the financial investment and facilities (studios, 
laboratories, and postproduction., is maintained 
over the duration of this Agreement. 
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2. The Joint Commission, established under Article 
15, shall, as part of its role, carry out a review to 
see whether this balance has been maintained 
and, if this is not the case, shall take measures, 
which it considers necessary in order to re-
establish such a balance. 

Article 15 
Joint Commission 
1. There shall be a Joint Commission composed 

of representatives of the Parties, including 
the Competent Authorities and industry 
representatives. 

2. The role of the Joint Commission shall be 
to supervise and review the operation of 
this Agreement and to make any proposals 
considered necessary to improve the effect of 
this Agreement. 

3. The Joint Commission shall be convened, whether 
by meeting or otherwise, at the request of either 
of the Parties within six months of such a request. 

Article 16 
Status of Annex 
1. The Annex to this Agreement constitutes an 

implementing arrangement in respect of this 
Agreement and shall be read in conjunction with 
the provisions of this Agreement. 

2. Subject to paragraph 2 of Article 18, any 
modifications to the Annex shall be agreed 
by both the Competent Authorities, following 
consultations with the Joint Commission. No 
modifications to the Annex shall be in conflict 
with the provisions of this Agreement. 

3. Modifications to the Annex shall be confirmed 
by both the Competent Authorities in writing and 
shall take effect on the date they specify. 

Article 17 
Entry into Force 
1. Each of the Parties shall notify the other in 

writing through the diplomatic channel of 
the completion of any procedure required by 
its constitutional law for giving effect to this 
Agreement. This Agreement shall enter into force 
on the date of such notification which is later in 
point of time. 

Article 18 
Amendment 
1. Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, this 

Agreement may be amended by written 
agreement between the two Parties through 
an exchange of diplomatic notes. Amendments 
shall take effect on the date specified in the 
notes. 

2. Either Party may by diplomatic note notify the 
other of a change in its Competent Authority. The 
change shall take effect on the date specified in 
the notes. 

Article 19 
Settlement of Disputes 
Any dispute between the Parties arising out of the 
interpretation or implementation of this Agreement 

shall be settled consensually through consultation and 
negotiation and shall not be referred for resolution to 
any national or international tribunal or a third party.

Article 20 
Duration and Termination 
1. The term of this Agreement shall be for a period 

of three years from the date it enters into force 
and thereafter automatically renewed for further 
periods of three years. 

2. Either Party may terminate this Agreement 
at the conclusion of a three-year period by 
giving six months’ written notice in advance of 
such intention to the other Party through the 
diplomatic channel. 

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 of this Article, this 
Agreement shall continue in force in respect 
of any co-production film approved by the 
Competent Authorities and yet to be completed 
prior to termination. 

Annex 
Applications for Approval of Co-Production Status 
under the Agreement between the Government of 
New Zealand and the Government of the Republic of 
India on Audio-Visual Co-Productions 

1. The Competent Authorities for this Agreement 
between the Government of New Zealand and 
the Government of the Republic of India on 
Audio-Visual Co-Productions are the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting in the Republic 
of India and the New Zealand Film Commission 
(NZFC. in New Zealand. 

2. The approval process under Article 3 of the 
Agreement will comprise two stages – Provisional 
Approval upon application and Final Approval 
upon completion of the film and prior to 
distribution. 

3. Applications for Provisional Approval under 
Article 3 of the Agreement will be made 
simultaneously to both Competent Authorities at 
least sixty (60) days before shooting begins. The 
Competent Authorities will consult on whether 
to approve or decline an application within forty 
(40) days of the submission of the complete 
documentation as described in paragraph 4 
below. 

4. The following documentation/information (in 
English. needs to be submitted in support of an 
application – 

 a. The final script and synopsis; 

 b. The title of the co-production; 

 c. The name of the author of the script, or that of 
the adaptor if it is drawn from a literary source; 
necessary permission for adapting the literary 
work into a film from the author/legal heirs may 
be attached; 

 d. The name of the director (a substitution clause is 
permitted to provide for his/her replacement if 
necessary); 

 e. The financing plan; 

 f. A list of the creative and technical personnel 
indicating their nationalities and, in the case of 
performers, the roles they are to play; 

 g. The detailed budget identifying the expenses to 
be incurred by each country; 

 h. Documentary proof of having legally acquired 
the rights to produce and exploit the co-
production and that the copyright for the co-
production has been legally acquired; 

 i. A copy of the co-production contract signed by 
the two co-producers, that will – 

 i. provide that a co-producer may not assign 
or dispose of benefits referred to in Article 3 
except to or for the benefit of a national of 
that co-producer’s country; 

 ii. assign, as between the co-producers, 
ownership of all intellectual property rights 
arising from the making of the co-production 
film; 

 iii. set out the arrangements between the co-
producers regarding the exercise of rights of 
access to and use of copyright works created 
in the making of the co-production film; 

 iv. set out the financial liability of each co-
producer for costs incurred – 

 a. in preparing a co-production project which is 
refused approval as a co-production film by the 
Competent Authorities; 

 b. in making a film which has been given such 
approval and fails to comply with the conditions 
of such approval; 

 c. in making a co-production film, permission for 
whose public exhibition is withheld in any of the 
countries of the co-producers; 

 v. set out the arrangements regarding the 
division between the co-producers of the 
receipts from the exploitation of the co-
production film including those from export 
markets; 

 vi. specify dates by which the respective 
contributions of the co-producers to the 
production of the film will have been 
completed; 

 vii. specify whether the co-production film will be 
shown in film festivals as a national film of the 
majority co-producer or as a national film of 
all the co-producers; 

 viii. set out arrangements for the sharing of 
revenues, markets, media or a combination of 
these; 

 ix. detail the respective shares of the co-
producers in any over or under expenditure; 
and 

 x. specify any other conditions of approval that 
the Competent Authorities jointly decide. 

5. The majority co-producer will normally be 
responsible for arranging entry of co-production 
films in international festivals. Films produced on 
the basis of equal contributions will be entered 
as a film of the country of which the director is 
a national, and if this is not possible then the 
film will be submitted as a film of the country of 
which the lead actor is a national, subject to the 
agreement of both Competent Authorities. 

6. Two negatives, or at least one intermediate 
negative and one duplicate negative, will 
be made of all co-produced films. Each co-
producer will be entitled to make a further 
duplicate or prints there from. Each co-producer 
will also be entitled to use the original negative 
in accordance with the conditions decided upon 
between the co-producers themselves. 

7. The sharing of expenses and revenues will be as 
mutually decided by the co producers. 

8. Where a co-production is exported to a country 
that has quota regulations, it will be included in 
the quota of the Party – 

 a. which is the majority co-producer; 

 b. that has the best opportunity of arranging for its 
export, if the respective contributions of the co-
producers are equal; 

 c. of which the director is a national, if any 
difficulties arise with the application of sub-
paragraphs a. and b. hereof.

9. Notwithstanding paragraph 8, in the event 
that one of the co-producing countries enjoys 
unrestricted entry of its films into a country 
that has quota regulations, a co-production 
undertaken under this Agreement will be as 
entitled as any other national production of 
the above-mentioned co-producing country to 
unrestricted entry into the importing country if 
that above-mentioned co-producing country so 
agrees. 
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Agreement Between The Government of The Republic of India And The Government of The 
Republic of Poland on Audiovisual Co-Production

The Government of The Republic of India And The 
Government of The Republic of Poland hereinafter 
referred to as the “Parties” –

Considering it desirable to establish a legal framework 
for relations regarding audiovisual co-production, 
especially the production of films for the cinema 
and television, as well as films intended solely for 
dissemination on analogue or digital data carriers;

Aware that a high quality of co-production may 
encourage the development of enterprises and 
institutions which produce, distribute and disseminate 
films and enhance cultural and economic exchange 
between both States;

Convinced that such exchange shall strengthen 
relations between both States;

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
1. For the purpose of this Agreement –

1) The term “Co-production” means a set of 
actions taken by co-producers from both States 
that result in production of a film, regardless of 
genre or length, with or without sounds, including 
fiction, animation and documentary productions, 
made in any format, and intended for distribution 
in any manner, especially cinema screening as its 
primary field of use; 

2) The term “Co-producer” means a person who is a 
citizen of the Republic of Poland or the Republic 
of India, or a legal entity based in the territory of 
either State who is authorised to enter into co-
production contracts with a view to organising, 
carrying out and co-financing film production; 

2. Each co-production undertaken under this 
Agreement, after it has fulfilled all the conditions 
herein, must gain approval from the following 
Competent Authorities –

 i. In the Republic of India – the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting

 ii. In the Republic of Poland – the Minister of 
Culture and National Heritage,

 iii. Each co-production undertaken under this 
Agreement shall be in accordance with the 
law in force in the Republic of Poland and in 
the Republic of India.

 iv. Unless otherwise provided for under the 
laws in force in the Republic of Poland and 
the Republic of India, each co-production 
undertaken under this Agreement shall be 
regarded as a domestic production in each 
State-Party in order to obtain all present 
and future benefits conferred upon domestic 
productions in these two States. Nevertheless, 
such benefits shall be due only to co-
producers from the State which confers these 
benefits.

Article 2
The Co-producers in either of the two States shall 
satisfy themselves about each other’s capability, 
including their professional knowledge, organisational 
capability, financial backing and professional 
reputation. 

Article 3
1. The financial contribution of each co-producer 

shall be between twenty (20) percent and eighty 
(80) percent of the co-production budget.

2. The co-producers from each State should make 
a tangible creative and technical contribution to 
a co-production in proportion to their share in 
its budget, encompassing the total engagement 
of film makers, actors, technical-production 
personnel, laboratories and facilities. In justified 
cases, the Competent Authorities may approve a 
co-production which does not satisfy all of these 
requirements.

Article 4
1. Producers, directors, screenwriters and actors, 

as well as technicians and remaining staff 
engaged in the co-production, must hold Polish 
or Indian citizenship or have their place of abode 
or permanent residence in one of these States, 
in accordance with the domestic law of each 
State.

2. In exceptional circumstances, where the 
co-production requires so, participation of 
professionals who do not fulfil the conditions set 
out in paragraph 1 may be permitted. This shall 
require approval by the Competent Authorities 
of both the States. 

Article 5
1. The Competent Authorities may approve a co-

production involving, apart from Polish and 
Indian co-producers, co-producers from third 
countries which are parties to an audiovisual co-
production agreement with at least one of these 
States (multilateral co-production).

2. The minimum contribution by a co-producer in a 
multilateral co-production should be ten percent 
(10%) of the co-production’s budget. Article 3 
paragraph 2 of this Agreement shall apply as 
appropriate.

Article 6
1. Filming and animation work, including the 

storyboard, layout, key animation and in between 
as well as sound recording, should be carried 
out in the Republic of Poland or the Republic of 
India.

2. The filming of scenes in the open air or indoors 
may be performed in a third country if the 
screenplay or plot requires it and if Polish and 
Indian technicians are involved in this work.

POLAND 3. Laboratory processing shall be carried out in 
the Republic of Poland or the Republic of India, 
unless this is not possible for technical reasons. 
In such a case, the Competent Authorities may 
permit the laboratory processing to be carried 
out in a third country.

Article 7
1. The original soundtrack of each co-production 

shall be recorded in Polish, English or any one of 
the languages or dialects of India (languages of 
the Parties). Dubbed soundtracks in any of these 
languages may be recorded in the Republic of 
Poland or in the Republic of India. A film may be 
made in more than one language of the Parties 
version. Dialogues may also be recorded in other 
languages if the screenplay requires this.

2. Each language version of each co-production 
(dubbing or subtitles) shall be produced in the 
Republic of Poland and in the Republic of India, 
as appropriate. Any departures from this rule 
must be approved by the Competent Authorities.

Article 8
1. Each co-production shall be made in at least two 

copies of good picture quality, of equal legal 
validity, and in two international sound copies, 
on media which permit independent distribution 
in the Republic of Poland and the Republic of 
India.

2. The original negatives, as well as the final version 
of back-up copies and master copy, shall be 
stored in the country of the majority co-producer 
or in another place agreed upon between the co-
producers. Regardless of the place of storage, 
each co-producer should have guaranteed 
access to these materials at any time, so that he 
may make essential reproductions under terms 
and conditions agreed upon between the co-
producers.

3. At least two back-up copies of medium and high-
budget co-productions shall be made. If the 
co-producers so agree, only one back-up copy 
and one copy of the materials for reproduction 
may be made in the case of co-productions 
deemed to be low budget co-productions by the 
Competent Authorities.

Article 9
In accordance with the laws in force in their States, 
the Parties shall –

1. facilitate producers, screenwriters, directors, 
technicians, actors and other personnel specified 
in each co-production contract to enter and 
briefly stay in their country, 

2. facilitate that the film equipment and tapes 
required for co-production to be brought into 
and taken out of the country.

Article 10
No provision of this Agreement shall imply that the 
approval of co-production or the granting of any 
associated benefits by the Competent Authorities 

signifies an obligation by any of the Governments 
to grant a license, concession, permit or similar 
decision to co-producers or any other persons for the 
dissemination of a co-production. Neither shall any 
such provision imply that these Authorities consider a 
co-production justified or bear any responsibility for it.

Article 11
1. If a co-production is exported to a third country 

which has quota restrictions, the co-production 
shall be included in the quota of the majority co-
producing State.

2. If there is no majority co-producing State, the 
co-production shall be included in the quota of 
that State-Party which, in the joint opinion of the 
co-producers, has better chances of exporting 
the film. In the absence of agreement between 
the co-producers, the co-production shall be 
included in the quota of the country of which the 
director is a citizen.

3. If one of the State-Parties enjoys an unlimited 
right to export its films to a third country which 
applies a maximum quota of such imports, the co-
production, like any other domestic production of 
the State-Party, shall be the subject of unlimited 
exports to that third country, with the approval of 
that State’s Competent Authorities.

Article 12
1. Each co-production destined for presentation 

shall be endorsed with the caption “A Polish-
Indian Co-production” or “An Indian-Polish 
Co-production”, depending on the majority co-
producer’s State of origin. In the absence of 
such a co-producer, the co-production shall be 
endorsed in accordance with the terms of the 
co-production contract.

2. The caption referred to in paragraph 1 shall be 
accommodated in the opening credits and in all 
advertising and promotional materials, especially 
whenever such a co-production is presented.

Article 13
1. Unless otherwise agreed upon by the co-

producers, if a co-production is to be presented 
at an international film festival, it shall be 
submitted by the majority co-producer’s State 
or, in the absence thereof, by the State of which 
the film director is a citizen.

2. Prizes, grants and other distinctions granted for 
the co-production shall be divided between the 
co-producers in accordance with the terms of 
the co-production contract and the laws in force 
in both States.

3. All non-pecuniary awards granted for the co-
production, especially any honorary distinctions 
and statuaries conferred by a third country or 
by an organization from a third country, shall be 
kept by the entity specified in the co-production 
contract or, in the absence thereof, by the 
majority co-producer.
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Article 14
The producers governing the application of this 
Agreement, taking into account the law in force in the 
Republic of Poland and in the Republic of India, are set 
forth in an Appendix to this Agreement and thus form 
an integral part thereof.

Article 15
The Parties shall impose no restrictions on the import, 
distribution and dissemination of Polish and Indian 
films to be shown in the cinema or on television, or 
destined solely for distribution on analogue or digital 
data carriers, to the extent permitted under the laws 
of the Republic of Poland and in the Republic of India.

Article 16
1. Any dispute between the Parties arising out 

of the interpretation or implementation of 
this Agreement shall be settled consensually 
through consultation and negotiation and shall 
not be referred for resolution to any national or 
international tribunal or a third party.

2. To facilitate the application of this Agreement, 
the Parties or Competent Authorities may 
appoint a Joint Commission which will normally 
meet every two years, alternately in the Republic 
of Poland and in the Republic of India. The 
Commission may also be convened for an 
extraordinary meeting at the motion of the 
Competent Authorities or one or both Parties, 
especially in the event of significant changes 
to the legislation of any of the States-Parties 
which could affect the implementation of this 
Agreement, or in the event of major difficulties 
with its implementation.

Article 17
This Agreement may be amended by the mutual 
consent of the Parties through the exchange of notes 
between the Parties through diplomatic channel. The 
change shall take effect on the date specified in the 
note.

Article 18
1. This Agreement shall be subject to approval in 

accordance with the laws of each Party, which 
shall be stated through an exchange of the 
notes. The Agreement shall enter into force 
within sixty (60) days of reception of the second 
of the notes. 

2. This Agreement shall remain in force for a period 
of 5 (five) years from the date of its entry into 
force, and then shall be automatically renewed 
for successive periods of 5 (five) years, unless 
written notice is otherwise given for termination 
by either party to the other party at least 6 (six) 
months before the expiry of the relevant period. 

3. Any co-productions approved by the Competent 
Authorities and being realized at the moment of 
termination of this Agreement by either party shall 
continue to be bound by the terms thereof until 
they are completed. If this Agreement expires 
or is terminated, its provisions will be applied 
to the division of revenues from completed co-
productions.

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorized 
by their respective Governments, have signed this 
Agreement.

Done at Warsaw on 4th of July 2012 in two original, 
each of them in Polish, Hindi and English, all texts 
being equally authentic. In the case of divergence in 
their interpretation, the English text shall prevail.

For The Government of The Republic of India

For The Government of The Republic of Poland

Appendix
Procedures

General Provisions

Applications for any benefits under this Agreement 
in aid of any co-production must be submitted 
simultaneously to the Competent Authorities at least 
sixty (60) days before filming begins. The Competent 
Authorities of the State of which the majority co-
producer or another co-producer indicated by the 
co-producers is a citizen shall convey their decision to 
the Competent Authorities of the other State within 
thirty (30) days of the submission of the complete 
documentation listed below. Again within thirty 
(30) days, the Competent Authorities of the other 
State shall convey their decision to the Competent 
Authorities of the first State and to the co-producer 
appointed by the co-producers.

Applications should be supported by the following 
documents, drawn up in Polish and English in the case 
of the Republic of Poland and in English and one of 
the languages of India in the case of the Republic of 
India –

1. Final version of the screenplay, 

2. Evidence of the lawful acquisition of the 
copyright necessary to a given co-production, 

3. A signed copy of a co-production contract 
concluded between co-producers, which should 
contain –

 a) The title of the co-production,

 b) The name of the author of the screenplay or of 
the person who adapted the screenplay, if it is 
based on literary sources, 

 c) The name of the director,

 d) A synopsis,

 e) A budget plan, 

 f) A financial plan, stating the financial input of the 
co-producers,

 g) A clause defining the division of revenues and 
markets,

 h) A clause setting forth a share in the copyright 
in proportion to the input of individual co-
producers,

 i) A clause describing what to do if the budget is 
exceeded,

 j) A clause describing the measures to be taken if 
one of the co-producers does not discharge its 
obligations,

 k) A clause setting forth the rules governing 
financial settlements if any co-producer fails to 
provide the financial contribution agreed upon in 
the co-production contract,

 l) A clause confirming that the acceptance of a 
co-production does not imply any production will 
be distributed in the States-Parties,

 m) A clause obligating the majority co-producer 
to take out an insurance policy providing cover 
at least against “all production risks” and 
“all production risks connected with original 
materials.”

 n) The date on which filming commences.

4. The distribution agreement, if such an agreement 
has already been concluded,

5. A list of the filmmakers, actors and technicians, 
indicating their citizenships and, in the case of 
actors, the names of their characters,

6. A production schedule,

7. A detailed budget, showing the expenditures to 
be incurred by the co-producers in each State.

Important Provisions For Indian Party
In addition, an application addressed to the Indian 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) should 
be accompanied by four copies of the screenplay 
and film synopsis, together with a payment mandate 
for US$ 225 payable to Ministry of Information & 
Broadcasting. 

If the film is to be shot wholly or partly in the Republic 
of India, the co-producers must provide the Indian 
Embassy in the Republic of Poland and Ministry 
of Information & Broadcasting with the following 
information –

1. Details of any non-Indian members of the film 
crew – names, passport numbers and expiry 
dates, country which issued the passport, 
nationality, permanent and temporary address.

2. An accurate description of the shooting locations 
and the film crew’s travel plans.

3. A description of the cinematographic equipment 
and quantity of film to be brought in to the 
Republic of India temporarily.

Within three weeks of receipt of the required set of 
documents, the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 
will send the appropriate filming permit to all co-
producers and the Competent Authorities in the other 
State. A longer period for issuing the filming permit 
may be required if filming is to take place in Jammu 
and Kashmir, north-eastern States and some border 
zones.

Permission to film in the Republic of India may be 
dependent upon the following conditions –

1. Permission from a person or his legal heir who 
is to be portrayed in the film; a copy of the 
permission should be attached to the screenplay,

2. If it is necessary to obtain assistance from the 
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Education, etc. 
separate agreements may have to be concluded 
with these Ministries. Requests for such 
assistance may be submitted via the Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting,

3. Each film for whose production the assistance 
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of the Armed Forces has been obtained must be 
presented to the Ministry of Defence in order to 
obtain permission for its distribution.

4. In particular cases, a film may have to be 
presented to a representative of the Government 
of the Republic of India or to the Indian Embassy 
in the Republic of Poland before it can be shown 
anywhere in the world. Also in particular cases, a 
liaison officer may be assigned to a film crew – at 
the expense of the Government of the Republic 
of India.

Concluding Provisions
The Competent Authorities may ask for any additional 
documents or information which they consider 
essential in order to consider an application for a co-
production.

The final screenplay (with script) should be presented 
to the Competent Authorities prior to the start of 
filming.

Amendments, including a change of co-producer, 
may be made to the original co-production contract. 
However, any amendments must be submitted to the 
Competent Authorities for approval before the co-
production is completed. A change of co-producer is 
permissible only in exceptional circumstances, and for 
reasons considered by the Competent Authorities to 
be satisfactory. The Competent Authorities shall inform 
each other of the decisions they have reached.

RUSSIA

The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of the Russian Federation, hereinafter 
referred to as the “Parties”;

Based on the Agreement between the Government 
of the Republic of India and the Government of the 
Russian Federation on cultural and scientific co-
operation of January 28, 1993;

In order to further expand the co-operation between 
the Republic of India and the Russian Federation in the 
audiovisual co-production;

Taking into account the contribution that joint 
audiovisual co-production makes in developing the 
film industry and also in strengthening the economic 
and cultural relations between the two countries;

Desirous to promote bilateral relationship in co-
production and distribution of films that can contribute 
to the development of the film industry of the both 
parties’ States;

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
For the purposes of this Agreement the following 
definitions mean –

“film” – an audiovisual work in an artistic, documentary, 
nonfiction, educational, animated, TV or other form on 
the basis of an artistic design, consisting of images 
recorded on a film stock or other data storage items 
and connected in a thematic whole of sequentially 
bonded shots, designed for sensing by the appropriate 
technical devices and including distribution in cinema 
theatres;

“co-produced film” - film produced by co-producers 
from the Parties’ States;

“producer” - a natural person possessing the nationality 
of the Republic of India or the Russian Federation, or 
a legal entity located in the territory of one of the 
Parties’ States; responsible for film funding, production 
and (or) its use;

“co-producers” - producers who enter into a contract 
for the co-production of the co-produced film and (or) 
its use, including taking part in its funding; 

“film crew / shooting team” – persons engaged / 
occupied in the film production; 

“competent authorities” - the authorities of the Parties 
responsible for the implementation of this Agreement. 
The competent authorities are: 

From the Indian Party - the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting of the Republic of India; 

From the Russian Party - the Ministry of Culture of the 
Russian Federation. 

The Parties will notify each other of the change of their 
competent authorities through diplomatic channels in 
writing.

Film Co-Production Agreement between the Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of the Russian Federation on Co-operation in Audiovisual Co-production

Article 2
1. Co-produced films meeting the requirements of 

this Agreement are given the status of “national 
film” in the Republic of India and the Russian 
Federation. 

2. The Parties shall provide the co-produced films 
that are given the status of “national film” with 
the same benefits that are provided to the 
national cinema in accordance with the laws of 
the Party’s State. 

3. Terms of giving the status of “national film” to 
the co-produced films are defined in Annexure 
which is an integral part of this Agreement. 

Article 3
1. The decision on granting the status of “national 

film” to the co-produced films is taken by the 
competent authorities of the Parties on a case-
by-case basis. 

2. The decision mentioned in paragraph 1 of this 
Article may be annulled by the competent 
authorities that had taken the decision, in case 
the co-produced film no longer meets the 
requirements of this Agreement. 

Article 4
1. Persons participating in the co-production of the 

co-produced film mentioned in paragraph 3.3 of 
Annexure refer to the following set of people: 

 a. As for the Republic of India - natural persons 
who have Indian citizenship or permanent 
residence in the territory of the Republic of India, 
or legal entities, approved in compliance with 
the legislation of the Republic of India. 

 b. As for the Russian Federation – natural persons 
who have Russian citizenship or permanent 
residence in the territory of the Russian 
Federation, or legal entities, approved in 
compliance with the legislation of the Russian 
Federation. 

2. Persons that do not meet the conditions of sub-
paragraphs “a” and “b” of paragraph 1 of this 
Article may participate in the co-production of 
the co-produced film in exceptional cases and 
taking into account the requirements associated 
with the film, in concurrence between competent 
authorities, except the director of the co-
produced film. 

Article 5
1. The share of the financial contributions of the co-

producers may range from twenty percent (20%) 
to eighty percent (80%) of the total budget of 
the co-produced film. 

2. Without prejudice to the provisions of this 
Agreement, producer from a third country 
may take part in the joint production with a 
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contribution of not more than twenty percent 
(20%) of the total budget of the co-produced 
film.

Article 6
Each Party shall in accordance with the laws of their 
State assist the shooting team of the other party 
in entering the territory of the State, as well as the 
temporary import and export of its equipment and 
materials necessary for the co-production of co-
produced films. 

Article 7
In case the co-produced film is exported to a country 
where import of Audiovisual Production is restricted, 
the export would be regulated in the following manner 
–

 a. The co-produced film is generally included in the 
quota of the State with the highest proportion 
of participation, which is stated in the contract 
between the co-producers of the film;

 b. In the case of equal participation of the co-
producers in the co production of the co-
produced film, the film is transferred to the co-
producer of the State of the Party that has the 
most favourable conditions for exporting to the 
respective country.

 c. If the provisions of the paragraph “a” and “b” of 
this Article are not applicable, the co-produced 
film is included in the quota of the State 
represented by the director of the co-produced 
film. 

Article 8
1. Each co-produced film created under this 

Agreement is made in Hindi, or any other Indian 
language and Russian. Dialogues in other 
languages may also be included if it is required 
by the script. 

2. Co-produced films are presented with an 
inscription “Indian Russian co-production” in 
Indian version and with an inscription “Russian-
Indian co-production” in Russian version. Such 
inscription should be placed in the initial and 
final credits and in promotional products 
wherever co-produced films will be presented 
including participation in the international film 
festivals. 

Article 9
 Co-produced films participating in international 

film festivals should be presented as the product 
of the producer with the highest proportion of 
participation. If the participation is equal, the 
film should be presented as the product of the 
film director. 

Article 10
 The Parties facilitate the organization of non-

profit film events (premieres, film festivals), 
exchange of experts in the audiovisual sector as 
well as mutual participation in international film 
festivals held in the territory of the Republic of 
India and the Russian Federation in accordance 
with the regulations of the festivals and the 
relevant legislation of the Parties’ States. 

Article 11
 Any dispute between the Parties arising out of the 

application or interpretation of this Agreement 
shall be resolved through consultations and 
negotiations. 

Article 12
 This Agreement may be amended by mutual 

consent of the Parties through an exchange 
of Notes between the Parties through the 
diplomatic channels. 

Article 13
 The provisions for this Agreement shall function 

without affecting the obligations of the Parties’ 
States under other international treaties. In order 
to improve the effectiveness of this Agreement 
the competent authorities shall inform each 
other about new similar agreements signed with 
other countries. 

Article 14
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the date 

of its signing. 

2. This Agreement is valid for five years and shall 
be automatically extended for subsequent five-
year periods unless either Party notifies the other 
in writing through the diplomatic channels of 
its intention to terminate this Agreement. Such 
notification shall be sent not later than 6 months 
before the expiry of the initial or subsequent 
period of its validity. 

3. Upon termination of this Agreement, its provisions 
shall apply to those joint programs and projects 
initiated under this Agreement that have not 
been completed prior to such termination.

 Done in Vladivostok on September 4, 2019, 
in two originals, each in Hindi, English and 
Russian languages. In case of divergence in 
interpretation, the English text shall be used. 

1. This Annexure defines the order and conditions 
of granting the status of the “national film” to 
the co-produced films co-produced under the 
Agreement. 

2. For granting the status “national film” to the co-
produced film, the co-producers should apply to 
the relevant competent authorities at least 60 
(sixty) days prior to commencement of shooting. 

3. The following documents should be attached to 
the application mentioned in paragraph 2 of this 
Annexure –

 3.1. Script and synopsis of the co-produced film; 

 3.2. Documents providing the copyright for works if 
those used in the co-produced film, as  
well as the acquisition of rights needed for the 
production and commercial exploitation of  
the film; 

 3.3. List of the members of the shooting crew with 
specifying their citizenship and category  
of work, list of featured actors specifying their 
citizenship;

 3.4. Co-produced film production schedule; 

 3.5. Contracts with the author of the script and the 
director of the co-produced film;

 3.6. Constituent documents for the co-producers 
presented by legal entities; 

 3.7. Production business plan; 

 3.8. Registration certificate of the co-producers’ 
companies; 

 3.9. A valid contract for the co-production of the co-
produced film and (or) its use between  
the co-producers. 

4. The valid contract for the co-production of 
the co-produced film and (or) its use between 
the co-producers should include the following 
information – 

Mr. D.B. Venkatesh Varma
Ambassador of India to the Russian Federation
For the Government of the Republic of India

Mr. Pavel Vladimirovoch Stepanov
Deputy Minister of Culture of the Russian Federation
For the Government of the Russian Federation

Annexure to the Agreement between the 
Government of the Republic of India and 
the Government of the Russian Federation 
on Audiovisual Co-production Granting 
the status of a “national film” to the co-
produced films.

 4.1 The title of the co-produced film;

 4.2 Names and places of residence of co-producers;

 4.3 Names and surnames of the scriptwriters and the 
co-produced film’s directors; 

 4.4 Film production budget with an indication of 
financing sources, including information about 
taxes, stipulated by the legislation of each Party’s 
State as well as the percentage distribution of 
the participation of the co-producers; 

 4.5 Procedure for distribution of income from the 
commercial use of the co-produced film; 

 4.6 Time limits of the co-produced film production; 

 4.7 Co-producers’ responsibility for failure of the 
contract; 

 4.8 Stipulation that each of the co-producers is a 
co-owner of the co-produced film raw materials 
(picture and sound) wherever they are stored. 
The state whose producer has made the greatest 
amount of funding has the prerogative right on 
the storage of the above-mentioned materials; 

 4.9 Stipulation that each of the co-producers has a 
right to possess a copy of the co-produced film 
in his or her language version;

 4.10 Stipulation that all mutual payments between 
the co producers should be completed within 
60 (sixty) days from the date of the co-
produced film’s production completion, stated 
in the contract for the co-production of the co-
produced film and (or) its use; 

5.  Changes to the contract for the co-production 
of the co-produced film and (or) its use between 
the co-producers should be submitted for 
approval to the competent authorities before 
the expiry of the manufacture time of the first 
cut of the co-produced film. 

6. The contribution of each of the co-producers 
should include at least one unit of the staff, one 
of the lead actors, one minor role performer. 
Upon agreement of the competent authorities in 
exceptional cases the size of the contribution of 
the co-producers may be changed.

7. Granting the status of the “national film” to 
co-produced films shall be documented by the 
competent authorities by issuing a certificate 
of a “national film” in accordance with the 
legislation of the Parties’ States.
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The Republic of India and The Kingdom of Spain 
(hereinafter referred to as “the Parties)

Seeking to improve cooperation between the two 
countries in the audiovisual field – aware of the 
contribution which co-production can make to 
the development of their cultural and economic 
exchanges.

Desirous of promoting and facilitating the co-
production of films between the two countries, and 
the development of their cultural and economic 
exchanges.

Convinced that these exchanges shall contribute to 
improving relations between the two countries –

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1
In this Agreement, unless the Agreement otherwise 
requires –

1. A “co-production” is a film including feature film, 
documentary and animation film irrespective 
of length, on any format to be shown in the 
first place in cinemas, jointly invested in and 
produced by co-producers made in accordance 
with the terms of recognition given by the 
competent authorities of India and Spain under 
this Agreement. New forms of audio-visual 
production shall be included in the present 
Agreement by exchange of notes between the 
Parties.

2. The Competent Authorities responsible for the 
implementation of this Agreement shall be –

 (a) On behalf of the Republic of India, by the Ministry 
of Information and Broadcasting.

 (b) On behalf of the Kingdom of Spain, by the 
Instituto de la Cinematografia y de las Artes 
Audiovisuales (Institute of Cinematography and 
Audiovisual Arts) and the Competent Authorities 
of the Autonomous communities where 
applicable.

 (c) Co-productions falling within the scope of this 
Agreement shall be subject to the approval of 
the Competent Authority.

 (d) The Parties shall inform each other if the 
Competent Authorities are replaced by others.

3. Subject to the approval of both Competent 
Authorities, a film co-produced in compliance 
with this Agreement shall be deemed to be a 
national film in the territory of each Party and 
shall thus be fully entitled to all the benefits which 
are granted under the laws and regulations in 
force in the territory of each party.

Article 2
1. The co-producer in either of the two countries 

shall satisfy themselves about each other’s 

Agreement Between The Republic of India And The Kingdom of Spain on Cooperation in the 
Field of Audio-Visual Co-Production

capability, including their professional 
knowledge, organizational capability, financial 
backing and professional reputation.

2. The Parties shall in no way be responsible or 
liable with regard to credentials of either of the 
co-producers.

Article 3
1. Before shooting starts, co-production films 

shall require approval from both the competent 
authorities. For this purpose, each co-producer 
would be required to submit an application, 
alongwith the information as required in the 
Annexure, to the Competent Authority. Approvals 
shall be notified in writing and must specify the 
conditions according to which the approval is 
granted.

2. The co-producers of a film shall have their 
principal office or a branch office in the territory 
of one of the Parties. None of the co-producers 
shall be linked by common management, 
ownership or control.

3. Co-productions falling within the scope of this 
Agreement shall be subject to the approval of 
both the Competent Authorities, who would 
take into consideration their respective policies 
and guidelines and the requisites laid down in 
Annexure to this Agreement.

Article 4
1. On a general basis, in co-productions there 

must exist an effective contribution of technical, 
creative and artistic personnel, of the nationality 
of the participant countries, which must be in 
proportion to the financial contribution made by 
each co-producer.

2. Technical and artistic personnel are those 
persons who, in accordance with the domestic 
law in force in their own country, are recognized 
as makers of the audio-visual productions, in 
particular, screenwriters, directors, composers, 
editors, directors of photography, art directors, 
actors and sound technicians. The contribution 
of each of these persons shall be evaluated 
individually.

 The contribution by a minority co-producer will 
include participation of at least two actors 
and a head of Department in addition to an 
author (author means director or screenwriter or 
photography director or music composer).

3. Both the financial contribution and the 
participation of each of the co-producers in the 
performing, technical, artistic and creative tasks 
shall represent at least 20% (twenty percent) of 
the budget in making the co-production films.

4. As an exception to the contribution rules stated in 
paragraph 1 & 2 of this Article, both Competent 
Authorities shall be able to grant approval to 

SPAIN the co-production projects known as “financial 
co-productions” in which the contribution of one 
of the co-producers is limited to only financing, 
in which case financial contribution shall be no 
greater than 25% (twenty five percent) nor less 
than 10% (ten percent) of the total cost of the 
film.

Article 5
1. When India or Spain maintains an audio-visual 

co-production agreement with a third country, 
the Competent Authorities shall, by virtue of this 
Agreement, be able to approve a co-production 
project to be produced with the participation 
of a co-producer from a third party, whose 
contribution may be no greater than 30%.

2. In the event of multilateral co-productions, the 
lesser participation may not be lower than 10 
percent and the greatest one not higher than 70 
percent of the cost of the film.

Article 6
1. The producers of a co-production shall be 

Nationals/citizens or legal entity either of India 
or Spain or permanent residents of Spain subject 
to any sort of compliance of the obligations 
created by European Union upon Spain as a 
member.

2. Participants in the co-production as defined 
in paragraph 1 must at all times throughout the 
production retain their national status, and may 
not acquire or lose such status at any point 
during the course of production activity.

3. Should the film so require, the participation of 
professionals who are not citizens of one of the 
co-producing countries may be permitted, but 
only in exceptional circumstances, and subject to 
agreement between the competent authorities 
of both Parties.

Article 7
The rights, revenues and prizes arising in connection 
with the co-production shall be shared between the 
Party Co-Producers in a manner that shall be agreed 
between the Party Co-producers.

Article 8
1. Live action shooting and animation works such 

as storyboards, layout, key animation, in between 
and voice recording must, in principle, be carried 
out either in India or in Spain.

2. Location shooting of a co-produced film, exterior 
or interior, in a country not participating in the 
co-production may, however, be authorized by 
the Competent Authorities of both countries 
if the script or the action so requires and if 
technicians from India and Spain take part in the 
shooting.

3. The processing and post-production of co-
productions shall be done either in India or 
Spain, unless it is technically impossible to do 
so, in which case the processing and post-
production in a country not participating in 
the co-production may be authorized by the 
Competent Authorities of both countries.

Article 9
1. The co-production shall have the original 

soundtracks either in Hindi, or in other Indian 
language or dialect, or in Spanish or in any other 
official languages in Spain, or English language 
or in any combination of those permitted 
languages, which can be further be dubbed in 
any of these languages.

2. In the event, if script so desired, any other 
language can be used for stray dialogues with 
permission from competent authorities.

3. It will be necessary that the dubbing or sub-titling 
of the co-production will be done or performed 
either in India or Spain. Dubbing or sub-titling in 
Indian languages should be performed in India 
and dubbing or sub-titling into Spanish or in 
any other official languages in Spain should be 
performed in Spain, and dubbing or sub-titling 
in English could be performed in India or Spain 
depending upon the agreement between co-
producers.

Article 10
1. The co-production film and the promotional 

material associated with it shall include certain 
credit titles stating that the film is a “Co-
production between India and Spain” or a 
“Co-production between Spain and India” or, 
when appropriate credit titles reflecting the 
participation of India, Spain and the country of a 
third co-producer.

2. Prizes, grants, incentives and other benefits 
awarded to the co-produced work may be shared 
between the co-producers, in accordance with 
what has been established in the co-production 
contract and in conformity with applicable laws 
in force.

3. All prizes, which are not in cash form, such as 
honorable distinctions or trophies awarded by 
third countries, for co-produced work produced 
according to the norms established by this 
agreement, shall be kept in trust by the majority 
co-producer or according to terms established 
in the co-production contract/agreement.

Article 11
1. When a co-produced film is exported to a 

country, which has quota limitations –

 (a) In principle, the co-produced film shall be 
included in the quota of the country of the 
majority investment;

 (b) If both co-producers have made an equal 
investment, co-producers of both sides shall 
decide the quota in question through mutual 
consultation, so that the co-produced film can 
be included in the quota of the country that can 
make better arrangements for the export of the 
film;

 (c) If difficulties still exist, the co-produced film shall 
be included in the quota of the country of which 
the director is a national.
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2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, in the event 
that one of the co-producing countries enjoys 
unrestricted entry of its films into a country 
that has quota regulations, a co-production 
undertaken under this Agreement will be as 
entitled as any other national production of 
the above-mentioned co-producing country to 
unrestricted entry into the importing country if 
that above-mentioned co-producing country so 
agrees.

Article 12
For approved co-productions each Party shall 
facilitate in accordance with the domestic law in force 
in its country;

 (a) Entry into and temporary residence in its territory 
for technical and artistic personnel of the other 
Party;

 (b) The import into and export from its territory of 
technical and other film making equipment and 
materials by producers of the other Party.

Article 13
Permission for public exhibition will be in accordance 
with local laws in both India and Spain.

Article 14
1. There shall exist a Joint Commission composed 

of representatives of the Parties, including the 
Competent Authorities and representatives of 
the industry.

2. The role of the Joint Commission shall consist 
of supervising and reviewing the application 
of this Agreement, making any proposal that is 
amended necessarily for improving the effect 
of this Agreement and modifying the appendix 
hitherto as appropriate.

3. The Joint Commission shall be convened, 
whether by meeting or otherwise, at the request 
of either of the Parties, within six months of such 
a request.

Article 15
This Agreement shall come into force after each Party 
has informed the other Party through official diplomatic 
channels that its internal ratification procedures have 
been completed.

Article 16
This Agreement may be amended by the mutual 
consent of the Parties through the exchange of notes 
between the Parties through the diplomatic channel. 
The change shall take effect on the date specified in 
the note.

Article 17
Any dispute between the Parties arising out of the 
interpretation or implementation of this Agreement 
shall be settled consensually through consultation and 
negotiation and shall not be referred for resolution to 
any national or international tribunal or a third party.

Article 18
1. This Agreement including the Annex, which forms 

an integral part of this Agreement, shall remain 
in force unless terminated in terms of paragraph 

(2).

2. Either Party may terminate this Agreement by 
giving six months’ written notice in advance of 
such intention to the other Party through the 
diplomatic channel.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 
1 of this Clause, this Agreement shall continue 
in force with regard to any co-production film 
that has received approval form the Competent 
Authorities and which has not yet been 
completed prior to its termination.

Annex
Applications for Approval of Co-Production Status 
Under the Agreement Between the Government of the 
Republic of India and the Kingdom of Spain on Audio-
Visual Co-Productions.

Application for the approval of co-production projects 
under the terms of this Agreement must be submitted 
to the corresponding Competent Authorities at least 
60 days (sixty) before commencement of the film 
shooting.

In order to benefit from the terms of this agreement, 
applications shall be accompanied by the following 
documents.

 I. Script

 II. Documentary proof of having legally acquired 
the copyright to produce and exploit the 
Audiovisual Work.

 III. Copy of the co-production contract.

The contract must contain the following information –

1. The title of the film.

2. The identification of the contracting producers;

3. The full name of the author of the script, or of 
the adaptor if it is based on a literary source 
(necessary permission for adapting the literary 
work into a film from the author/legal heirs shall 
be attached);

4. The full name of the director.

5. A budget reflecting the percentage of each 
producer’s participation which must correspond 
to the financial assessment of their technical and 
artistic contributions and breakdown of costs by 
county;

6. Financial Plan;

7. A clause establishing how markets and any type 
of receipts will be shared;

8. A clause detailing the respective participation of 
the co-producers if the costs are higher or lower 
than anticipated. In principle, such participation 
shall be proportionate to their respective 
contributions;

9. Probable date on which shooting will commence.

10. A clause establishing how the royalties will be 
shared on a basis that is proportionate to the 

respective contributions of the co-producers;

 IV. A list of the creative, artistic and technical 
personnel, indicting their nationalities and 
the category of their work; in the case of the 
actors, their nationality and the roles that they 
will play, indicating the category and length of 
the roles;

 V. The production schedule, expressly indicating 
the approximate duration of shooting, the 
places where the film will be shot and the 
work plan;

The Competent Authorities of the two countries 
may request any other documents and additional 
information that they deem necessary.

The original contract may be modified when necessary, 
but any amendments must be submitted for approval 
to the Competent Authorities of the two countries, 
before the first print of the film is made. A co-producer 
may only be replaced in exceptional circumstances 
and with the consent of the Competent Authorities of 
the two countries.

The Competent Authorities shall keep each other 
informed about their decisions. 
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Film Co-Production Agreement Between The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of 
the Republic of India (“hereinafter called the Parties”) 

Considering that there is potential for the film industries 
of each country to work together on account of 
shared or complementary characteristics that include 
the structure of each film industry, the film culture 
of each country and the extent of the availability in 
each country of filmmaking facilities, a suitably skilled 
workforce and locations for filming; 

Recognising that development of such potential will be 
the mutual advantage of each Party, in particular in 
respect of the growth and competitiveness of their film 
industries and the enhancement of their film cultures; 

Noting the benefits available in each country to film 
with national film status; 

Desiring to encourage the making of films that reflect, 
enhance and convey the diversity of culture and 
heritage in both the countries; 

Acknowledging the benefits that would flow from 
the making of such films and their increased public 
availability; and 

Noting on the basis of mutual cooperation, the 
Agreement is intended to produce benefits for both 
the parties. 

Have agreed as follows –

Article 1 
Definitions 
1. In this Agreement

 “Approved Co-production” means a co-
produced film which has Approved Co-
Production status in accordance with Article 2; 

 “Co-producer” means any individual, partnership, 
body corporate or unincorporated association 
who is a co-producer of a film; 

 “Competent Authority” means a government 
department or other body as shall be nominated 
by the respective Party in each country to 
make decisions on applications for the grant of 
Approved Co-production status; 

 “Film” includes any record, however made, of 
a sequence of visual images, which is a record 
capable of being used as a means of showing 
that sequence as a moving picture, and for which 
there is an expectation for theatrical release and 
public exhibition. 

 “Indian Co-producer” means a co-producer who 
is established and|or incorporated in India; and 

 “UK Co-producer” means a co-producer who 
is established and|or incorporated in England, 
Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland. 

2. References to film-making contribution 
benefiting the UK or India include, in particular, 
the expenditure in that country on goods and 
services which directly results from the co-
production and the use made of film-making 
facilities or filming locations in that country. 

3. Subject to Article 22. the Annex forms an 
integral part of this Agreement. Any reference to 
this Agreement includes the Annex. 

Article 2 
Approved Co-production status 
1. The Competent Authorities may grant approved 

co-production status to a film which provides 
appropriate film-making and cultural benefits to 
the UK and India; and meets the requirements set 
out in this Agreement. 

2. The Parties shall jointly arrive at, through a 
subsequent exchange of notes, a mutually 
agreed Annex to this Agreement. The Annex shall 
include requirements as to – 

 a. the appropriate film-making and cultural 
benefits to the UK and India; 

 b. the nature of co-producers; 

 c. the minimum and maximum financial 
contributions of co-producers; 

 d. film making contributions of co-producers; 

 e. content, language, credits, locations and 
personnel; and 

 f. any other matters that the Parties consider 
desirable. 

3. The Annex shall also include rules of procedures 
on –

 a. the granting of approvals of an application for 
Approved Co-production status; 

 b. the withdrawal of Approved Co-production 
status; 

 c. any other matters that the Parties consider 
desirable. 

4. The Annex shall include provision as to the 
criteria for measuring mutual benefits. 

5. The Annex shall enter into force as soon as 
the Parties have notified each other of the 
completion of their respective legal and 
constitutional procedures. 

6. In determining an application made to it, 
a Competent Authority shall apply these 
requirements in accordance with guidance 
published by the Competent Authority under this 
Article. 

7. Each Competent Authority may from time to time 
publish guidance consisting of such information 

UNITED KINGDOM & NORTHERN IRELAND and advice as it considers appropriate with 
respect to – 

 a. how applications are to be made to the 
Competent Authority; and 

 b. the operation and interpretation of this 
Agreement 

8. Such guidance shall, in particular, set out – 

 a. how the Competent Authority proposes to 
make decisions on applications for the grant of 
Approved Co-production status, and 

 b. factors it will take into account when exercising 
any discretion conferred on it by this Agreement. 

9. Nothing in this Agreement binds the relevant 
authorities in the UK or India to permit the public 
exhibition of a film, which has been granted 
Approved Co-production status. 

Article 3 
Benefits 
1. This Article applies in relation to any film which 

has Approved Co-production status under this 
Agreement. 

2. Each Party shall permit, in accordance with 
their respective legislation, including, for the 
UK relevant European Community legislation, 
temporary import and export, free of import 
or export duties and taxes, of any equipment 
necessary for the production of an Approved 
Co-production. 

3. Each Party shall permit any person employed in 
the making of promotion of an Approved Co-
production to enter and remain in the UK and 
India, as the case may be, during the making or 
promotion of the film, subject to the requirement 
that they comply with the legislation relating to 
entry, residence and employment. 

4. Each Party shall treat a film falling within 
paragraph 1. of this Article as a national film for 
the purposes of any benefits afforded in that 
country to national films. 

5. The question of which Party may claim credit for 
an Approved Co-production as a national film at 
an International Film Festival shall be determined 
– 

 a. by reference to whichever is the greater of either 
–

 i. the total financial contributions made by 
the UK Co-producer or Co-producers (taken 
together), or 

 ii. the total financial contributions made by the 
Indian Co-producer or Co-producers (taken 
together); or 

 b. if the respective total financial contributions 
are equal, by reference to whichever of the UK 
or India the director of the film is most closely 
associated with. 

Article 4 
Films in production before and after entry into force 
1. A film shall be eligible for the grant of Approved 

Co-production status even if production 
commenced before this Agreement entered into 
force, but only if –

 a. The first day of principal photography of the film 
is no more than 18 months before the date on 
which the Agreement enters into force, and 

 b. Production of the film is completed after the 
date on which the Agreement enters into force. 

2. An Approved Co-Production shall continue to be 
eligible to receive any benefits available under 
this Agreement on or after the date on which the 
Agreement ceases to have effect, but only if – 

 a. before that date, the Competent Authorities 
have given the film requisite approval for 
Approved Co-production status under Article 2. 

 b. its principal photography commenced before 
the date on which the Agreement ceases to have 
effect, and 

 c. production of the film is completed before the 
end of the period of twelve months commencing 
with the date on which the Agreement ceases to 
have effect. 

Article 5 
Review and Amendment 
1. The Parties shall keep the Agreement under 

review and, where they consider it appropriate 
to do so, may recommend that changes be 
made. 

2. The Parties shall report to the other annually in 
writing on the current state of the Agreement. 

3. The Parties may, at any time through an exchange 
of mutually agreed notes, make amendments to 
the Agreement. 

4. Any such amendment shall enter into force as 
soon as the Parties have notified each other 
of the completion of their respective legal and 
constitutional procedures. 

Article 6 
International obligations 
1. The provisions of this Agreement are without 

prejudice to the international obligations of 
the Parties, including in relation to the United 
Kingdom obligations arising from European 
Community law. 

Article 7 
Entry into force 
1. This Agreement shall enter into force as soon 

as the Parties have notified each other of 
the completion of their respective legal and 
constitutional procedures. 

2. Either Party may terminate this Agreement at 
any time by giving at least 6 months’ prior written 
notice to the other Party. 
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3. The Agreement shall cease to have effect on 
the expiry of the period of notice given under 
paragraph 2. of this Article. 

In witness whereof of the undersigned, being duly 
authorized thereto by their respective Governments, 
have signed this Agreement. 

Done in duplicate at New Delhi this the Fifth Day 
of December 2005 in the English and the Hindi 
languages, both texts being equally authentic. In case 
of any divergence in interpretation, the English text 
shall prevail. 

Sd|- Sd|- 

For the Government of the United For the Government 
of the Republic 

Kingdom of Great Britain and of India 

Northern Ireland 

Rules for applications for approval of Film Co-
production Agreement between the Government of 
the Republic of India and the Government of United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

Applications for qualification of a film for co-
production benefits under this Agreement for any co-
production must be made to competent authority at 
least thirty (30) days before shooting begins. 

2. Documentation submitted in support of an 
application shall consist of the following items, 
drafted in English – 

 2.1 The final script and synopsis; 

 2.2 Documentary proof of having legally acquired 
the rights to produce and exploit the co-
production and that the copyright for the co-
production has been legally acquired; 

 2.3 Proof of compliance with the prescribed 
procedure for permission regarding entry of 
crew, equipment and for shooting location in 
India; 

 2.4 A copy of the co-production contract signed 
by the two co-producers. 

The contract shall include – 

 a. The title of the co-production; 

 b. The name of the author of the script, or that of 
the adaptor if it is drawn from a literary source; 
necessary permission for adapting the literary 
work into a film from the author|legal heirs may 
be attached; 

 c. The name of the director 

 d. The budget; 

 e. The financing plan; 

 f. A clause establishing the sharing of revenues, 
markets, media or a combination of these; 

 g. A clause detailing the respective shares 
of the co-producers in any over or under 
expenditure, which shares shall in principle be 
proportional to their respective contributions, 
although the minority co-producer’s share in 
any over expenditure may be limited to a lower 

percentage or to a fixed amount providing that 
the minimum proportion permitted under the 
Agreement is respected; 

 h. A clause stating that the competent authorities 
have to be informed if the percentage of 
the contribution of a co-producer changes 
subsequent to the approval of the competent 
authorities; 

 i. A clause stating that films co-produced under 
this Agreement may be publicly exhibited in 
either country in accordance with prescribed 
rules|procedures; 

 j. A clause recognizing that admission to benefits 
under this Agreement does not constitute a 
commitment that governmental authorities in 
either country will grant a license to permit 
public exhibition of the co-production; 

 k. A clause prescribing the measures to be taken 
where –

 i. After full consideration of the case, the 
competent authorities in either country refuse 
to grant the benefits applied for; 

 ii. The competent authorities prohibit the 
exhibition of the co-production in either 
country or its export to a third country; 

 iii. Either one or the other Party fails to fulfill its 
commitments; 

 l. The period when shooting is to begin; 

 m. A clause stipulating that the majority co-
producer shall take out an insurance policy 
covering at least “all production risks” and “all 
original material production risks”; and 

 n. A clause providing for the sharing of the 
ownership of copyright on a basis that it is 
proportionate to the respective contributions of 
the co-producers. 

 2.5 The distribution contract, where it has already 
been signed, or a draft if it has yet to be 
concluded; 

 2.6 A list of the creative and technical personnel 
indicating their nationalities and, in the case 
of performers, the roles they are to play; 

 2.7 The production schedule;

 2.8 The detailed budget identifying the expenses 
to be incurred by each country; and 

 2.9 All contracts and other relevant financial 
documentation for all participants in the 
financial structure. 

3. The competent authorities can demand further 
documents and all other additional information 
deemed necessary. 

4. The final shooting script (including the dialogue. 
should be submitted to the competent authority 
prior to the commencement of shooting. 

5. Amendments may be made in the original 
contract, but they must be submitted for 
approval by the competent authorities before 
the co-production is finished. 




